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The demand for alternative energy source is one of the most important
problem intercepting the future of mankind. As a solution, solar light driven
energy storage, especially by hydrogen, could be the best way to store energy
and utilization. Conventionally, three different systems are designed to achieve
hydrogen evolution by solar light under aqueous solution : photocatalyst,
photoelectrochemical (PEC) electrode, and photovoltaic-electrosynthetic (PVEC) cell. Here, we designed new photocatalysis material and PV-EC system for
obtaining hydrogen from aqueous solution efficiently.
Due to the methlyammonium lead iodide (MPI) tendency to be stabilized
under low pH condition, especially under hydriodic acid, it would be possible
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for HI splitting reaction with solar light. Moreover, the band position is
appropriate and the produced powder is also pure MPI. By applying visible
light more than 475nm of wavelength, hydrogen evolution and I3- generation is
detected without further degradation of MPI powder. Moreover, powder based
treatment could enhance the photocatalytic activity.
PV-EC system is most industrial-friendly system for future hydrogen
evolution technique by solar light. In order to achieve high solar to hydrogen
efficiency, superior photovoltaic and electrolysis system, especially well made
catalyst is necessary. Moreover, in order to transfer the highest power of solar
cell, converting technology is indispensable. Also, the converting technology
can break the diode equation and produce higher current density by sacrificing
maximum voltage. Water electrolysis cell is comprised of IrO2-MnO anode
material and Pt/C cathode under acidic solution. Membrane electrode assembly
technique is utilized with flow to produce highest electrolysis performance. By
combining solar cell, converter and electrolysis cell, we could achieve 18.9%
of solar to hydrogen efficiency.
Keywords: Hydrogen, Methylammonium Lead Iodide, HI Splitting, Solar
to Hydrogen Efficiency, Photocatalyst, Water Electrolysis
Student Number: 2014-20592
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Hydrogen as Alternative Solar Fuel
1.1.1 Demand for Solar Energy as Alternative Energy Source

The usage of fossil fuel could bring about several kinds of problems on the
earth.1 Currently, more than 80% of world energy consumption is based on
fossil fuels. First of all, the depletion of fossil fuel will bring about future energy
crisis on earth.2 Moreover, the combustion of fossil fuel generates CO2, one of
the harmful green-house gas, which should be decreased 5% 1990 level,
according to the Kyoto Protocol.3 Due to these problems, development of
alternative energy is essential for future mankind.4 Many researchers already
proposed several alternative energy for solving the energy crisis on earth ; there
are solar energy, wind energy, biomass, geothermal energy, tidal energy and
etc.5
Including several candidates for future alternative energy, solar energy is one
of the well-developed and studied energy source compared to other candidates.6
This is because the solar energy could be harvested at all over the world
regardless of topographic position. Furthermore, solar energy is one of the
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abundant energy source on earth. Generally, 23,000TW of solar energy is
shined over the earth and average world energy consumption per second is
16TW.7 This indicates that utilizing only 0.07% of solar energy would provide
enough electricity for mankind. Furthermore, with solar panel, energy could be
directly provided without further import process compared to fossil fuel.
However, the solar energy harvesting is limited during the day time. Therefore,
storage of solar energy by other media should be kept abreast of solar energy
utilization research.8

1.1.2Hydrogen as Solar Energy Storage Media
There are several ways to save solar energy to alternative energy source. As
shown in Fig. 1a, the several ways to charge energy by solar light such as
capacitors, batteries, fly wheels, hydrogen and etc.9 Above these energy storage
media, hydrogen has largest storage capacity compared to other energy sources
and longest release time.10 Longest released time indicates that the long storage
of solar energy as hydrogen form is also possible without energy loss and long
usage time.(Fig. 1.1a) Furthermore, hydrogen energy is relatively highest
energy density (130 kWh/kg) stored in chemicals compared to current fuel such
as gasoline (52.8kWh/kg), diesel (42kWh/kg) and coal (24kWh/kg).(Fig.
1.1b)11 Regarding the battery such as Li-ion or alkaline battery are far lower
than hydrogen, it would be reasonable to utilize hydrogen, especially for mobile
instrument is reasonable strategy to lower the weight of product. Lastly, the
hydrogen is the cleanest energy source compared to current fuel (Fig 1.1c).
Since hydrogen contains zero percent of carbon, which could be combusted into
2

CO2, the harmful chemical triggering the global warming.12 In contrast,
combusted byproduct of hydrogen is only water, one of the benign material on
earth. The hydrogen energy itself is cleanest and most efficient energy form for
solar energy storage and for future.
Therefore, German government already started to utilize hydrogen as solar
energy storage media.13 Germany allows electricity from solar energy to be
saved as megawatt range and utilizing surplus to be stored as hydrogen form
with electrolysis system.14 Furthermore, the government steadily fund to the
power to hydrogen projects for hydrogen energy storage system.
In U.S, hydrogen storage technique is not commercialized in markets but
constant studies were conducted to support the hydrogen evolution from solar
energy. According to National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), they
have started to model the solar to hydrogen system at Boulder, Colorado in a
partnership of Xcel Energy.15

3

Figure 1.1 Advantage of hydrogen as solar energy storage media. (a) Kinds
of solar energy storage media and its storage capacity. (b) Comparison
graph of energy storage media with power density per kg. (c) C/H ratio of
current fossil fuel and pure hydrogen energy

1.1.3 Current Process to Obtain Hydrogen

4

Current situation for obtaining hydrogen is by natural gas reforming process.
About 95% of hydrogen could be produced by mainly by CH4, another
hydrocarbon driven by fossil fuel.16 By gas reforming process of methane with
air, hydrogen and carbon monoxide is generated. Since the generation of carbon
monoxide as byproduct, the combustion of carbon monoxide could finally
generate carbon dioxide. Due to this carbon containing process, the hydrogen
fuel combustion driven by natural gas reforming cannot be a basic solution for
greenhouse gas emission. Furthermore, natural gas reforming required high
temperature, pressure process, which is harsh industrial process.17
Instead of natural gas reforming, hydrogen generation from water or halogen
acid could be complete solution with carbon free byproduct. In order to split
H2O or HX (X=Cl ,Br ,I) chemicals, there are thermal energy, electric energy,
photo energy driven processes.18 In case of electric or photo energy driven water
splitting reaction, proper catalyst is required due to the overpotential of splitting
reaction. The development of proper catalyst is one of the important issue for
aqueous solution splitting reaction.

1.2 Ways to Obtain Hydrogen from Solar Energy
As shown in previous chapter, current process for obtaining hydrogen from
aqueous media requires optimum catalyst. Especially, in order to utilize solar
light, proper semiconducting material is indispensable for light excitation of
charge carrier. There are two possible ways to split aqueous solution;
semiconducting material itself can directly transfer charge carrier to the
5

aqueous solution or semiconducting material transfer charge carrier to the
electrolysis cell for aqueous solution splitting.19, 20 These two types could split
the solar energy driven aqueous splitting system into three compartments :
Photocatalysis, Photoelectrochemical (PEC) electrode and PhotovoltaicElectrosynthetic (PV-EC) cell (Figure 1.2).21-23 The details of each system
would be described at later section. Regardless of each system, efficient
semiconductor is indispensable for long charge carrier distance as well as low
exciton binding energy.24 This is because the efficient conversion of photon
energy into electric energy is directly related to the efficiency of photon
absorbing semiconducting material. As well as semiconductor’s photon
absorbing activity, band gap is also important factor for efficient aqueous
solution splitting25. Usually, the open circuit voltage driven by semiconducting
material cannot exceed the band gap energy.26 The band gap should be optimum
for aqueous solution splitting reaction. In case of direct electron transfer such
as photocatalysis or PEC electrode reaction, the band position of conduction
band or valence band position are important due to the electron or hole
transfer.22 In case of chemical oxidation potential is lower than the conduction
band of semiconductor, the excited hole should be spontaneously transferred to
the chemical due to the relatively high energy of excited hole and in case of
reduction reaction, vice versa.
The semiconducting material is not the only factor affecting the solar to
hydrogen conversion. The optimized catalyst for reducing the electron or hole
transfer is required due to the high overpotential on semiconductor-solution
interface.27 Due to the complicated reaction mechanism as well as high number
6

of electron necessity for hydrogen production from aqueous solution, especially
on water oxidation reaction at water splitting, many catalysts have been
studied.28 Usually, efficient water splitting or halogen acid splitting catalyst are
consisted of rare metal based catalyst, such as Ir, Pt or Ru.29 Due to this problem,
many researchers still focused on developing efficient catalyst based on cheap
transition metal based catalyst such as Co, Mn, Ni and Fe.29 Therefore, by
achieving efficient electrocatalyst development, it would be easy to achieve
efficient solar energy driven hydrogen evolution reaction in aqueous solution.

7

Figure 1.2 Kinds of solar light to hydrogen evolution system. (a)
Photocatalysis system. (b) Photoelectrochemicla electrode system. (c)
Photovoltaic-Electrosynthetic (PV-EC) system

8

1.2.1 Solar to Hydrogen Conversion Efficiency
The efficiency of solar energy to hydrogen energy could be estimated with
mathematical equation. The calculation of the efficiency will be expressed
based on the water electrolysis for the simple calculation.30 In case of hydrogen
halide splitting reaction, the free energy term (or voltage term) should be
changed into the thermodynamically required energy to split HX instead of H2O.
The hydrogen energy generation rate could be expressed by multiplying the rate
of hydrogen evolution to the thermodynamic energy of hydrogen energy when
combustion with oxygen is occurred. The hydrogen energy generation rate
divided with the solar energy lighted on the designated surface area could be
the efficiency of solar energy conversion, so-called solar to hydrogen
conversion (STH) efficiency. Usually, researchers express STH as % scale. The
primary STH could be expressed as below equation
STH = [

(mmol 𝐻2 )×(237kJ⁄mol)
]
𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (mW⁄𝑐𝑚2 )×Area(𝑐𝑚2 ) 𝐴𝑀 1.5𝐺

(1)

Usually, the solar energy lighted on specific area is considered as
100mW/cm2 on AM 1.5G condition. Therefore, the Ptotal could be considering
as 100mW/cm2. Usually photocatalyst reaction, it is hard to determine the STH
efficiency due to the variation of surface area of reaction vessel and the usage
of sacrificial agent for water oxidation or reduction. In case of PEC or PV-EC
system, it is relatively easy to determine the STH. Furthermore, the current
driven by these systems could be directly converted into the STH efficiency. In
case of PEC electrode, solar to hydrogen conversion efficiency can be
expressed as below equation

9

𝑗𝑠𝑐 (mA⁄𝑐𝑚2 ) × (1.23V) × 𝜂𝐹
STH = [
]
(2)
𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (mW⁄𝑐𝑚2 )
𝐴𝑀 1.5𝐺
The jsc refers the current density driven by solar energy without external
biased electric potential. ηF refers to the faradaic efficiency, which indicates the
electrolysis current to hydrogen conversion efficiency. In case of PEC electrode,
the surface area term could be abbreviated because the light irradiation and
electrocatalyst is same as the electrocatalysis area.
In PV-EC system, STH efficiency could be expressed as different equation.
This is due to the possibility of electrocatalyst surface area to solar cell area
ratio control. The equation can be described as below
𝑗𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 (mA⁄𝑐𝑚2 ) × 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 (𝑐𝑚2 ) × (1.23V) × 𝜂𝐹
STH = [
]
(3)
𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (mW⁄𝑐𝑚2 ) × 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑃𝑉 (𝑐𝑚2 )
𝐴𝑀 1.5𝐺
As shown in equation (3), the surface area of PV (AreaPV) and electrolyzer
(Areaelec) term is displayed. This is because the light irradiation area is different
from the hydrogen evolution surface area. Due to this effect, the surface area
ration (Areaelec/AreaPV) should be cited to be compared the efficiency of the PVEC system. The detailed efficiency calculation method for each system will be
shown in each system description.

1.2.2 Photocatalyst
Photocatalyst is simplest method to split aqueous solution into hydrogen or
desired product. The photocatalytic reaction is usually occurred by dispersed
semiconducting material in aqueous solution and irradiated light on the solution.
Usually, the optimized band gap and efficient charge carrier separation are
important factors to display proper photocatalytic property. In case of band gap,
10

as shown in previous section, appropriate band position is required to proceed
desired reaction due to its direct electron transfer through the substrate.31
Moreover, the optimized crystalline state and structure influence on the
property due to the charge carrier diffusion. One important thing is that the
photocatalytic system is usually accompanied by utilizing sacrificial agent for
aqueous solution splitting reaction.32 It is due to the band position of
photocatalytic material.
Some photocatalytic materials usually have only one reaction possible band
gap structure. For instance, BiVO4 has valence band position at 2.86eV (vs.
NHE) and conduction band position at 0.46eV (vs. NHE). Since the water
oxidation potential lies at 1.23V (vs.NHE), the generated hole can oxidize water
into oxygen. Therefore, BiVO4 has been utilized for water oxidation
photocatalyst. In contrast, since the water reduction potential lies in 0V (vs.
NHE), the generated electron by light cannot reduce the water. The conduction
band position has relatively higher energy position compared to water reduction
potential. Therefore, the sacrificial agent such as AgNO3 for alternative oxidant
required to proceed water oxidation reaction with BiVO4.33
Even though the band position of photocatalytic material is enough band
position for full aqueous solution splitting energy, it is usually hard to achieve
full aqueous solution splitting (especially at water splitting reaction) due to the
overpotential. For example, g-C3N4 has optimum band position (valence band
at 1.83eV (vs. NHE) and conduction band at -0.83eV (vs. NHE) for full water
splitting.32 However, without special treatment or nano sized control, it is
unable to proceed the water splitting reaction with platinum deposited C3N4 due
11

to the large overpotential for water oxidation. In case of C3N4, people also
utilized sacrificial agent such as methanol or triethanolamine (TEOA) to act as
reductant.32, 34
Furthermore, the cocatalyst is considered as indispensable for photocatalyst,
especially on water splitting reaction.35 This is because the semiconductor itself
cannot efficiently transfer charge carrier into the chemical reaction. Usually,
famous electrocatalyst such as platinum, iridium oxide, cobalt phosphate and
MoS2 are utilized for efficient photocatalysis reaction.36-38
There are several materials utilized, especially for water splitting reaction,
as photocatalyst materials. TiO2 is one of the well-known photocatalytic
material for water splitting reaction. Especially, the good charge carrier
separation property allow TiO2 as efficient photocatalyst material regardless of
water splitting, CO2 reduction or HX splitting reaction.39, 40Moreover, there has
been tremendous amount of studies related to nano sized control of TiO2 in
order to show large surface area, which is important factor for efficient
photocatalytic activity.39 However, the large band gap of TiO2 prevents TiO2 as
efficient photocatalyst reaction due to its hardness to absorb visible light of the
solar energy (less than 400nm of wavelength). However, recently, generated
Ti3+ based nanostructured TiO2photocatalystcould absorb visible light to show
efficient hydrogen evolution compared to P25 titanium oxide (Fig. 1.3a).41
Moreover, doping effect can also enhance the photocatalytic activity of
hydrogen evolution of TiO2.42 Some researchers try to utilize TiO2 as water
oxidation photocatalyst and adsorption of TiO2 on to the CdS, efficient
hydrogen evolution catalyst and try full water splitting.43 This system is so12

called Z schematic system for water splitting reaction.
C3N4 is relatively newly designed photocatalytic material discovered by
Domen group (Fig. 1.3b).32 Since metal atom is not included inside the material,
many researchers try to utilize C3N4 as hydrogen evolution photocatalyst. Since
C3N4 has layered structure, exfoliation technique can further enhance the
photocatalytic activity of hydrogen evolution reaction.44 By producing
nanocomposite with other heterogeneous material, full water splitting could be
driven by C3N4, according to the Kang group.20 Also, the doping chemistry is
also applicable to C3N4 such as the study done by Wang group.45 Since C3N4
is relatively optimized band gap for hydrogen evolution with visible light
(2.6eV), constant research progress has been made.
CdS considered as one of the most efficient hydrogen evolution
photocatalyst material. Since the highest hydrogen evolution driven by visible
light compared to other catalyst material, it has paid attention for several
years.46 More than 2 mmol of hydrogen per 1 gram of photocatalyst material
per hour is available, the stability issue of CdS has been studied in order to
produce efficient photocatalyst for long time. Core shell structure synthesis is
one possible way to enhance the stability of CdS as well as its performance. 47
Furthermore, efficient cocatalyst can also improve the stability issue of CdS
material.48
There are many kinds of other photocatalyst materials are studied, such as
CoO, perovskite structured NaTaO3, ZnS and CdSe has been studied.49-52
However, due to the low efficiency of photocatalyst material as well as its
necessity of sacrificial agent, the careful studies are required to utilize
13

photocatalyst system into real industrial purpose to acquire hydrogen from
aqueous solution.

1.2.3Photoelectrochemical Electrode
Photoelectrochemical (PEC) electrode is semiconductor based electrode
system for aqueous solution splitting reaction. The concept of PEC electrode is
summarized by Gratzel.22 The electrode synthesis is indispensable for PEC
electrode measurement. Moreover, the synthesis of electrode allows electrode
to be evaluated by formal method as shown in equation (2). However, most of
the PEC electrode itself cannot proceed full aqueous solution splitting,
especially water. For this reason, different efficiency calculation method has
been utilized for evaluating the performance of PEC electrode. The applied bias
photon-to-current efficiency (ABPE) can be shown as below equation
|𝑗𝑝ℎ (𝑚𝑊 ⁄𝑐𝑚2 )| × (1.23 − |𝑉𝑏 |(𝑉)
ABPE = [
]𝐴𝑀 1.5𝐺
𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (𝑚𝑊 ⁄𝑐𝑚2 )

(4)

Usually, photocatalyst material has been utilized as PEC electrode material.
BiVO4 is one good example to show the tendency. Choi group utilized BiVO4
on electrode show PEC water oxidation property. Silicon material is also
utilized as PEC electrode.53 Our group recently published paper utilizing silicon
as water reduction PEC electrode.54 By applying graphene the top of the silicon
electrode, we could achieve high performance of water reduction property
driven by solar light without degradation of silicon material (Fig. 1. 3c).55
Hematite (Fe2O3) is another well-known PEC electrode for water oxidation.56
Since the optimum band position for water oxidation and precisely controlled
14

nanostructure, high performance is shown by hematite electrode. According to
the Gamelin group, electrodeposited cobalt phosphate deposited on hematite
can efficiently produce oxygen with solar light.57 From this study,
electrocatalyst deposited on PEC electrode can efficiently produce products as
well as its stability.
Therefore, conventionally, PEC electrodes are utilized both cathode and
anode to display full aqueous solution splitting. Krol group, applied
heterojunction between two electrode (BiVO4 and silicon) for full water
splitting. The well-made heterojunction could bring about 4.9% of STH
efficiency.Moreover, the combined photocathode and photoanode allows full
water splitting with STH 2.5%, according to the Li group.58 However, the
efficiency of photoelectrochemical system is still in low efficiency due to the
direct conversion of generated electron to chemical on electrode at once.
Moreover, silicon could be also applicable to the HI splitting reaction (Fig.
1.3d).18 Since the open circuit voltage of silicon is proper for HI splitting
reaction, silicon itself can split HI efficiently without further sacrificial agent.
Moreover, silicon can endure the acidic nature of HI without further
degradation such as oxide materials.
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Figure 1.3 Examples of photocatalyst materials and photoelectrochemcial
electrodes for hydrogen evolution. (a) Ti3+-TiO2photocatalyst for hydrogen
evolution.41 (b) C3N4photocatalyst for hydrogen evolution.32 (c) Silicon
PEC electrode for hydrogen evolution.55 (d) Silicon microstructure based
PEC system for solar HI splitting.18
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1.2.4 Photovoltaic –Electrosynthetic Cell
Photovoltaic –Electrosynthetic (PV-EC) cell system is combined system
between independent two systems. Since the electron generation compartment
and electron consumption compartments are separated, the combined output
(hydrogen) could be highest value. Moreover, even though the photovoltaic
material itself has not enough band gap for aqueous solution splitting reaction,
series connection of photovoltaic could bring about higher potential sacrificing
current density of material. Most important thing is the surface area ratio of
electrolyzer and solar cell could be tuned for higher STH efficiency, since the
irradiated area is only applied to solar cell. However, the STH efficiency could
not overcome the short circuit current density of solar cell (jsc×1.23), because
the solar cell current density follow the diode equation.
The STH efficiency of PV-EC system is determined by the matching point
of polarization curve of electrolyzer and IV curve of solar cell. This is because
the power generated from solar cell would be same as the power of electrolysis.
Due to the nature of STH efficiency calculation by this procedure, the efficient
photovoltaic as well as high performance aqueous electrolyzer cell is necessary.
The history of PV-EC system was firstly suggested by John Turner at NREL
(Fig. 1.4a).25 However, the first PV-EC system was not fully separated. Instead,
photovoltaic was stacked on the PEC electrode and the counter electrode was
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electrocatalyst (Pt). This system could achieve highest STH efficiency at that
time, 12.4%. Even though utilizing of expensive semiconducting tandem
structure is necessary, this system was revolutionary compared to previous
photocatalyst or PEC system. As the photovoltaic and electrocatalyst material
has been developed rapidly, the STH efficiency of PV-EC system has been
steeply increased. At 2000, Litch group tried RuO2 anode, Pt cathode combined
with four material connected solar cell to achieve highest STH efficiency, 18.3%
(Fig. 1.4b).59 This PV-EC system is the more general type in current PV-EC
system, due to the separated PV and EC system. Moreover, the Turner group
utilized tandem solar cell at the outside of electrolyte and connected with both
platinum electrode. As a result, about 16% of STH efficiency could be
achieved.25
Recently, Nocera group utilized cheap series connected silicon solar cell with
cobalt phosphate and NiZnMo and anode and cathode electrocatalyst
material(Fig. 1.4c).60 By combining 4 series connected Silicon solar cell, about
9.8% of STH efficiency could be achieved. This study brings significant impact
due to the relatively high efficiency compared to cheap materials selection.
Furthermore, this study shows the importance of number of series connected
solar cell for high STH efficiency. They also utilized monolithic solar cell
instead of expensive tandem solar cell, which could reduce the cost. The Gratzel
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group also published paper related to monolithic solar cell based water
electrolysis system (Fig. 1.4d).23 Most important aspect is the application of
methylammonium lead iodide (MPI) solar cell and NiFeLDH catalyst for both
cathode and anode. Due to the effectiveness of MPI solar cell with its high cost
performance nature, series connected MPI solar cell based NiFeLDH catalyst
could generated hydrogen 12.3% of STH efficiency. Moreover, the NiFeLDH
has bifunctional ability for both water oxidation and reduction property. The
significant aspect of this research is also related to the surface area ratio control
between electrode and solar cell to achieve highest STH efficiency. Since the
diode equation of solar cell displays relatively constant current density before
the curvature of current density at specific voltage started, this group increased
the electrode surface area to achieve highest current density at specific voltage
where the curvature of current density to voltage graph begins.
Lastly, Mcfarland group utilized GaAs solar cell connected with Rh and
PEDOT electrode for HBr splitting reaction under solar light. The initial
efficiency was 14.8% (Fig. 4e).61
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Figure 1.4 Examples of previous PV-EC system for hydrogen evolution
from aqueous solution. (a) First PV-EC cell suggested by John. A. Turner.
(b) The PV-EC system suggested by Litch group, Highest STH efficiency
could be achieved. (c) PV-EC system suggested by Nocera group. Cheap
PV, electrode materials are utilized. (d) PV-EC system desgined by Gratzel
group. Perovskite solar cell is applied. (e) PV-EC system for HBr splitting
reaction by Mcfarland group.
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Chapter 2. Methylammonium Lead Iodide
Photocatalysis
2.1 Conventional Characteristics of MPI
Methylammonium lead iodide(MPI) is one of the class of materials so-called
organic-inorganic hybrid perovskites material.62 Organic-inorganic hybrid
perovksites are consisted of corner sharing metal halide octahedral framework
and organic cations located in the cubo-octahedral sites. For this
uncommonatomic scale hybrid structure, organic-inorganic perovskites present
various uniqueproperties: solution deposition under low temperature,high
carrier mobility, and strong photoluminescence.63 Especially, due to the
superior performance of MPI among the other organic-inorganic perovskite, it
has been utilized for solar cell materials. Another advantage of MPI used for
solar cell is its easiness to construct solar cell device without expansive vacuum
based deposition process.64 After the report of Nam Gyu Park’s group with solid
based MPI solar cell at 2012, the efficiency of MPI based solar cell is
recently(based on 2015) exceeded the 20% of solar to electrical conversion
efficiency.65 The rapid growth of solar to electrical conversion also drives the
development of other device such as memory and photodetector.66, 67
However, due to its weakness toward water, especially on humidity in air,
the reinforcement is indispensable. The weakness is caused by its inorganic
compartment, lead iodide(PbI2). Since the methylammoniumiodide(MAI)
(organic compartment) is highly soluble in water but PbI2 is not, highly polar
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MPI can be easily degraded into aqueous methlammonium iodide (MAI)
solution form in water and PbI2 precipitate when it meets water.68 The further
study has been progressed to understand the hydrate form of MPI to enhance
the stability of MPI solar cell.
However, MPI can be existed as crystal form under strong acid, especially
under acidic condition. This is because the PbI2 can be existed as PbIxy- form
under hydroiodic acid condition.69 By saturating the HI solution with PbIxy- and
MAI, MPI crystal could be precipitated under room temperature.

2.2 Experiment Section
2.2.1 Synthesis of MPI/HI(aq) system with MPI precipitate
75 vol% of 57wt% HI(unstabilized, 99.99% trace metals basis, Aldrich)
and 25 vol% of H3PO2(50wt%, Junsei) are utilized to make stabilized HI
solution. 0.35M of PbI2(99.999% trace metals basis, Aldrich) and synthesized
0.35M of MAI powder are dissolved in stabilized HI solution. After complete
dissolution of PbI2 and MAI, the solution is heated at 120°C for 3h for obtaining
black precipitate. The black powder, MPI, is precipitated under the solution.
After cooling the solution with black precipitate, the precipitate is stored under
MPI precursor saturated solution.

2.2.2 Characterization of MPI Precipitate
Powder XRD patterns were measure using a Bruker D-8 Advance X-ray
diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation(λ=1.54056 Å) from 10˚ to 70° with a
step size of 0.01˚. The FESEM micrographs were obtained using a Zeiss,
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MERLIN Compact operating at 2 kV. The FESEM samples were prepared by
putting the sample on stub with carbon tape. The absorption spectrum of MPI
precipitate is analyzed with a UV/Vis/NIR spectrophotometer (Cary 5000,
Agilent Technology) using diffuse reflectance mode and specular reflectance
mode.

2.2.3 Solubility Measurement of MPI/HI(aq)
Solubility of MPI, PbI2, MAI is measured under saturated solution with
concomitant precipitate is existed. The temperature controlled solubility is
measured after stabilizing MPI precursor saturated solution for 30min at
specific temperature. After that, dropping 90μl of MPI solution is on plasma
treated silicate glass and annealing for 30min at 100°C to evaporate all solution.
The change of weight before and after the MPI precursor solution annealing
can be calculated into solubility of MPI precursor. Therefore, solubility
dependency of different HI concentration could be conducted with similar
method. After dilution of stabilized HI solution with certain amount of water,
dissolving MAI, PbI2, and MPI powder until precipitate is formed and stabilized
for more than 30min under sonication. 90ul of each material saturation solution
is dropped on the plasma treated silicate glass and annealing for 30min at 100°C.
The change of silicate weight can be directly calculated into solubility.

2.2.4 Gas Chromatography(GC) Measurement
The quantitative detection of hydrogen was performed by gas chromatography
(GC, DS Science, iGC7200). Typically, 40 mg of the MPI precipitate in 50 mL
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of saturated solution was placed in a quartz vessel and stirred vigorously during
the photoreaction. The solar simulator (Ashai Spectra, HAL-302) was used as
light source. Irradiation of spectrum is controlled by 475nm filter, pass light
wavelength longer than 475nm.Before photocatalytic reaction purging the
vessel with Ar for 20min is proceeded. Gas was ejected automatically into the
gas chromatograph. The GC measured the molar proportion of the hydrogen
gas relative to the total ejected gas, and the exact amount of gas was calculated
by multiplying by the empty space in the quartz vessel.

2.2.5 Solution Absorbance Measurement
The absorption spectrum of solution is analyzed with a UV/Vis/NIR
spectrophotometer (Cary 5000, Agilent Technology) using solution absorbance
mode. The analysis range of wavelength is from 300nm to 900nm. The intensity
of data was normalized and display.

2.3 Material Characterization of MPI Precipitate
2.3.1 MPI Phase and Morphology
To characterize synthesized black precipitates, Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM), X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) were performed (Fig. 2.1). Fig.
2.1a shows optical image of black precipitates in MPI/HI(aq). After the black
precipitate is formed under solution, the black precipitate can be existed without
further degradation more than 6 month. It indicates the stability of the
precipitate under hydriodic acid. The powder was collected through filtration
process (Fig. 2.1b). This powder, however, cannot sustain its color and property
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on air atmosphere for long time. This may be driven by its weakness toward
humidity on air.
Through SEM analysis, size and morphology of black powder was observed
(Fig. 2.1c,d). The powder had round shape like a pebble with a few tens of
micrometer size. Compared to other recent designed photocatalytic material,
the size of MPI precipitate is far bulky. The surface area of MPI precipitate to
react with substrate will be minimal since the low surface area of MPI powder.
Closed look of MPI powder displays details of MPI powder morphology. There
are some clear surfaces exposed and rough surfaces are decorated with small
powder. It is assumed that the clear surfaces are due to the as-prepared MPI
powder after evaporation of hydriodic acid solution to obtain MPI precipitate.
On the other hand, the rough surface can be formed under dynamic equilibrium
state between precipitate solution interface. The dissolution of MPI precipitate
is occurred concomitantly with heterogeneous growth of MPI precipitate on the
existed MPI surface. However, we could not find clear facet. It refers that
synthesized powder is not a single crystalline material but a polycrystalline bulk
material. Since the micro scale powder as well as its low crystalline state
compared to single crystal material, there would be some large barrier for
charge carrier to be diffused through surface of MPI for photocatalysis reaction.
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Figure 2.1 Image of MPI precipitate (a) MPI precipitate under MPI/HI(aq)
solution. The yellow solution indicates that PbI2 can be dissolved into PbIx
form under hydriodic condition. b) Filtered powder optical image. The
powder can be existed under air for short time without further degradation.
(c) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of MPI powder. The size of
MPI powder is various range from sub 10μm to over 50μm. (d) Magnified
SEM image of MPI powder. There is no clear facet due to the dynamic
equilibrium state between MPI powder and MPI/HI(aq). The roughness
could not be controlled under MPI/HI(aq) condition.

To determine a phase of black powder, XRD analysis was performed. There
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is significant peak at 14.13 and 28.57° respectively (Fig.2.2a). These peaks are
assigned as (110), (220) peak of MPI precipitate. Other sub peaks are also
matched with other peak position of known MPI precipitate.70 In other words
black powder from the MPI/HI(aq) was pure MPI without any other phases
such as MAI or PbI2. It can be also inferred the stability of MPI precipitate even
though the PbI2 or MAI can be precipitated. There was no significant peak
broadening at MPI powder. This shows that the MPI precipitate is almost bulk
size, not the nano sized structure. The stability of MPI under MPI/HI(aq) will
be far more discussed. The structure of MPI precipitate is shown in Fig. 2.2b.
The crystal structure has corner sharing lead iodide complex containing methyl
ammonium ion inside the cube. Again, the highly symmetrical structure of MPI
is the reason for displaying the superior optoelectric property such as long
charge diffusion length. The bonding between PbI3 octahedral and methyl
ammonium ion is ionic bond. Even though the MPI is easily degraded into PbI2
and MAI in pure water, the MPI precursor saturated hydriodic acid solution can
sustain the MPI due to the existence of PbIx ion in hydriodic acid. The detailed
evidence will be shown later.
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Figure. 2.2 Phase identification of black precipitate in MPI/HI(aq) solution.
(a) X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) pattern of black power in MPI/HI(aq)
solution. (b) Structure of tetragonal MPI based on information of XRD
analysis shown in Fig. 6a.

2.3.2Band Position of MPI
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Absorbance of precipitated MPI powder was measured to find out optical
band gap of powder MPI (Fig. 2.3a). Powder MPI shows large light absorbance
at the visible light range with sharp onset. Light absorption coefficient (F(α))
of powder MPI was calculated using absorbance data with Kubelka-Munk
equation (Fig. 2.3b). From the relationship between incident photon energy (hν)
and F(α) hν, optical band gap energy was determined as 1.53eV (supporting).
To determine valence band maximum position of powder MPI, UPS
measurement was carried out. Fig. 2.3c shows UPS spectrum of powder MPI
sample with He Ι photon energy (21.2eV) calibration. Valence band maximum
position was determined as -5.43eV respected to vacuum level. From the
determined optical band gap and valence band maximum position, conduction
band minimum position was determined as -3.9eV respected to vacuum level.
These results are well consistent with the previous results from the film MPI
fabricated by spin coating method via organic precursor solution. All above
results confirm that the black powder is pure polycrystalline bulk MPI and
demonstrate consistent optoelectronic properties. It indicates the possibility of
MPI powder in MPI/HI(aq) working as photocatalyst for HI splitting.
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Figure. 2.3 Band Position Characteristics of MPI powder (a) Absorbance
spectrum of MPI precipitate. (b) Kubelka-Monk transformation of
absorbance spectrum of MPI precipitate based on direct excitation of
charge carrier. (c) Normalized UPS spectrum of MPI powder. The inset
displays the linear regression for obtaining zero intensity position for
calculating valence band position
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2.3.3 Dynamic Equilibrium State of MPI
In order to display the dynamic equilibrium state of MPI, the doping effect
under HBr solution is shown in Fig 2.4. The excess amount of MPI powder was
filtered and located under HBr solution in order to precipitate MPI powder. The
MPI precipitate was stirred for 2h to produce Br doped MPI powder. The stirred
powder was filtered and analyzed by XRD analysis. The Fig. 2.4a shows overall
spectrum of pure MPI and Br doped MPI. The full range of XRD analysis does
not show enough information of doping effect. Instead, when it comes to
magnified XRD spectrum, significant peak shift is shown.
From range 28 to 29°, there is about °shift after HBr doping is occurred.
The reason for doping effect would be driven from the dissolved MAI and PbI2
when the precursor MPI was added in the pure HBr. The dissolved MAI will be
divided into methylammonium ion and iodide ion. PbI2 also form PbIxBry ion
form inside the HBr. The remaining MPI powder will have kinetic dissolution
and precipitation between PbIxBry and methylammonium ion and Br- ion. This
kind of complicated equilibrium can finally change the composition of pure
MPI into Br doped MPI form. The doping effect can be easily analyzed by XRD
spectrum. Even though there is no direct evidence of dynamic equilibrium of
MPI, this kind of doping effect can infer the dynamic equilibrium state among
solution and MPI precipitate interface.
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Figure. 2.4 MPI powder XRD pattern under MPI/HI(aq) and
MPBr/HBr(aq). (a) Full spectrum of MPI under different solution. (b)
Magnified peak at 28 to 29˚. (220) peak under MPBr/HBr condition shows
about 0.2˚ of peak shift due to the Br inclusion to MPI crystal and d space
value decreases
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2.4Schematic Illustration of MPI/HI(aq) System
Fig. 2.5a shows schematic illustrations of our MPI photocatalysis system and
energy band diagram for hydriodic acid splitting reaction. MPI was synthesized
through precipitation method from MAI/PbI2 based MPI precursor solution.
First, equimolar amounts of methylammonium iodide (MAI) and lead iodide
(PbI2) was dissolved in aqueous hydriodic acid, forming transparent yellow
solution. Then the solution was evaporated at 120˚C for supersaturation. As
solution evaporated, black MPI precipitates were formed and then the solution
was left at room temperature about one hour for cooling. Black precipitates
were still maintained in the MPI/HI(aq) at room temperature. It means that the
black precipitates are under the dynamic equilibrium state with its MPI/HI(aq)
at room temperature. In other words, black precipitates were dissolved into its
precursor solution and new precipitates were formed from MPI/HI(aq) at the
same time as shown.
Despite of its equilibrium state, the charge carrier generated by solar light is
possible to be transferred through the MPI. The reached carrier can react with
substrate (HI) to produce hydrogen and I3-. This dynamic equilibrium can also
heal the degraded material by facilitating regrowth on other side to keep
equilibrium state among solution and precipitate. The detailed stability
behavior of MPI precipitate will be treated later chapter by Gas
Chromatography analysis.
From the previous band position analysis, MPI powder has valence band
position at the -5.43V (vs. vacuum level) and conduction band position at the 3.93eV (vs. vacuum level), which corresponds to 0.93V and -0.57V versus
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Normal Hydrogen Electrode, respectively. These are suitable position for
iodine oxidation (0.46Vvs. NHE) and hydrogen reduction (0.05V vs. NHE) in
our designed system as illustrated in Fig. 2.5b. The position of hydrogen
evolution and I3- generation can be calculated from concentration of HI(6M)
and standard redox potential of H2, I3- generation reaction from H+ and I- ion.
The light energy of visible light is also sufficient to produce hydrogen and I3from aqueous hydroiodic acid solution. This indicates that HI splitting reaction
is already thermodynamically favorable reaction by visible light. However,
there is no report to split aqueous hydroiodic acid with visible light without
catalyst. Therefore, MPI can be useful photocatalyst material to assist aqueous
hydriodic acid under visible light condition. In addition, MPI has great optical
and electrical properties such as high visible light absorption coefficient with
sharp onset and long-range charge carrier diffusion length.As a result, we
believe that MPI is an appropriate photocatalyst material for aqueous hydriodic
acid splitting.
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Figure.2.5 Schematic illustration of MPI powder under MPI/HI(aq)
system. (a) The diagram demonstrates the dynamic equilibrium state
between MPI precipitate interface and MPI precursor state. (b) Band
position of MPI prcipitate diagram based on Fig 7. The reduction potential
of proton and oxidation potential of monoiodide ion is also shown. The
excited electron hole pair can split HI into hydrogen and I3- ion
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2.5Characteristics of MPI/HI(aq)
2.5.1 Solubility of MPI in Hydriodic Acid
Solubility was measured to determine the optimum condition of the
MPI/HI(aq). As shown in Fig. 2.6a, solubility of MPI in the aqueous hydriodic
acid (7.6M concentration) was measured at various temperatures. MPI
solubility is slightly increasing as temperature increased. It means that the value
of Gibbs’ free energy of mixing of our MPI/HI(aq) goes more negative when
we increase the temperature. This is general phenomenon at solid dissolving in
aqueous solution due to the entropy term.
We also measure the solubility of MAI, PbI2, and MPI in the aqueous
hydriodic acid with different HI concentration (Fig. 2.6b). Various aqueous
hydriodic acid were prepared by diluting 7.6M aqueous hydriodic acid with
deionized water. MAI solubility is barely changed with all HI concentration
range we controlled. PbI2solubility is dropped to almost zero when the HI
concentration is below 3.2M. 3.2M of aqueous hydriodic acid concentration is
the turning point of our system. Moreover, the MPI/HI(aq) made at lower
concentration than 3.2M hydriodic acid displays only white precipitate instead
of black MPI powder after evaporating the solution by annealing. The white
powder is revealed as MAI. This is because PbIx form cannot be stabilized at
lower hydriodic acid concentration as shown in our previous PbI2 solubility
result. Above 3.2M of aqueous hydriodic acid concentration, PbI2 solubility is
higher than MPI. It means that the precipitates of MPI/HI(aq) were changed
from MPI at concentration range from 3.2M to 7.6M of hydriodic acid. So
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above 3.2M concentration of hydriodic acid is needed for stable MPI
precipitated in MPI/HI(aq) system.
The phase of MPI precipitate under [HI]=7.6, 4, 1M was also shown in Fig.
2.6c. At [HI]=7.6M and 4M, there is no need to demonstrate the impurity or
other phase in XRD analysis. This is because there is only tetragonal MPI phase
peak. Instead, when it comes to [HI]=0.1M, there are large amount of PbI2
peaks and small tetragonal MPI peaks. In addition, as shown in Fig. 2.6c, the
MPI/HI(aq) solution at [HI]=0.1M contains only MAI. It means that the in this
HI concentration, MAI and PbI2 are totally separated instead of forming
complex such as tetragonal MPI. Moreover, the MPI peaks are driven by poor
washing procedure before precipitate filtering process in order to prevent phase
transformation with washing solvent. From this result, the MPI precipitate
phase after [HI]=3.2M would be PbI2 instead of MPI due to its low proton and
iodide concentration.
In order to split aqueous hydriodic acid from MPI precipitate, the high
concentration of HI is indispensable. The formation of MPI is most important
procedure to split HI into hydrogen and I3- with visible light. Instead of MPI,
PbI2 precipitate is no activity for split HI.
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Figure. 2.6 Solubility of MPI at various condtion. (a) Temeprature
dependent solubility of MPI in MPI/HI(aq). (b) HI concentration
dependent MAI,PbI2, MPI solubility. (c) XRD spectrum of MPI precipitate
at -log[HI]=1, MAI peaks are shown. (d) XRD spectrum of MPI precipitate
under different HI concentration
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2.5.2 Absorbance of MPI/HI(aq) Solution
UV-vis spectroscopy of hydriodic acid and MPI/HI(aq) were performed to
confirm the transmittable wavelength range (Fig. 2.7a). Because MPI/HI(aq) is
tinged with yellow, absorbance peak appear below the 480nm. It means that
MPI precipitates inside the MPI/HI(aq) could not absorb the light below 480nm.
Furthermore, the the reason of strong yellow color of MPI/HI(aq) solution can
be supported with the stabilization of PbIx complex in aqueous hydriodic acid
solution. This can be shown by Fig. 2.7b, due to the similar absorbance
spectrum of PbI2 solution and MPI/HI(aq) solution. This can be further
convinced by the absorbance spectrum of MAI solution, which is almost similar
to the pure aqueous hydriodic acid solution. As a result, the stabilization of MPI
under aqueous hydriodic acid can be largely attributed to the stabilization of
PbIx complex in hydriodic acid. Furthermore, we chose the 475nm filter with
solar simulator for HI splitting.
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Figure. 2.7 UV-vis spectrum of MPI and its component in aqueous
hydriodic acid. (a) UV-vis spectrum of pure HI and 0.35M MPI/HI(aq). (b)
UV-vis spectrum of 0.35M MAI and 0.35M PbI2 solution.
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2.6 HI Splitting Activity of MPI Precipitate
2.6.1 Hydrogen Evolution by MPI Precipitate
The HI splitting driven by MPI powder under light irradiation is shown in
Fig. 12. The H2 evolution efficiency of MPI powder with HI splitting was
measured by Gas Chromatography(GC)(Fig.2.8a). Pure 40mg of MPI
precipitate generated hydrogen about 1.6μmol/h with luminescence of solar
light with wavelength over 475nm.One of the interesting feature is that MPI
precipitate produced hydrogen efficiently without conventional cocatalyst such
as platinum or gold.
In contrast, the MPI/HI(aq) and aqueous hydriodic acid did not show
photocatalytic hydrogen evolution under same light source and wavelength (Fig.
2.8b). Furthermore, the MPI precipitate in MPI/HI(aq) itself could not produce
hydrogen without assistant of light energy. The slope of hydrogen evolution for
five hour was relatively stable, which means that hydrogen evolution reaction
was proceeded without further degradation of MPI precipitate for 5h.Even
though the rate of hydrogen evolution is minimal compared to nano-sized stateof-art photocatalytic material, it can produce substantial amount of hydrogen
despite of its micro size powder without complicated treatment.
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Figure. 2.8 Gas Chromatography(GC) result of MPI photocatalytic
hydrogen evolution reaction under light wavelength over 475nm (a)
Hydrogen evolution activity of photocatalytic HI splitting with or without
MPI precipitate

(b) Hydrogen evolution activity of MPI precipitate with

or without light
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The cycling test of photocatalytic HI splitting reaction was conducted for five
times to display the activity variation by MPI powder (Fig. 2.9a). For four times
of evacuation process per each five hours, the hydrogen evolution slope is
slightly increasing per each step. The first cycle of MPI photocatalysis shows
about 1.6μmol/h but the last cycle of photocatalysis has about 3μmol/h of
hydrogen evolution photocatalytic reaction. This increase is exceptional
compared to conventional photocatalyst which has decrease of activity. This
would be mainly attributed to the increase of the MPI amount after evacuation
process per each time. More specifically, the aqueous hydriodic acid could be
evaporated during purging with Ar due to the partial pressure of H2O and HI
becoming almost zero. Even though the evaporated HI solution would be
minimal for short evacuation process, the high solubility of MPI powder in
aqueous hydriodic acid (Fig. 2.6a) causes newly precipitated MPI not to be
disregarded.
In addition, the MPI precipitate can generate hydrogen from HI for more
than 160h (Fig. 2.9b). However, the hydrogen evolution slope constant more
than 150h of photocatalysis. This indicates that the photocatalysis reaction
driven by MPI crystal is relatively stable. Moreover, the amount of hydrogen is
far overwhelmed the internal hydrogen amount of MPI, so it indicates that
photocatalyst reaction is proceeded not by MPI degradation but by HI splitting
reaction.
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Figure 2.9 Gas Chromatography(GC) result of MPI photocatalytic
hydrogen evolution reaction under light wavelength over 475nm for
stability characterization (a) Cycling test of MPI precipitate photocatalysis
(b) Long term MPI hydrogen evolution photocatalysis
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In order to control the catalytic activity of MPI powder, crystallinity of MPI
was controlled. The hydrogen evolution activity of controlled MPI powder was
measured by GC (Fig. 2.10). Filtered MPI powder and few amount of DMF
was located on hot plate at 110˚C covered by perti dish. Through this procedure,
we expected that the recombination of charge carrier will be reduced due to the
increased MPI crystallinity. The hydrogen evolution activity of DMF annealed
MPI powder is about 4 times higher than as prepared MPI powder. MAI
annealing is carried out under similar procedure of DMF treatment except for
DMF dropping. Instead, 10mg of MAI was spread near the MPI precipitate.
The performance of MAI treated MPI shows little bit higher hydrogen
evolution activity. Finally, MAI solution dipping procedure was conducted
under MAI dissolved IPA(MAI/IPA) solution. Filtered MPI powder was located
under MAI/IPA solution for 160h. The recrystallized powder was utilized for
hydrogen evolution. The hydrogen evolution activity of MAI dipping MPI
shows about 3 times higher than the as-prepared MPI powder. However, the
activity is far lower than annealed powder. This indicates that the annealing
procedure is significantly effective than dipping method on bulk powder. This
kind of treatment is targeted for augment of crystallinity. Since the high
crystalline state can further increase the charge carrier diffusion length as well
as its life time, this treatment is necessary for better HI splitting activity.
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Figure 2.10 GC analysis of hydrogen evolution activity of various
treatment of MPI powder. The annealing procedure is carried out under
DMF, MAI atmosphere and dipping procedure is under IPA with MAI
dissovled solution.
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2.6.1 I3- Generation by MPI Precipitate
There is no in situ I3-generation data to show the product ratio. This is
because the necessity of dilution to detect I3- from MPI/HI(aq) solution. During
the dilution process, there is possibility to be broken of I-/I3- ratio triggered by
photocatalysis. Instead, we shows relative amount of I3- before and after of
photocatalysis by UV-vis spectrum.
Fig. 2.11 shows the triiodide(I3-) formation as an oxidation reaction of MPI
precipitate photocatalytic reaction under light irradiation. The 1/40 dilution of
solution with water and supernatant separation was necessary to present clear
UV-vis spectrum since the strong absorption of bare solution and precipitate
formation during dilution process, as shown in Fig. 2.11a. Diluted MPI/HI(aq)

displays the steep increase of peak intensity after photocatalytic reaction
at specific wavelength (287nm and 353nm). This position and its peak
intensity ratio are well matched with known peak ratio of I3-.The UV-vis
spectrum clearly demonstrates I- oxidation to I3-by MPI precipitate
photocatalytic reaction. The photograph shown in inset also supports the I3formation in solution after photocatalytic reaction. The yellow MPI/HI(aq)
converts into I3- rich brownish solution (Fig. 2.11b). The deep brown color
clearly represents the generation of I3- from MPI precipitate photocatalysis.
From this result, concomitant I3- generation as well as hydrogen from
MPI/HI(aq) can show evidence of full HI splitting reaction by solar light with
MPI precipitate.
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Figure 2.11 I3- detection of MPI/HI(aq) solution before and after
photocatalysis. (a) UV-vis spectrum of diluted MPI/HI(aq) solution before
and after potocatalysis. (b) Photograph of MPI/HI(aq) solution before
photocatalysis and after photocatalysis.
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Chapter 3. Efficient PV-EC System with Solar Cell

3.1 Water Splitting Electrolysis System
In order to achieve the efficient water electrolysis with product separation,
efficient cell design is required. At water electrolysis cell, the low resistance,
high real surface area compared to geometrical surface area and pure hydrogen
without oxygen inclusion is required. The conventional cell for efficient water
electrolysis is membrane electrode assembly (MEA) cell. Especially, proton
exchange membrane (PEM) based MEA cell is well known electrolysis system
for water electrolysis (Fig. 3.1a).71
The basic MEA cell is composed of endplate, bipolar plate, porous electrode,
catalyst layer and membrane. The endplate is working as support for
electrolysis cell and enduring the pressure inside and outside of electrolysis cell.
Bipolar plate is the energy demanding compartment for water electrolysis.
Usually, bipolar plate has serpentine flow channel for electrolyte flow or gas
flow inside the electrolyzer.71 The serpentine channel also transfer electric
energy consistently to the catalyst layer without energy centralization. Porous
electrode layer is utilized for catalyst support or product emission produced by
electrolysis. The catalyst layer is usually deposit on the membrane
compartment for efficient ion migration. Moreover, this type of water
electrolysis cell could reduce resistance efficiently by minimizing the length
between cathode and anode. However, this type of cell cannot maximize the
surface area of porous electrode. As an alternative, catalyst layer could be
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formed on the porous electrode. Hot pressing is another technique for efficient
water electrolysis with catalyst layer. In order to improve the adsorption of
catalyst layer and membrane, pressure is applied on the catalyst decorated
membrane for several minutes near the glass transition temperature (in case of
Nafion® , 130°C). However, it could severely injure the membrane due to the
heat and pressure.72
The conventional catalyst for water splitting reaction at acid is usually rare
metal based materials. In case of anode, IrO2 or RuO2 was utilized for PEM
electrolysis due to the highly acidic nature of electrolyte.73 The acidic nature is
indispensable for PEM electrolysis due to the high proton concentration of
electrolyte for efficient proton exchange through membrane. Due to the acidic
nature, most of the transition metal oxide based water oxidation catalyst cannot
endure the electrolyte and finally dissolved into ion form. In cathode, platinum
is the well-known catalyst for water reduction material. Even though many
efficient cathode catalyst has been developed under acid condition, the
performance cannot overwhelm Pt nowadays.74 As a result, there is still
expensive catalyst utilized for PEM water electrolysis condition.
Nowadays, anion exchange membrane (AAEM) based water electrolysis cell
was recently developed with low cost material such as CuCoOx anode and
Ni/CeO2-La2O3/C cathode compared to current PEM electrolysis catalyst (Fig.
3.1b).75 However, there is still lack of performance and stability issue compared
to the PEM electrolysis cell.75
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Figure 3.1 Schematic illustration of water electrolysis system based on
MEA technique. (a) Compartment of PEM electrolysis under acidic
condition. The nafion® membrane is utilized for constructing PEM
electrolsysis cell.71 (b) AAEM electrolysis cell for water splitting reaction.
CuCoOx anode and Ni/CeO2-La2O3/C are utilized.75
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3.2Experiment Section
3.2.1 Electrode Preparation
Synthesis of 10nm MnO Nanoparticle
MnO Nanoparticle is synthesized by common hot injection. Briefly speaking,
1mmol of Mn(CH3COO)2 and 2mmol of myristic acid were into 20ml of
octodececane and heated to 110˚C under vacuum conidition for 1.5h with
stirring. 1ml of 3mmol of decanol solution in octadecane was also heated to
110˚C under continuous vacuum condition for 2h to degas air inside. After the
injection of decanol solution into manganese precursor solution, the solution is
heated up to 295˚C under Ar atmosphere and keep it 1h and cool down.
Synthesis of MnO Nanoparticle Electrode
2mg of MnO containing ODE solution is washed with toluene and acetone
mixture solution for 3 time. After washing of MnO, disperse MnO in hexane
solution. The dispersed MnO solution is drop casted on 10cm2 of carbon fiber
paper electrode (Fuel Cell Tech). The MnO electrode is annealed at 60°C for
1min. Electrode is dipping in NH3 solution(Junsei) for 1h. The dipped solution
is washed in water for several minutes and annealed at 150°C for 1hour.
Synthesis of MnO-IrO2 Nanoparticle Electrode
Synthesis of MnO electrode for IrO2 growth support is synthesis with similar
procedure as previous MnO electrode. The support MnO electrode is dipped in
the solution with 1mg/ml of K2IrCl6 aqueous solution and heated with 60°C for
6 hours with stirring. If the reaction is finished, the solution color changes from
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yellow to pale yellow. Then the electrode is washed with water for several times.
The washed electrode is annealed in 250°C for 1 hour.
Synthesis of IrO2 Nanoparticle Electrode
Carbon fiber paper is dipped in the solution with 1mg/ml of K2IrCl6 aqueous
solution and heated with 60°C for 6 hours with stirring. The electrode is washed
several times with water and annealed in 250° for 1 hour.
Synthesis of Platinum/Carbon Electrode
Pt/C powder (Alfa,20wt% Pt) is utilized with commercial product. 6mg of Pt/C
is dispersed in 500ul of ethanol solution containing 13.5ul of Nafion 117®
solution (Sigma-Aldrich). The 400ul of Pt/C solution is drop casted on 10cm2
of carbon fiber paper and dried for 30min.

3.2.2 Electrode Preparation
Assembly of Proton Exchange Membrane(PEM) Cell
Before the assembly of PEM Cell, nafion is cleaned under 3wt% of H2O2
solution at 100˚C for 1h, 1M HClO4 solution at 100˚C for 1h, and distilled water
at 100˚C for 1h.
The cell compartment is assembled by following order
Endplate-graphite bipolar plate-anode material on carbon fiber paper-silicon
gasket(0.2mm)-nafion-silicon gasket(0.2mm)-cathode material on carbon fiber
paper-graphite bipolar plate-Endplate
After the cell is assembled, the endplate is tighten with torque wrench with
4.5kgf/cm. Before taking the electrochemical analysis, the leakage test is
proceeded with snoop solution under Ar purging.
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Before the electrochemical test is proceeded, 1M HClO4 solution is pumped
inside the cell for electrochemical activation.

3.2.3 Material Characterization
Assembly of Proton Exchange Membrane(PEM) Cell
Before the assembly of PEM Cell, nafion is cleaned under 3wt% of H2O2
solution at 100˚C for 1h, 1M HClO4 solution at 100˚C for 1h, and distilled water
at 100˚C for 1h.

3.2.4 Electrochemical Measurement
Cyclic Voltammetry
Electrochemical analysis was performed under a three electrode system for
catalyst analysis (CHI 760e, CHInstrument) with Pt foil(Alfa) counter electrode
and Ag/AgCl reference electrode (BASi). Analyzed potential can be
transformed into RHE as following equation:
E(RHE)=E(Ag/AgCl)+0.197+0.0592×pH
The solution resistance is also measured by iR test is analyzed by automatic
iR compensation test. Therefore, the measurement of catalyst activity is also
compensated by following equation
E(RHE,True)=E(RHE)-iR
The overpotential for water oxidation and reduction at desired current density
is calculated by extracting thermodynamic potential for water oxidation and
reduction. The potential sweep scan rate was 10mV/s.
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Finally polarization curve for analysis is obtained by averaging forward and
backward scan data in order to subtract charging effect.
Two electrode measurement is also conducted for cell performance test. The
electrochemical test is also conducted by same instrument. Before electrolysis
test, 1M HClO4 is pumped into PEM cell with 10ml/min by peristalic
pump(EMP-600A,EMS tech). The cyclic voltammetry is conducted under
similar condition with two electrode measurement condition. The scan rate was
10mV/s. The data was averaged by positive and negative sweep without manual
iR compensation.
Bulk Electrolysis & Chronopotentiometry Test
Bulk electrolysis was conducted by same instrument at desired potential for
sufficient time. The chronopotentiometry test was also done by same instrument
at desired current for sufficient time.
Impedance Test
Impedance measurement was conducted with same instrument. At desired
potential, the frequency of impedance measurement was from 1000Hz to
0.01Hz. The A.C. impedance was conducted at 1000Hz, where the ZImagine~0 to
measure the certain resistance during electrolysis.

3.2.5 Gas Chromatography test
Gas chromatography analysis is conducted for calculation of faradaic
efficiency. Bulk electrolysis of electrolyzer cell for gathering specific charge,
the space of glass vessel connected with cathode part of electrolyzer was
stabilized for 10min to equate the gas concentration of vessel. After
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stabilization, 1ml of gas of glass vessel was ejected by gas-tight syringe and
injected to gas chromatography (Arnel 4003, Perkin-Elmer Instrument). The
TCD-FIB detector can measure the hydrogen amount in 1ml of gas inside the
vessel.

3.2.6 Solar Cell –Electrolyzer Matching Test
Solar Cell Efficiency Test
The GaAs solar cell is provided by LG Electronics® . The IV curve of GaAs
solar cell is measure by solar simulator (K3000, MsScience) by power of
100mW/cm2 (AM 1.5G). The light irradiation area of solar cell is controlled by
3D-printed masking block.
Solar Cell Connection to Electrolyzer
Electrolyzer assembled with similar method as PEM electrolyzer (containing
Nafion 115® ) is directly connected to series connected solar cell by clamp. The
light produced by solar simulator is irradiated to solar cell as 100mW/cm2 with
controlled area. For measuring the current transferred from solar cell to
electrolyzer,

electrochemical

bulk

analysis

technology

(CHI

760E,

CHInstrument) is performed as ammeter. The solar simulator is turn on and off
for every 10s for observing stability of solar to current ratio as well as dark
current.

3.2.7 Solar Cell-Converter-Electrolyzer Matching Test
Solar Cell Efficiency Test
The GaAs solar cell is provided by LG Electronics® . The IV curve of GaAs
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solar cell is measure by solar simulator with proper masking printed by 3D
printer.
Solar Cell Connection to DC Converter
The converter connected solar cell is directly linked with electrolyzer system
as same as previous solar cell connection to electrolyzer part. Moreover, the
converter is controlled by duty cycle with optimum coding by DSP chip
controller and current density is measured by potentiostat as ammeter.

3.3 Theoratical Factor Related with PV-EC System
The PV-EC system is combined with photovoltaic part and electrolyzer part.
Electrochemical performance of each compartment can be expressed by its
specific constant as below
Photovoltaic : j = jsc– j0(exp((qV+jRs)/nkT)-1)-(V+jRs)/Rshunt
Electrolyzer : V=V0+ τcatlog(j/j0,cat) +τanolog(j/j0,ano)+ jRele

(5)
(6)

At photovoltaic j is current density(mA/cm2) of photovoltaic, jsc stands for short
circuit current density(mA/cm2), j0 stands for dark current density(mA/cm2) of
photovoltaic, q is charge of one electron(1.6×10-19C), V

is voltage(V) of

photovoltaic, Rs means series resistance(Ω) of photovoltaic, n stands for diode
ideality factor, k is Boltzman constant(1.38 × 10-23J K-1), T stands for
temeperature(K), and Rshunt stands for shunt resistance of photovoltaic. In case
of electrolyzer, V stands for voltage(V) of electrolyzer, V 0 is thermodynamic
potential of electrolysis(1.23V at 298K at water electrolysis), τcat and τano stands
for tafel slope(mV/dec) of cathode, anode materials, j 0,catandj0,ano stands for
exchange current density(mA/cm2) of cathode, anode materials. j equals to the
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current density(mA/cm2) of electrolyzer and Rele means resistance of
electrolyzer.
If the electrolyzer system is connected with photovoltaic, the current density
and voltage of electrolyzer and photovoltaic should be formed at intersection
point of j-V curve of each compartment. Which indicates that as shown in
Fig.3.2a, the intersection between photovoltaic-electrolyzer curve is necessary
to split water by photovoltaic power. This is because the photovoltaic has only
limited coupled I-V relationship due to its Shokley-Queissier Limit. In order to
achieve highest current density by electrolyzer with specific photovoltaic,
efficient catalyst is necessary. As shown in Fig. 3.2a, catalysts with superior
performance can achieve almost similar current density of short circuit current
density.
The PV coupled electrolyzer can be schematically illustrated like Fig. 3.2b.
The PV absorb light energy from sun and generate carrier. The produced carrier
can be directly delivered to the electrode for chemical reaction. Since many
solar cell materials such as Si (Eg=1.1eV), GaAs (Eg=1.4eV) and MPI
(Eg=1.5eV) has similar band gap energy compared to thermodynamic potential
of water splitting at 298K (1.23V), it is hard to proceed water splitting reaction
with monolithic solar cell. Furthermore, due to the recombination of solar cell
material, the real open circuit voltage (Voc) is always lower than the band gap
of solar cell materials (Si~0.7V, GaAs~1.1V, MPI~1.1V). As a result, at least
duel series connected solar cell is indispensable for water splitting reaction.
Furthermore, the overpotential is also applied for water electrolysis. Each
cathode and anode has different value of overpotential for achieving specific
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current density. As shown in equation in (6), cathode and anode overpotential
can be descried as τlog(j/j0) at current density j(mA/cm2). If superior catalyst is
applied on anode or cathode, the τ and j0 becomes larger. For example, Pt/C is
known as best cathode material for water splitting. At acid condition, Pt/C has
about 30mV/dec of tafel slope and 10-3mA/cm2 of exchange current density.
Compared to well-known Ni catalyst performance (tafel slope = 45mV/dec,
exchange current density = 7×10-4mA/cm2), Pt/C required xx less overpotential
for achieving 10mA/cm2 of water electrolysis current density.
If we change the surface area of electrolyzer to solar cell, we could obtain
different water electrolysis current density. As shown in equation (5) and (6),
current density of PV-EC system does not consistent with the current density of
electrolyzer. It could be achieved current density of solar cell at onset potential
of water electrolyzer regardless of its electrolysis I-V curve by augmenting
electrolyzer to solar cell ratio. However, in order to produce high surface area
of water electrolysis, it takes large cost of catalyst material as well as its high
housing fee (cost of electrolysis cell such as membrane, support electrode and
etc).
Finally, the resistance of water electrolysis can be varied from the cell
structure. Conventional lab scale water electrolysis does not have compact
structure. However, by designing compact cell structure such as membrane
electrode assembly (MEA) cell, the total resistance can be further lowered. In
case of MEA cell, the resistance between cathode and anode is only attributed
to the thin membrane.
By applying power conversion technology, we could deliver maximum
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power of photovoltaic regardless of voltage and current density of electrolyzer.
The type of converter would be DC/DC buck type converter, which can produce
more current by sacrificing voltage of maximum power point of solar cell.
Moreover, the buck type converter can also allow electrolysis to follow the
maximum power point tracking. This is necessary performance of applying PVEC system to real industry since the power of solar light is always varying. It
is well known fact that the optical power of solar light has constant open circuit
voltage and proportionality relationship with short circuit current density. Due
to the impossible nature of predicting solar power on specific time, there would
be large loss of electrical energy transferred to electrolysis system generated by
solar cell. Therefore, the converting technology is also high necessary to
transfer highest power of solar cell regardless of its solar light power density
for minimizing the loss of solar cell energy. This technology is known as
maximum power point tracking (MPPT) technology. Finally, this methodology
could also break the diode equation. As shown in (5), it is impossible to produce
higher current density than short circuit current density of solar cell. This is
because the diode equation is based on the limit of internal property of solar
cell material. However, the converting technology can break the limit since the
circuit inside the converter only acknowledge the power of input and produce
proper voltage and current according to the I-V relationship of output.
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Figure 3.2 Characteristics of PV-EC system. (a) Photovoltaic Electrolyzer I-V matching graph when better HER(Hydrogen Evolution
Reaction), OER(Oxygen Evolution Reaction)
Schematic diagram of PV-EC system.
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catalysts are existed. (b)

3.3.1 Effect of Catalytic Performance
Catalytic performance is one of the important factor for determining
electrolysis performance. Due to the main factor for reducing the overpotential
of water splitting reaction, the superior catalyst can help converting solar power
to hydrogen energy without large amount of energy loss. As shown in (6), each
cathode and anode catalytic performance can be expressed as τlog(j/j0). This
indicates that catalytic performance is main influenced by tafel slope(τ) and
exchange current density(j0). The meaning of tafel slope is the required
potential to generate ten-fold of current density compared to previous current
density. Exchange current density is the equilibrium current density of water
splitting reaction at thermodynamic potential. Therefore, we can estimate the
required voltage for specific current density of electrolysis.
Although there is no standard criterion for evaluating the performance of
catalyst by required voltage obtaining specific current density, many
researchers utilized voltage required to obtain 1mA/cm2 and 10mA/cm2.76If we
deciding series connected solar cell, which has 15mA/cm2 of short circuit
current density, 2.2V as open circuit voltage, 10-36mA/cm2 of dark current
density and 1 as diode ideality factor, the solar to hydrogen conversion
efficiency can be easily calculated. There are many ways to evaluate catalytic
performance, the axis sets for displaying catalytic performance are η1mA/cm2
(overpotential for obtaining 1mA/cm2) to τcat+τano and η1mA/cm2 to η10mA/cm2
(overpotential for obtaining 10mA/cm2).We also fixed the electrolyzer surface
area to solar cell area ratio as 1 and assuming the resistance of cell as 3Ω cm2.
As shown in Fig. 3.3a, as the catalytic performance is increased (tafel slope
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and overpotential decreased), the STH efficiency could be increased.
Furthermore, if the catalytic property is overwhelming the specific performance
(such as overpotential lower than 500mV and tafel slope lower than 200mV/dec)
the STH efficiency is saturated as 18.5%. If we utilizing the converting
technology, there is no saturated region of catalytic performance. To be specific,
as the catalytic performance becomes higher, the STH efficiency is also
becomes higher. Furthermore, there is no 0% of STH regardless of
overpotential and tafel slope. This indicates that regardless of matching point
of electrolyzer I-V curve and solar cell I-V curve, there must be specific
hydrogen evolution reaction if we utilize converting technology.
If we change the axis as η1mA/cm2toη10mA/cm2, there is only half field is filling
with STH efficiency mapping (Fig. 3.3b). It is because η1mA/cm2cannot
overwhelm the η10mA/cm2. Furthermore, at similar η1mA/cm2the STH efficiency
without converting is almost proportion to η10mA/cm2value. It is because the short
circuit current density of solar cell is almost close to 10mA/cm2. Even though
more voltage is necessary to reach almost j sc of solar cell, the extra voltage
required to produce 15mA/cm2 from 10mA/cm2 is small, according to ButlerVolmer relationship. However, the application of converting technology
overwhelm this limit. There is no saturated or zero STH point at this range.
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Figure 3.3 Catalyst property to Solar to hydrogen conversion
efficiency(STH Efficiency) mapping. (a) Relationship of η1mA/cm2 and Tafel
slope to STH Efficiency without or with converter (b) Relationship of
η1mA/cm2 and η10mA/cm2 to STH Efficiency without or with converter
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3.3.2 Effect of Catalyst Surface Area and Resistance
In PV-EC system, there is no need to fix the electrolyzer surface area to solar
cell surface area as 1 as PEC electrode. Due to this application, we can achieve
higher STH efficiency with same catalyst by increasing the surface area of
electrode at fixed solar cell area. In contrast, the increase amount of electrode
can directly proportion to the increase of electrode preparation fee as well as its
housing fee. The housing fee is always fixed constant proportion to the
electrode surface area regardless of the cost of catalyst material. Therefore,
rational surface area ratio is necessary to obtain hydrogen with low cost of
system designing.
We assumes the exchange current density of electrolysis system is 103

mA/cm2 and resistance as 3Ω cm2. As shown Fig. 3.4a, even though the

catalyst performance is higher (low tafel slope), the electrode area to solar cell
ratio (Aele/Asol) lower than 0.07 shows minimal STH efficiency. In contrast,
Aele/Asol higher than 10 shows maximum STH efficiency when we do not apply
converting technology. If we applying converting technology, there is no STH
efficiency zero region. Furthermore, at specific Aele/Asol, the importance of
catalyst becomes significant. This can be proven at all Aele/Asolrange. Through
this process, the efficient catalyst is necessary to obtain at high STH efficiency
without excess amount of electrolyzer design fee. For example, at Aele/Asol ~ 1
the STH efficiency when tafel slope is 100mV/dec is about 6% higher than at
Tafel slope is 300mV/dec. Furthermore, the considering the x axis is log scale
of Aelec/Asol, the reasonable amount of catalyst surface area as well as its
catalytic performance. In the past, cheap transition metal based electrocatalyst
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performance is far lower than rare metal based catalyst such as iridium,
ruthenium or platinum. However, nowadays, there are many efficient
nanostructure based transition metal catalyst or noble metal – transition metal
mixed catalyst. This procedure will enhance the catalytic performance and
finally generate more hydrogen with less cost of electrolysis designing.
The resistance of electrolyzer is also one of the key feature for reducing the
amount of current by iR drop. Since the resistance drop is proportion to the
current, higher current density may generate more power loss. In order to
reduce resistance, short distance between cathode and anode is necessary.
However, decreasing resistance at MEA cell can also generate crossover
between hydrogen and oxygen from each cathode and anode. Therefore,
optimum distance between cathode and anode is essential for producing
hydrogen efficiently.
As shown in Fig. 3.4b, if the catalyst is efficient (tafel slope=100mV/dec),
obtaining highest STH efficiency without converter is possible regardless of
resistance. This is because the resistance loss at resistance 2 to 20Ω is 30 to
300mV at 15mA/cm2 (short circuit current density of solar cell). Since
achieving 15mA/cm2 without resistance is already done before the current drop
is started, it should not be considered with efficient catalyst. However, with
conversion technology, cell with low resistance may produce more hydrogen
efficiently. The decoupling of current and voltage of photovoltaic by converter
can also make electrolysis to be more low resistance to obtain high STH
efficiency.
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Figure 3.4Surface area / Resistance to Solar to hydrogen conversion
efficiency (STH Efficiency) mapping. (a) Relationship of surface area ratio
and Tafel slope to STH Efficiency without or with converter (b)
Relationship of resistance to tafel slope to STH Efficiency without or with
converter
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3.4 Characteristics of Anode and Cathode
3.4.1 Effect Characterization of Anode and Cathode Material
We utilize iridium-manganse based catalyst for water oxidation catalyst and
platinum as water reduction catalyst. This is because utilizing this kind of
catalyst can achieve highest electrolysis property with low loading of catalyst.
Moreover, the iridium manganese catalyst is unreported catalyst for water
oxidation with highly efficient performance at all pH range. Especially, we
apply this catalyst at acid condition without degradation of manganese.
As shown in experiment section, we utilize 10nm manganese oxide
nanoparticle as a support. Since the partially oxidized manganese nanoparticle
shows efficient water oxidation reaction at neutral pH condition with ultra-low
loading of catalyst, we believe manganese oxide nanoparticle will work as
efficient support. Furthermore, at iridium solution, the iridium solution can
produce iridium oxide on the manganese nanoparticle. The size of iridium
nanoparticle is about 1-2nm. Since the catalyst surface area is relatively high
compared to bulk material, it will be working as good water oxidation catalyst
(Fig. 3.5a).
One of more interesting feature is that manganse oxide nanoparticle
supported iridium oxide catalyst can be stabilized under acidic condition. This
is rare situation since the weak nature of transition metal oxide at acidic
condition. According to the thermodynamics, the manganese oxide cannot be
existed and only available as ion condition at pH 0. However, under electrolysis
condition, it seems that manganese oxide supported iridium oxide (IrO2-MnO)
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catalyst shows stable water oxidation property without degradation. The
electrocatalytic performance of catalyst will be described later. Moreover, the
size of iridium oxide can also make catalyst to be working as efficient catalyst
since the high surface area. The catalyst dropped on carbon fiber electrode is
porous electrode so the catalyst working area will be higher than the
geometrical surface area of electrode.
Platinum-Carbon (Pt/C) catalyst is one of the well-known efficient catalyst
for water reduction. According to the volcano plot, the proper amount of proton
– catalyst adsorption makes platinum as the best hydrogen evolution catalyst.
Due to this catalytic performance, producing nano-sized platinum catalyst
mixed with carbon shows highest hydrogen evolution property, especially
under acidic condition. As shown in Fig. 3.5b, 2nm of platinum nanoparticle is
loaded on the 20nm of Vulcan carbon.
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Figure 3.5 Cathode and anode nanoparticle image. (a) TEM analysis of
IrO2-MnO anode catalyst. Sub 2nm of IrO2 nanoparticle is detected on the
10nm MnO surface. (b) SEM analysis of Pt/C cathode materials. Sub 5nm
Pt nanoparticle is adsorbed on the Vulcan carbon.
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3.4.2 Electrochemical Performance of Anode Materials
Electrochemical property of each cathode and anode material is necessary to
design efficient water splitting electrolyzer. Each cathode and anode material is
evaluated by the 3 electrode system under 1M HClO4 for excluding the counter
electrode property.
For anode catalyst, we utilized manganese oxide, different loading of iridium
oxide and IrO2-MnO to support the superiority of IrO2-MnO. As shown in Fig
3.6a, pure partially oxidized manganese oxide catalyst does not show water
oxidation property. Furthermore, the color of solution becomes pink, which
indicates the manganese oxide is dissolved under acidic condition. However, if
we utilize iridium oxide catalyst, the stability problems can be solved. By
varying the loading of iridium oxide catalyst, we could achieve the different
catalytic property. As we expected, high loading (0.4mg/cm2) of iridium oxide
on carbon fiber paper shows better water oxidation property compared to low
loading (0.1mg/cm2 of iridium oxide) .
The IrO2-MnO based catalyst shows higher electrochemical water oxidation
property compared to conventional iridium oxide despite the low loading of
catalyst (Fig. 3.6b). This would be due to the couple effect between iridium
oxide and manganese oxide. Even though the tafel slope is similar with iridium
oxide catalyst, the difference of onset potential will be reasoned due to the
coupling effect between iridium oxide and manganese. The all catalytic
performance are shown with iR compensation. The detailed analysis will be
necessary. The catalyst stability can be also confirmed by bulk electrolysis,
chronopotentiometry analysis. (Fig. 3.7c, d)
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Figure 3.6 Electrochemical property of water oxidation catalyst. (a) Polarization
curve of water oxidation at different catalyst with different loading weight. (b)Tafel
slope

of

0.2mg

of

IrO2-MnO

catalyst

and

0.4mg

of
2

IrO2

catalyst.

(c)Chronopotentiometry data IrO2-MnO catalyst at 10mA/cm . (d)Bulk electrolysis
property of IrO2-MnO at 1.55V(vs.RHE).
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3.4.3 Electrochemical Performance of Cathode Materials and Total
Cell
Cathode material (Pt/C) shows superior hydrogen evolution activity as
shown in Fig. 3.7a. By controlling the loading amount of catalyst, we could
obtain reported property of Pt/C electrode by 0.4mg/cm2 of Pt loading. The iR
compensation is proceeded to show the pure catalytic characteristics of Pt/C.
We combine IrO2-MnO catalyst as anode and Pt/C as cathode material for
water splitting. Before we design the efficient MEA water electrolysis cell, the
two electrode analysis of each catalyst combination under lab scale solution
system is necessary to present the full water splitting property. The Fig. 3.8b
represents the two electrode water electrolysis system under 1M HClO4. In case
of real two electrode system, the consideration of resistance is also necessary.
However, the catalytic characteristics analysis of two electrode system should
be accompanied with iR compensation. After iR compensation, the polarization
curve is similar with the IrO2-MnO three electrode polarization curve. This
shows that the main overpotential on water electrolysis is driven by the water
oxidation reaction. There has been many research related to the kinetics of
water splitting reaction, which insists the four electron required to oxidize water
into oxygen is the bottleneck of water splitting reaction due to its kinetic
procedure.
The tafel slope of each cathode and anode comparison with full water
splitting shows combination of system does not disturb the total total tafel slope
of water splitting. The tafel slope of anode catalyst displays about 60mV/dec
and 1.6×10-3mA/cm2 of exchange current density, as shown in Fig.3.7b and Fig.
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3.7c. The cathode catalyst shows 36mV/dec of tafel slope as well as 10 3

mA/cm2 of exchange current density. The total water splitting tafel slope has

about 91mV/dec and exchange current density is about 2×10-2 mA/cm2. The
tafel slope value of total water splitting is similar to the sum of anode and
cathode tafel slope (94mV/dec). This is theoretically well matched with
previous eq. X. However, the exchange current density is not matched with the
sum or consistency of anode or cathode. This is because at total water splitting
procedure, it is hard to define the exchange current density as shown in (5). If
we disassemble the (5) as V=1.23 +(τcat+τano)logj + (τcatlogj0,cat+τanologj0,ano), the
exchange current density term cannot be combined. Instead, summation of
specific current density of overpotential of each catalyst (j=6.3mA/cm2) is
pretty well matched (280mV) with overpotential(290mV) required to carry out
total water splitting reaction at j=6.3mA/cm2.
Through the electrochemical performance analysis of catalyst, the IrO2-MnO
catalyst is optimum catalyst for water splitting reaction as well as Pt/C. By
utilizing the carbon fiber supported catalyst, we could design the efficient water
electrolysis system for achieving high STH efficiency.
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Figure 3.7 Electrochemical property of cathode material and two electrode
system. (a) Polarization curve of Pt/C with different loading weight. (b)
Two electrode analysis consist of IrO2-MnO and Pt/C with iR
compensation and without iR compensation. (c) Tafel slope of each IrO 2MnO, Pt/C catalyst and total water splitting reaction
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3.5 Electrochemical Characteristics of Flow Electrolyzer
3.5.1 Electrolyzer Assembly Technique
By utilizing IrO2-MnO catalyst and Pt/C as electrocatalyst for water splitting,
we design water electrolysis cell based on MEA technique. The cell
compartment is shown in Fig. 3.8a. The stack should be consisting of endplate
for each side (not shown in Fig. 3.8a), graphite bipolar plate, carbon fiber paper
based catalyst layer, and Nafion® membrane. Endplate is stainless steel based
scaffold plate. Graphite bipolar plates have holes to inject electrolyte and eject
produced gas for electrolysis cell. There is serpentine shape of flow channel is
existing to distribute consistent electrical energy to catalyst layer for stability
of catalyst as well as its property. Moreover, the anode graphite bipolar plate
receives electrolyte by peristaltic pump to evolve oxygen as well as proton. The
generated proton cross the Nafion® membrane and directly reacted with the
Pt/C on carbon fiber paper. The electrolyte injection to cathode compartment is
unnecessary due to the proton source is directly reacted with membrane
attached Pt/C. The catalyst layer contains dropped IrO2-MnO or Pt/C on porous
carbon fiber paper. The wettability of carbon paper is important factor for water
electrolysis. It is due to the wetting of carbon fiber allow catalyst to efficiently
react with electrolyte.
As mentioned before, electrolysis cell should have compact structure without
leakage of gas or electrolyte. In order to prevent solution leakage, as well as
low resistance, the cell should be assembled with optimum pressure. In contrast,
so high pressure should be avoided to break the cell compartment. This is
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because the high and unbalanced pressure applied to bipolar plate could break
the graphite bipolar plate as well as its membrane or catalytic layer. The torque
applied on cell preventing leakage was 4.5kgf cm. At this torque, there was no
leakage detected. Furthermore, preventing leakage of gas product and
electrolyte from cell, there is silicon based gasket is existed between each layer
(Fig. 3.8b).
The flow of electrolyte is also indispensable compartment for obtaining high
hydrogen evolution efficiency without gas saturation. In the water electrolysis
chamber at graphite bipolar plate, there would be tremendous amount of gas is
saturated if the electrolysis is carried out. The equation of real electrolysis could
be also described as below equation.
V=V0+Vkinetic(τcatlog(j/j0,cat)+τanolog(j/j0,ano))+Vresistance( jRele) + Vsaturation (7)
The V0, Vkinetic, and Vresistance term is already described. Vsaturation term indicates
the mass transfer limit occurred during the electrolysis procedure. Since the
electrolyte and product have different phase (liquid and gas), the evolved gas
from electrolyte can block the surface area of electrode. This can trigger the
mass transfer limit of electrolyte to the electrode. To avoid this situation,
optimum flow rate is required. On the other hand, too high flow rate can
consume tremendous amount of electricity for operation of peristaltic pump.
Due to this reason, the lowest flow rate should be considered without gas
saturation. Our electrolysis cell shows about 10ml/min of flow rate, which does
not consume much amount of energy and no gas saturation is occurred at
desired water electrolysis current density.
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Figure 3.8 Images of water electrolysis cell before PV is connected. (a) Schematic diagram of
electrolysis compartment. (b) Photograph of flow electrolysis cell.

3.5.2 Cell Compartment Variation
Through the membrane assembly technique, we change each compartment
of cell for optimizing the best water electrolysis cell property. The first
optimization of cell compartment was anode catalyst at water electrolysis cell.
As shown in Fig. 3.9a, 0.2mg/cm2 ofIrO2-MnO anode catalyst, 0.4mg/cm2 of
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IrO2 anode catalyst and 0.2mg/cm2 of partially oxidized MnO nanoparticle
catalyst was loaded on the 10cm2 of carbon fiber paper. The cathode
compartment is Pt/C catalyst. As mentioned before, the manganese oxide anode
based water electrolysis cell does not show high efficient water splitting
reaction property. More than 1.6V of potential is necessary to show current at
water electrolysis consisting of MnO based anode. Moreover, this catalytic
reaction also decreased after few cycles of cyclic voltammetry analysis. It
indicates that pure manganese oxide cannot stabilize under acidic condition.
The electrolyte also changes into pink color, one of the color based on
manganese ion. The pure form of manganese oxide is not suitable catalyst for
water oxidation at acidic condition.
In contrast, IrO2-MnO catalyst and IrO2 catalyst show superior water splitting
reaction property at acid. The polarization curve shown in Fig 3.10.a indicates
the superior water spitting property of two catalysts. IrO2-MnO, Pt/C based
water splitting electrolysis cell has about 1.42V of onset potential. To reach the
10mA/cm2, it requires 1.57V. The overpotential from thermodynamic energy
340mV. Considering the resistance of cell is 0.3Ω it only required 310mV to
reach 10mA/cm2 at 298K. This property indicates that one of the efficient
catalyst set for obtaining hydrogen with less overpotential compared to other
state of art catalyst.76 However, the pure IrO2, Pt/C water electrolysis requires
1.5V of onset potential for starting water splitting reaction. To reach 10mA/cm2,
it requires 1.65V. This shows that more potential is necessary to achieve
specific current density by IrO2, Pt/C electrolysis cell. The tafel slope analysis
also indicates the efficiency of water electrolysis of both anode materials. As
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shown in Fig.3.9b, IrO2-MnO and IrO2catalyst has similar tafel slope. However,
since the IrO2-MnO, Pt/C has higher exchange current density compared to IrO2,
Pt/C electrolyzer, more efficient water splitting reaction is available.
By impedance analysis at 1.6V, the property of IrO2-MnO, Pt/C and IrO2,
Pt/C electrolyzer can be easily compared. The series resistance is almost similar
regardless of catalyst combination (0.3Ω) (Fig. 3.9c). However, there is
tremendous difference between two electrolysis set. The polarization resistance
of IrO2, Pt/C is far higher (0.2Ω) than IrO2-MnO, Pt/C catalyst set. This result
support the polarization of IrO2-MnO is by far easier than pure IrO2.
Considering the cathode is same Pt/C with same loading amount, the
polarization resistance is driven by anode catalyst. The efficiency of IrO2-MnO
catalysts water oxidation catalyst is better than pure IrO2 at 1.6V and this result
finally let IrO2-MnO as anode catalyst for this research. The stability of this
catalyst also supports the efficient water splitting reaction catalyst with low
loading weight.
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Figure 3.9 Electrocatalytic performance of different anode catalyst based water electrolysis cell.
(a) Polarization curve of different anode catalyst for water splitting reaction. IrO 2-MnO catalyst
shows best water splitting performance compared to pure IrO 2 or partially oxidized MnO. (b)
Tafel slope of IrO2-MnO and IrO2 catalyst based water electrolysis cell. IrO2-MnO cell shows
about 91mV/dec of tafel slope and IrO2 cell shows 121mV/dec. (c) Impedance analysis of IrO2MnO and IrO2 catalyst based water splitting cell. IrO2-MnO catalyst based cell shows lower
polarization resistance compared to IrO2 catalyst based cell
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The Nafion® membrane thickness is detrimental factor for achieving water
electrolysis with low resistance between cathode and anode. However, the too
low thickness of Nafion® membrane can bring about gas crossover between
hydrogen and oxygen. Since hydrogen with impurity such as oxygen is
hazardous gas for industry due to its easiness to be combustion. The proper
amount of distance of Nafion® membrane is required to achieve reasonable
water splitting activity as well as its hydrogen purity. Three kinds of Nafion®
membrane is utilized for analyzing the water splitting reaction. The thickness
of Nafion® 117, 324, and 115 are 0.18mm, 0.15mm and 0.125mm. The
thickness of membrane will directly bring about the value of resistance during
water electrolysis. As shown in Fig. 3.10a, the AC impedance at 1.6V with
1000Hz result shows resistance difference because of its Nafion® species. AC
resistance of Nafion® 117 is 0.7Ω. In contrast, Nafion® 324 has 0.4Ω at 1.6V,
1000Hz of AC impedance analysis. Nafion® 115, one of the slightest Nafion in
these dataset shows lowest resistance of electrolyzer. This indicates that
electrolysis with thin Nafion membrane can drop the resistance loss.
As shown in Fig.3.10b, polarization curve of water electrolysis system
consisting of IrO2-MnO, Pt/C catalyst and different Nafion membrane shows
significant polarization diagram difference. As expected, the electrolyzer
consisting of slightest Nafion shows the best water splitting property compared
to other Nafion. Especially, due to the voltage and current density is relationship
under logarithm scale, slight increase of voltage by reducing the resistance can
bring about large current density. As a result, at 1.6V, Nafion 115 catalyst shows
17mA/cm2, which is the highest current density compared to other Nafion based
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electrolyzer. By iR compensation of electrolysis data with different Nafion,
there is no big difference of polarization curve regardless of Nafion species.
This indicates that the resistance driven by thickness of Nafion membrane is
the only reason affecting the water electrolysis property when the Nafion
compartment is changed. Through this data, it is easy to conclude that
membrane should be as thick as possible to generate hydrogen from water
efficiently.
However, it is well known fact that membrane thickness is important factor
for preventing gas cross over (Table. 3.1). Gas chromatography (GC) analysis
was conducted to show the solar to hydrogen as well as its gas cross over. The
electrolysis cell consisting of different Nafion species was connected with gas
tight vessel and purged with Ar for 15min. We conduct bulk electrolysis as each
nafion compartment at 1.6V to achieve 30C of water splitting reaction charge.
After bulk electrolysis, 5min of electrolyte flow without bulk electrolysis to
distribute hydrogen inside and outside of electrolysis. 1ml of gas inside the
glass vessel was measured by GC.As shown in Table 1, faradaic efficiency of
hydrogen are high regardless of membrane. However, Nafion 117 electrolysis
shows highest faradaic efficiency (99.6%). The purity of hydrogen is highest at
Nafion 117. In contrast, the Nafion 115 has lowest hydrogen purity. It would be
due to the slight thickness of Nafion 115 compared to Nafion 117 or 324.
However, we believe that oxygen percentage at hydrogen by Nafion 115 is not
crucial factor for preventing Nafion 115 for water electrolysis cell. Therefore,
we use Nafion 115 membrane for PV connected water electrolysis system.
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Figure 3.10 Electrochemical performance of IrO2-MnO anode – Pt/C cathode
catalyst for water splitting cell with different Nafion species. (a) AC impedance
time curve of Nafion® with different species. Nafion 115® shows lowest resistance
compared to other species. This indicates that the cell comprised of Nafion 115®
membrane shows highest water splitting reaction performance. (b) Polarization
curve of water splitting cell with different Nafion® Species. The inset displays the
iR compensation results of polarization curve.

Nafion 115

Nafion 324

Nafion 117

Faradaic efficiency of H2

99.5%

98.3%

99.6%

O2 percentage at H2 part

0.2689%

0.217%

0.0238%

Table 3.1 Faradaic efficiency tables for different Nafion® based water
electrolysis cell. Faradaic efficiency of H2 was highest at Nafion® 117.
Moreover, O2 inclusion percentage at H2compartment. This indicates that
the purity of H2
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The electrolyte acidity is important factor to design the electrolysis cell. It is
because the acidity is detrimental factor for proton concentration, which affect
the proton transfer through the Nafion® membrane. Since the produced amount
of proton ion from anode catalyst at about 15mA/cm2 (jsc) is minimal compared
to the proton concentration in 1M HClO4. Due to this reason, efficient water
splitting reaction by Nafion® membrane should be accompanied with 1M
HClO4 electrolyte.
As shown in Fig. 3.11a, the water electrolysis with different electrolyte
shows tremendous amount of water splitting property regardless of efficient
catalyst and Nafion membrane. Since the cathode compartment only utilize the
proton transferred through the Nafion membrane, mass transfer of proton
through Nafion membrane can be bottleneck of MEA at weak acid. At pH 0,
the electrolyte provides sufficient amount of proton to the Nafion membrane
for water reduction. However, as the pH decreases the current density at specific
voltage becomes lower than high pH. As the pH increases, the current density
at specific voltage over onset potential becomes decreasing. This indicates that
the proton concentration is detrimental factor for efficient water splitting
reaction. Furthermore, at pH 3, there is almost no water splitting reaction is
occurred at measured range. This result is similar by changing the 0.001M of
HClO4 (pH=3) to 1M of H3PO4/KH2PO4 buffer (pH=3). The higher ionic
strength solution is not a factor to enhance the water splitting activity at low
acidic condition. From this result, the pH 0 electrolyte is optimum solvent for
water splitting via MEA cell.
As shown in Fig. 3.11b, the catalyst loading methodology is important factor
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to determine the cell structure. Many researchers load catalyst on the Nafion
membrane directly and put bare support carbon fiber paper catalyst on the
membrane.72 This method can bring about problems. First, the powder should
be directly produced, not by electrode supported technique such as
electrodeposition. The second problem is hardness to control the dropping on
the membrane directly. If the catalyst is dropped or brushed on the membrane,
the membrane is usually shrinking. Due to this problem, it is hard to deposit
catalyst on the membrane with consistent concentration. There is some
advantage for direct catalyst deposition on Nafion membrane such as hot
pressing method or easiness of proton transfer but that is not applicable to our
system. The advantage of catalyst deposition on carbon fiber was the surface
area of water oxidation due to the porosity of carbon fiber paper. Moreover, the
relatively consistent catalyst deposition is available such as spraying or dipping
methodology.
The polarization curve of IrO2-MnO catalyst on membrane and carbon fiber
paper also supports this claim. Even though the onset potential is under similar
position, water splitting property is better at carbon supported catalyst. This
would be due to the large surface area of carbon fiber paper compared to the
membrane itself. Moreover, the resistance of the two cell is similar. This
indicates that the loading of IrO2-MnO on carbon fiber paper does not generate
resistance. The catalyst loading is small, so the voltage drop is not occurred
through the catalyst supported carbon fiber paper.
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Figure 3.11 Polarization curve of IrO2-MnO, Pt/C based catalyst with
Nafion 115 membrane (a) Electrolyte variation with different pH. (b)
Anode catalyst loading method difference.
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3.6 Solar to Hydrogen Conversion with Solar Cell
3.6.1 Solar Cell
The solar cell utilized for hydrogen evolution was provided by LG
Electronics® . As shown in Fig. 3.12a, the monolithic GaAs solar cell has
efficiency about 24.6%. The Voc, Jsc and fill factor (FF) is 1.078V, 29.05mA/cm2
and 0.786. The surface area of GaAs solar cell is 10cm2. However, when the
solar cell is series connected, the efficiency becomes lower than expected. After
the two monolithic cell is series connected, the efficiency becomes lower as
22.6% as shown in Fig. 3.12b. Furthermore, the Voc, Jsc and FF becomes 2.1V,
14.94mA/cm2 and 0.72. The reduction of efficiency is driven by the series
connection of solar cell. Since the real solar cell equation can be displayed as
below.
j=jsc-j0(exp[(qV+qjRseries)/nkT-1]-1)-((V+jRseries)/Rshunt)

(8)

Comparing the series connected solar cell with monolithic solar cell, the
Rshunt is almost similar regardless of connection. In contrast, the series resistance
(0.84Ω) becomes higher than monolithic solar cell (0.3Ω). If the solar cell is in
ideal state, the series resistance of series connected cell should be 0.6Ω.
However, the connection between two solar cells through the wiring can also
bring about 0.24Ω of resistance. This resistance would be detrimental factor to
lower the power of series connected solar cell compared to the monolithic solar
cell.
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Figure 3.12IV Curve of monolithic GaAs solar cell. (a) One monolithic
solar cell IV curve. (b) Series connected solar cell under light and dark
condition
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3.6.2 Solar Cell to Electrolyzer Matching
Electrolyzer connection with solar cell can also drive the water splitting
reaction for hydrogen evolution by solar light. Since the series connected solar
cell has enough voltage for water splitting reaction with our cell, the water
splitting is efficiently proceeded. Through the bulk electrolysis current density
at 0V, the solar to hydrogen efficiency can be evaluated.
As shown in Fig. 3.13a, electrolysis-current matching graph could predict the
solar to hydrogen efficiency of PV-EC system. In order to adjust the solar cell
current density to solar to hydrogen by multiplying 1.23 and 0.996(faradaic
efficiency), the eletrolyzer current density slopes are shown with various
surface area ratio. Note that the current density of the electrolysis cell seems
different due to the surface area change, not by the efficiency variation. In order
to show the real solar to hydrogen efficiency, we use potentiostat as ammeter.
The real current driven by PV to EC can be analyzed as Fig. 3.13b. The current
density estimated by IV curve matching between solar cell and electrolyzer is
shown. This indicates that the matching point tracking is indeed the value which
the PV-EC device can produce how efficient the hydrogen produced.
Furthermore, for long term of photoelectrolysis, there was no further
degradation of PV-EC system. This indicates that our system is stable hydrogen
production system under solar light more than 2h. However, as shown in Fig
3.14.b, the maximum STH can be fixed due to the breaking of jsc of solar cell.
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Figure 3.13 Solar Cell and Electrolysis matching at different surface area
ratio. (a) Electrolysis polarization curve at different surface area ratio
control and solar cell IV curve matching. The matched current density
indicates the STH efficiency. (b) Bulk electrolysis at 0V at different surface
area ratio to display predicted STH efficiency could be generated.
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3.7 Converting Technology on Solar Energy Conversion
3.7.1 Total System Description
By utilizing the power converting technology provided by professor Ha’s
group, we could further increase the STH efficiency by maximum power point
tracking methodology. Converter technology can transfer maximum power
point of solar cell energy by turning on and off the switch of the circuit at
constant cycle (duty) to transfer the desired voltage and current to the
electrolyzer. It indicates that converting technology could break the jsc of the
solar cell and transfer higher current density by sacrificing the voltage to
electrolysis to achieve highest STH efficiency.
As shown in Fig. 3.14a, the total system could be illustrated as scheme. The
solar cell is working as power generator for the electrolysis and the maximum
power could be tracked through the converter. The converter can transfer the
highest power to match with electrolysis condition and if the voltage at
maximum power point is higher than the solar cell IV, electrolysis polarization
curve voltage, higher current density could be generated by buck type converter.
The picture displays the real system as bench scale test for water electrolysis
by solar light (Fig. 3.14b). Fig. 3.14c displays the circuit of our system. As
shown in converter position, the inductor can save maximum power of solar
cell for a while and when the switch is on, the power could be delivered. The
proper frequency of switching can finally transfer maximum power efficiently
to the electrolysis cell.
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Figure 3.14 Total system decription of PV-Buck converter-EC system for highest STH
efficiency. (a) Schematic illustration of PV-Buck converter-EC system. The PV energy
could be tracking by Converter and finally highest power is transferred to the
electrolysis cell. (b) Photograph of PV-Buck converter-EC system. (c) Resistance
circuit of our system. The power of PV is stored transiently at inducer periodically to
deliver highest energy to electrolyzer.
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3.7.2 Maximum Power Deliver to Electrolyzer
We could choose the power point of solar cell to be delivered to the
electrolysis by converter. The converter efficiency was about 95% at our system,
so 5% of power driven by solar light is consumed by converter for switching.
When the surface area ratio between electrolyzer and sola r cell is about 4.5,
the STH could be achieved about 17.9% without converting technology at 1.5V.
This is almost closed to the short circuit current density of solar cell, so it is
appropriate to say that it is nearly closed to jsc of STH efficiency. However, the
maximum power point is formed about 1.7V and 14.2mA/cm2. Moreover, the
higher voltage point could be delivered to the electrolyzer by controlling the
duty of converter. Therefore, 24.2mW/cm2 of power is delivered to the
electrolysis (MPPT, point 1) and 22.5mW/cm2 of power is transferred to the
electrolysis (point 2) (Fig. 3.15b). In contrast, without converter, 21.5mW/cm2
seems transferred to the electrolyzer. According to the calculation 19.6% of
STH and 17.8% of STH should be achieved without energy loss of converter
However, there is still available to achieve 18.9% and 18.3% of STH efficiency
with converting technology (Fig. 3.15c). This indicates that even though the
converter consumes little amount of energy to be utilized to generate hydrogen
efficiently. Furthermore, as the surface area ratio between electrolyzer and solar
cell becomes larger, highest STH efficiency could be achieved, according to the
modeling result shown in Fig. 3.15c. However, total power would be severely
decreased if the ratio becomes smaller. Therefore, appropriate surface area
should be utilized to produce hydrogen efficiently with high power.
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Figure 3.15 Solar to Hydrogen efficiency calculation on PV-Buck converter-EC
system. (a) Electrolyzer polarization curve and solar cell IV curve we utilized.
When converting technology is carried out, the point on IV curve can be delivered
through the electrolyzer with 95% of efficiency. (b) Power density curve of water
electrolyzer and solar cell. The point 1 (MPPT point) could be also transferred to
the electrolyzer, which has highest current density at this system. (c) Time-current
density curve for displaying STH efficiency. With MPPT transfer by converter,
we could achieve 18.9% of STH efficiency, which is far higher than without
converter (17.8%).
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Chapter 4. Conclusion
By the need of alternative energy instead of fossil fuel, the hydrogen energy
obtained from solar light could be good candidate for future energy source.
Through the study, the efficient aqueous solution splitting systems for achieving
hydrogen with solar light are developed and analyzed for its industrial
efficiency.
MPI driven photocatalyst is under dynamic equilibrium state by stabilizing
the PbI2 in hydriodic acid condition. Moreover, the MPI itself has appropriate
band position for photocatalysis reaction without further degradation due to the
dynamic equilibrium state between solution. The material characterization also
displays the precipitate as pure tetragonal MPI phase without further impurity.
The pure MPI powder can split hydriodic acid into hydrogen and I3- with
1.8μmol/h. The absorbance also displays the steep increase of I3- under visible
light condition. More important thing is that MPI powder does not have further
degradation under visible light splitting reaction. By treating with MPI powder
with DMF annealing procedure, MPI powder could split hydriodic acid more
efficiently. Even though the STH efficiency of our system is lower than 0.05%,
this study paves the way to design new way to split HX complex without further
degradation efficiently under visible light condition.
Moreover, the efficient water splitting system combining photovoltaic, buck
type converter and electrolysis system shows about 19% of STH efficiency. The
series connected GaAs solar cell has about 24% of solar to electricity
conversion efficiency. The converter can decouple the voltage and current
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density of maximum power point into electrolyzer requisite voltage and current
density with 95% of efficiency. The electrolyzer is comprised of newly
developed IrO2-MnO anode catalyst and Pt/C cathode material. Moreover, IrO2MnO catalyst is efficient water oxidation under acidic condition. The
electrolysis cell is designed as MEA technique, and 10ml/min of flow is
consistently applied for deterring mass transfer limit. The electrolysis, solar cell
matching curve displays the highest STH efficiency could be achieved s 17.9%.
In contrast, by applying conversion technology, 18.9% of STH efficiency could
be achieved at 4.5 of surface area ratio. Our system could efficiently
demonstrate the way to produce hydrogen with solar light efficiently with high
efficiency. This system could be good research model as semi pilot system
before the real industrial application is proceeded.
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초

록

현재 석유 에너지 고갈에 따른 대체 에너지 개발은 인류에게 닥
친 가장 큰 문제 중 하나이다. 이에 대한 대안으로 태양 에너지를
수소 에너지로써 저장하는 방법은 최선의 대체 에너지 재원이라고
할 수 있다. 현재 세 가지 방법으로 태양 에너지를 이용해 수용액
상에서 수소를 만드는 방법이 개발이 되어 왔으며 이는 각각 광촉
매, 광전기화학전극, 태양전지–전기분해장치 (PV-EC)혼합시스템이다.
메틸 암모늄 납 아이오다이드 (MPI)는 산성 환경에서 안정적으로
결정상으로 존재할 수 있다는 특성을 이용해 태양빛을 이용해 아이
오다이드 산 조건에서 수소로 바꿀 수 있는 물질 후보이다. 또한 포
화용액에서 생성된 MPI가 매우 순수한 상이며 에너지 준위 역시 아
이오다이드산을 광분해 시키기에 적합한 값을 가지고 있다. 475nm
이상의 파장의 빛을 쏴주었을 경우 수소와 I3-가 생성됨을 기체 크로
마토그래피 및 흡광도 분석을 통해 알 수 있었다. 또한 MPI 분말에
DMF 상에서 열 처리를 할 경우 그 광촉매 성질이 향상됨을 확인할
수 있었다.
PV-EC 시스템은 미래에 태양 에너지를 통한 수소 에너지 생성 시
스템 중 가장 산업 친화적인 시스템이다. 또한 이를 위해 뛰어난태
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양 전지와 물 전기 분해장치, 특히 좋은 촉매가 필요하다. 또한이때
일률 순변환 시스템을 이용한다면 태양전지의 다이오드식 한계를
넘어서는 전류밀도를 발생시켜 더욱 효율적으로 물 분해를 통한 수
소 발생을 이루어 낼 수 있다. 태양 전지의 경우 GaAs 기반의 태양
전지를 직렬 연결하여 사용한다. 물 전기분해 장치의 경우 IrO2-MnO
산화극 촉매와 Pt/C 촉매를 이용하여 산성 환경에서 셀을 구성하게
된다. 또한 Nafion® 막과 촉매가 올라가 있는 다공성 전극을 이용하
여 장치를 조립하게 되며 펌프를 이용해 전해질을 지속적으로 공급
해줌으로써 물질 전달의 저해가 없는 물 전기분해장치를 만들게 된
다. 이러한 장치를 태양전지와 일률 변환 장치와의 연결을 통해 태
양전지의 최대 효율 지점을 물 전기분해 장치에 전달할 수 있었다.
또한 태양 에너지를 수소로 변환하는 효율이 약 18.9% 정도를 달성
할 수 있었다. 본 시스템을 통해 현재 태양에너지를 수소로 변환하
는 시스템 중 매우 높은 효율에 달성하는 것에 성공하였다.

주요어:

수소발생,

메틸암모늄

납

아이오다이드,

물

태양에너지수소전달효율, 광촉매, 아이오다이드 산 분해
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Photocatalyst Material for Solar
Fuel
Woo Je Chang
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The Graduate School
Seoul National University

The demand for alternative energy source is one of the most important
problem intercepting the future of mankind. As a solution, solar light driven
energy storage, especially by hydrogen, could be the best way to store energy
and utilization. Conventionally, three different systems are designed to achieve
hydrogen evolution by solar light under aqueous solution : photocatalyst,
photoelectrochemical (PEC) electrode, and photovoltaic-electrosynthetic (PVEC) cell. Here, we designed new photocatalysis material and PV-EC system for
obtaining hydrogen from aqueous solution efficiently.
Due to the methlyammonium lead iodide (MPI) tendency to be stabilized
under low pH condition, especially under hydriodic acid, it would be possible

i

for HI splitting reaction with solar light. Moreover, the band position is
appropriate and the produced powder is also pure MPI. By applying visible
light more than 475nm of wavelength, hydrogen evolution and I3- generation is
detected without further degradation of MPI powder. Moreover, powder based
treatment could enhance the photocatalytic activity.
PV-EC system is most industrial-friendly system for future hydrogen
evolution technique by solar light. In order to achieve high solar to hydrogen
efficiency, superior photovoltaic and electrolysis system, especially well made
catalyst is necessary. Moreover, in order to transfer the highest power of solar
cell, converting technology is indispensable. Also, the converting technology
can break the diode equation and produce higher current density by sacrificing
maximum voltage. Water electrolysis cell is comprised of IrO2-MnO anode
material and Pt/C cathode under acidic solution. Membrane electrode assembly
technique is utilized with flow to produce highest electrolysis performance. By
combining solar cell, converter and electrolysis cell, we could achieve 18.9%
of solar to hydrogen efficiency.
Keywords: Hydrogen, Methylammonium Lead Iodide, HI Splitting, Solar
to Hydrogen Efficiency, Photocatalyst, Water Electrolysis
Student Number: 2014-20592
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Hydrogen as Alternative Solar Fuel
1.1.1 Demand for Solar Energy as Alternative Energy Source

The usage of fossil fuel could bring about several kinds of problems on the
earth.1 Currently, more than 80% of world energy consumption is based on
fossil fuels. First of all, the depletion of fossil fuel will bring about future energy
crisis on earth.2 Moreover, the combustion of fossil fuel generates CO2, one of
the harmful green-house gas, which should be decreased 5% 1990 level,
according to the Kyoto Protocol.3 Due to these problems, development of
alternative energy is essential for future mankind.4 Many researchers already
proposed several alternative energy for solving the energy crisis on earth ; there
are solar energy, wind energy, biomass, geothermal energy, tidal energy and
etc.5
Including several candidates for future alternative energy, solar energy is one
of the well-developed and studied energy source compared to other candidates.6
This is because the solar energy could be harvested at all over the world
regardless of topographic position. Furthermore, solar energy is one of the

1

abundant energy source on earth. Generally, 23,000TW of solar energy is
shined over the earth and average world energy consumption per second is
16TW.7 This indicates that utilizing only 0.07% of solar energy would provide
enough electricity for mankind. Furthermore, with solar panel, energy could be
directly provided without further import process compared to fossil fuel.
However, the solar energy harvesting is limited during the day time. Therefore,
storage of solar energy by other media should be kept abreast of solar energy
utilization research.8

1.1.2Hydrogen as Solar Energy Storage Media
There are several ways to save solar energy to alternative energy source. As
shown in Fig. 1a, the several ways to charge energy by solar light such as
capacitors, batteries, fly wheels, hydrogen and etc.9 Above these energy storage
media, hydrogen has largest storage capacity compared to other energy sources
and longest release time.10 Longest released time indicates that the long storage
of solar energy as hydrogen form is also possible without energy loss and long
usage time.(Fig. 1.1a) Furthermore, hydrogen energy is relatively highest
energy density (130 kWh/kg) stored in chemicals compared to current fuel such
as gasoline (52.8kWh/kg), diesel (42kWh/kg) and coal (24kWh/kg).(Fig.
1.1b)11 Regarding the battery such as Li-ion or alkaline battery are far lower
than hydrogen, it would be reasonable to utilize hydrogen, especially for mobile
instrument is reasonable strategy to lower the weight of product. Lastly, the
hydrogen is the cleanest energy source compared to current fuel (Fig 1.1c).
Since hydrogen contains zero percent of carbon, which could be combusted into
2

CO2, the harmful chemical triggering the global warming.12 In contrast,
combusted byproduct of hydrogen is only water, one of the benign material on
earth. The hydrogen energy itself is cleanest and most efficient energy form for
solar energy storage and for future.
Therefore, German government already started to utilize hydrogen as solar
energy storage media.13 Germany allows electricity from solar energy to be
saved as megawatt range and utilizing surplus to be stored as hydrogen form
with electrolysis system.14 Furthermore, the government steadily fund to the
power to hydrogen projects for hydrogen energy storage system.
In U.S, hydrogen storage technique is not commercialized in markets but
constant studies were conducted to support the hydrogen evolution from solar
energy. According to National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), they
have started to model the solar to hydrogen system at Boulder, Colorado in a
partnership of Xcel Energy.15

3

Figure 1.1 Advantage of hydrogen as solar energy storage media. (a) Kinds
of solar energy storage media and its storage capacity. (b) Comparison
graph of energy storage media with power density per kg. (c) C/H ratio of
current fossil fuel and pure hydrogen energy

1.1.3 Current Process to Obtain Hydrogen

4

Current situation for obtaining hydrogen is by natural gas reforming process.
About 95% of hydrogen could be produced by mainly by CH4, another
hydrocarbon driven by fossil fuel.16 By gas reforming process of methane with
air, hydrogen and carbon monoxide is generated. Since the generation of carbon
monoxide as byproduct, the combustion of carbon monoxide could finally
generate carbon dioxide. Due to this carbon containing process, the hydrogen
fuel combustion driven by natural gas reforming cannot be a basic solution for
greenhouse gas emission. Furthermore, natural gas reforming required high
temperature, pressure process, which is harsh industrial process.17
Instead of natural gas reforming, hydrogen generation from water or halogen
acid could be complete solution with carbon free byproduct. In order to split
H2O or HX (X=Cl ,Br ,I) chemicals, there are thermal energy, electric energy,
photo energy driven processes.18 In case of electric or photo energy driven water
splitting reaction, proper catalyst is required due to the overpotential of splitting
reaction. The development of proper catalyst is one of the important issue for
aqueous solution splitting reaction.

1.2 Ways to Obtain Hydrogen from Solar Energy
As shown in previous chapter, current process for obtaining hydrogen from
aqueous media requires optimum catalyst. Especially, in order to utilize solar
light, proper semiconducting material is indispensable for light excitation of
charge carrier. There are two possible ways to split aqueous solution;
semiconducting material itself can directly transfer charge carrier to the
5

aqueous solution or semiconducting material transfer charge carrier to the
electrolysis cell for aqueous solution splitting.19, 20 These two types could split
the solar energy driven aqueous splitting system into three compartments :
Photocatalysis, Photoelectrochemical (PEC) electrode and PhotovoltaicElectrosynthetic (PV-EC) cell (Figure 1.2).21-23 The details of each system
would be described at later section. Regardless of each system, efficient
semiconductor is indispensable for long charge carrier distance as well as low
exciton binding energy.24 This is because the efficient conversion of photon
energy into electric energy is directly related to the efficiency of photon
absorbing semiconducting material. As well as semiconductor’s photon
absorbing activity, band gap is also important factor for efficient aqueous
solution splitting25. Usually, the open circuit voltage driven by semiconducting
material cannot exceed the band gap energy.26 The band gap should be optimum
for aqueous solution splitting reaction. In case of direct electron transfer such
as photocatalysis or PEC electrode reaction, the band position of conduction
band or valence band position are important due to the electron or hole
transfer.22 In case of chemical oxidation potential is lower than the conduction
band of semiconductor, the excited hole should be spontaneously transferred to
the chemical due to the relatively high energy of excited hole and in case of
reduction reaction, vice versa.
The semiconducting material is not the only factor affecting the solar to
hydrogen conversion. The optimized catalyst for reducing the electron or hole
transfer is required due to the high overpotential on semiconductor-solution
interface.27 Due to the complicated reaction mechanism as well as high number
6

of electron necessity for hydrogen production from aqueous solution, especially
on water oxidation reaction at water splitting, many catalysts have been
studied.28 Usually, efficient water splitting or halogen acid splitting catalyst are
consisted of rare metal based catalyst, such as Ir, Pt or Ru.29 Due to this problem,
many researchers still focused on developing efficient catalyst based on cheap
transition metal based catalyst such as Co, Mn, Ni and Fe.29 Therefore, by
achieving efficient electrocatalyst development, it would be easy to achieve
efficient solar energy driven hydrogen evolution reaction in aqueous solution.
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Figure 1.2 Kinds of solar light to hydrogen evolution system. (a)
Photocatalysis system. (b) Photoelectrochemicla electrode system. (c)
Photovoltaic-Electrosynthetic (PV-EC) system
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1.2.1 Solar to Hydrogen Conversion Efficiency
The efficiency of solar energy to hydrogen energy could be estimated with
mathematical equation. The calculation of the efficiency will be expressed
based on the water electrolysis for the simple calculation.30 In case of hydrogen
halide splitting reaction, the free energy term (or voltage term) should be
changed into the thermodynamically required energy to split HX instead of H2O.
The hydrogen energy generation rate could be expressed by multiplying the rate
of hydrogen evolution to the thermodynamic energy of hydrogen energy when
combustion with oxygen is occurred. The hydrogen energy generation rate
divided with the solar energy lighted on the designated surface area could be
the efficiency of solar energy conversion, so-called solar to hydrogen
conversion (STH) efficiency. Usually, researchers express STH as % scale. The
primary STH could be expressed as below equation
STH = [

(mmol 𝐻2 )×(237kJ⁄mol)
]
𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (mW⁄𝑐𝑚2 )×Area(𝑐𝑚2 ) 𝐴𝑀 1.5𝐺

(1)

Usually, the solar energy lighted on specific area is considered as
100mW/cm2 on AM 1.5G condition. Therefore, the Ptotal could be considering
as 100mW/cm2. Usually photocatalyst reaction, it is hard to determine the STH
efficiency due to the variation of surface area of reaction vessel and the usage
of sacrificial agent for water oxidation or reduction. In case of PEC or PV-EC
system, it is relatively easy to determine the STH. Furthermore, the current
driven by these systems could be directly converted into the STH efficiency. In
case of PEC electrode, solar to hydrogen conversion efficiency can be
expressed as below equation
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𝑗𝑠𝑐 (mA⁄𝑐𝑚2 ) × (1.23V) × 𝜂𝐹
STH = [
]
(2)
𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (mW⁄𝑐𝑚2 )
𝐴𝑀 1.5𝐺
The jsc refers the current density driven by solar energy without external
biased electric potential. ηF refers to the faradaic efficiency, which indicates the
electrolysis current to hydrogen conversion efficiency. In case of PEC electrode,
the surface area term could be abbreviated because the light irradiation and
electrocatalyst is same as the electrocatalysis area.
In PV-EC system, STH efficiency could be expressed as different equation.
This is due to the possibility of electrocatalyst surface area to solar cell area
ratio control. The equation can be described as below
𝑗𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 (mA⁄𝑐𝑚2 ) × 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 (𝑐𝑚2 ) × (1.23V) × 𝜂𝐹
STH = [
]
(3)
𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (mW⁄𝑐𝑚2 ) × 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑃𝑉 (𝑐𝑚2 )
𝐴𝑀 1.5𝐺
As shown in equation (3), the surface area of PV (AreaPV) and electrolyzer
(Areaelec) term is displayed. This is because the light irradiation area is different
from the hydrogen evolution surface area. Due to this effect, the surface area
ration (Areaelec/AreaPV) should be cited to be compared the efficiency of the PVEC system. The detailed efficiency calculation method for each system will be
shown in each system description.

1.2.2 Photocatalyst
Photocatalyst is simplest method to split aqueous solution into hydrogen or
desired product. The photocatalytic reaction is usually occurred by dispersed
semiconducting material in aqueous solution and irradiated light on the solution.
Usually, the optimized band gap and efficient charge carrier separation are
important factors to display proper photocatalytic property. In case of band gap,
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as shown in previous section, appropriate band position is required to proceed
desired reaction due to its direct electron transfer through the substrate.31
Moreover, the optimized crystalline state and structure influence on the
property due to the charge carrier diffusion. One important thing is that the
photocatalytic system is usually accompanied by utilizing sacrificial agent for
aqueous solution splitting reaction.32 It is due to the band position of
photocatalytic material.
Some photocatalytic materials usually have only one reaction possible band
gap structure. For instance, BiVO4 has valence band position at 2.86eV (vs.
NHE) and conduction band position at 0.46eV (vs. NHE). Since the water
oxidation potential lies at 1.23V (vs.NHE), the generated hole can oxidize water
into oxygen. Therefore, BiVO4 has been utilized for water oxidation
photocatalyst. In contrast, since the water reduction potential lies in 0V (vs.
NHE), the generated electron by light cannot reduce the water. The conduction
band position has relatively higher energy position compared to water reduction
potential. Therefore, the sacrificial agent such as AgNO3 for alternative oxidant
required to proceed water oxidation reaction with BiVO4.33
Even though the band position of photocatalytic material is enough band
position for full aqueous solution splitting energy, it is usually hard to achieve
full aqueous solution splitting (especially at water splitting reaction) due to the
overpotential. For example, g-C3N4 has optimum band position (valence band
at 1.83eV (vs. NHE) and conduction band at -0.83eV (vs. NHE) for full water
splitting.32 However, without special treatment or nano sized control, it is
unable to proceed the water splitting reaction with platinum deposited C3N4 due
11

to the large overpotential for water oxidation. In case of C3N4, people also
utilized sacrificial agent such as methanol or triethanolamine (TEOA) to act as
reductant.32, 34
Furthermore, the cocatalyst is considered as indispensable for photocatalyst,
especially on water splitting reaction.35 This is because the semiconductor itself
cannot efficiently transfer charge carrier into the chemical reaction. Usually,
famous electrocatalyst such as platinum, iridium oxide, cobalt phosphate and
MoS2 are utilized for efficient photocatalysis reaction.36-38
There are several materials utilized, especially for water splitting reaction,
as photocatalyst materials. TiO2 is one of the well-known photocatalytic
material for water splitting reaction. Especially, the good charge carrier
separation property allow TiO2 as efficient photocatalyst material regardless of
water splitting, CO2 reduction or HX splitting reaction.39, 40Moreover, there has
been tremendous amount of studies related to nano sized control of TiO2 in
order to show large surface area, which is important factor for efficient
photocatalytic activity.39 However, the large band gap of TiO2 prevents TiO2 as
efficient photocatalyst reaction due to its hardness to absorb visible light of the
solar energy (less than 400nm of wavelength). However, recently, generated
Ti3+ based nanostructured TiO2photocatalystcould absorb visible light to show
efficient hydrogen evolution compared to P25 titanium oxide (Fig. 1.3a).41
Moreover, doping effect can also enhance the photocatalytic activity of
hydrogen evolution of TiO2.42 Some researchers try to utilize TiO2 as water
oxidation photocatalyst and adsorption of TiO2 on to the CdS, efficient
hydrogen evolution catalyst and try full water splitting.43 This system is so12

called Z schematic system for water splitting reaction.
C3N4 is relatively newly designed photocatalytic material discovered by
Domen group (Fig. 1.3b).32 Since metal atom is not included inside the material,
many researchers try to utilize C3N4 as hydrogen evolution photocatalyst. Since
C3N4 has layered structure, exfoliation technique can further enhance the
photocatalytic activity of hydrogen evolution reaction.44 By producing
nanocomposite with other heterogeneous material, full water splitting could be
driven by C3N4, according to the Kang group.20 Also, the doping chemistry is
also applicable to C3N4 such as the study done by Wang group.45 Since C3N4
is relatively optimized band gap for hydrogen evolution with visible light
(2.6eV), constant research progress has been made.
CdS considered as one of the most efficient hydrogen evolution
photocatalyst material. Since the highest hydrogen evolution driven by visible
light compared to other catalyst material, it has paid attention for several
years.46 More than 2 mmol of hydrogen per 1 gram of photocatalyst material
per hour is available, the stability issue of CdS has been studied in order to
produce efficient photocatalyst for long time. Core shell structure synthesis is
one possible way to enhance the stability of CdS as well as its performance. 47
Furthermore, efficient cocatalyst can also improve the stability issue of CdS
material.48
There are many kinds of other photocatalyst materials are studied, such as
CoO, perovskite structured NaTaO3, ZnS and CdSe has been studied.49-52
However, due to the low efficiency of photocatalyst material as well as its
necessity of sacrificial agent, the careful studies are required to utilize
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photocatalyst system into real industrial purpose to acquire hydrogen from
aqueous solution.

1.2.3Photoelectrochemical Electrode
Photoelectrochemical (PEC) electrode is semiconductor based electrode
system for aqueous solution splitting reaction. The concept of PEC electrode is
summarized by Gratzel.22 The electrode synthesis is indispensable for PEC
electrode measurement. Moreover, the synthesis of electrode allows electrode
to be evaluated by formal method as shown in equation (2). However, most of
the PEC electrode itself cannot proceed full aqueous solution splitting,
especially water. For this reason, different efficiency calculation method has
been utilized for evaluating the performance of PEC electrode. The applied bias
photon-to-current efficiency (ABPE) can be shown as below equation
|𝑗𝑝ℎ (𝑚𝑊 ⁄𝑐𝑚2 )| × (1.23 − |𝑉𝑏 |(𝑉)
ABPE = [
]𝐴𝑀 1.5𝐺
𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 (𝑚𝑊 ⁄𝑐𝑚2 )

(4)

Usually, photocatalyst material has been utilized as PEC electrode material.
BiVO4 is one good example to show the tendency. Choi group utilized BiVO4
on electrode show PEC water oxidation property. Silicon material is also
utilized as PEC electrode.53 Our group recently published paper utilizing silicon
as water reduction PEC electrode.54 By applying graphene the top of the silicon
electrode, we could achieve high performance of water reduction property
driven by solar light without degradation of silicon material (Fig. 1. 3c).55
Hematite (Fe2O3) is another well-known PEC electrode for water oxidation.56
Since the optimum band position for water oxidation and precisely controlled
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nanostructure, high performance is shown by hematite electrode. According to
the Gamelin group, electrodeposited cobalt phosphate deposited on hematite
can efficiently produce oxygen with solar light.57 From this study,
electrocatalyst deposited on PEC electrode can efficiently produce products as
well as its stability.
Therefore, conventionally, PEC electrodes are utilized both cathode and
anode to display full aqueous solution splitting. Krol group, applied
heterojunction between two electrode (BiVO4 and silicon) for full water
splitting. The well-made heterojunction could bring about 4.9% of STH
efficiency.Moreover, the combined photocathode and photoanode allows full
water splitting with STH 2.5%, according to the Li group.58 However, the
efficiency of photoelectrochemical system is still in low efficiency due to the
direct conversion of generated electron to chemical on electrode at once.
Moreover, silicon could be also applicable to the HI splitting reaction (Fig.
1.3d).18 Since the open circuit voltage of silicon is proper for HI splitting
reaction, silicon itself can split HI efficiently without further sacrificial agent.
Moreover, silicon can endure the acidic nature of HI without further
degradation such as oxide materials.
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Figure 1.3 Examples of photocatalyst materials and photoelectrochemcial
electrodes for hydrogen evolution. (a) Ti3+-TiO2photocatalyst for hydrogen
evolution.41 (b) C3N4photocatalyst for hydrogen evolution.32 (c) Silicon
PEC electrode for hydrogen evolution.55 (d) Silicon microstructure based
PEC system for solar HI splitting.18
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1.2.4 Photovoltaic –Electrosynthetic Cell
Photovoltaic –Electrosynthetic (PV-EC) cell system is combined system
between independent two systems. Since the electron generation compartment
and electron consumption compartments are separated, the combined output
(hydrogen) could be highest value. Moreover, even though the photovoltaic
material itself has not enough band gap for aqueous solution splitting reaction,
series connection of photovoltaic could bring about higher potential sacrificing
current density of material. Most important thing is the surface area ratio of
electrolyzer and solar cell could be tuned for higher STH efficiency, since the
irradiated area is only applied to solar cell. However, the STH efficiency could
not overcome the short circuit current density of solar cell (jsc×1.23), because
the solar cell current density follow the diode equation.
The STH efficiency of PV-EC system is determined by the matching point
of polarization curve of electrolyzer and IV curve of solar cell. This is because
the power generated from solar cell would be same as the power of electrolysis.
Due to the nature of STH efficiency calculation by this procedure, the efficient
photovoltaic as well as high performance aqueous electrolyzer cell is necessary.
The history of PV-EC system was firstly suggested by John Turner at NREL
(Fig. 1.4a).25 However, the first PV-EC system was not fully separated. Instead,
photovoltaic was stacked on the PEC electrode and the counter electrode was
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electrocatalyst (Pt). This system could achieve highest STH efficiency at that
time, 12.4%. Even though utilizing of expensive semiconducting tandem
structure is necessary, this system was revolutionary compared to previous
photocatalyst or PEC system. As the photovoltaic and electrocatalyst material
has been developed rapidly, the STH efficiency of PV-EC system has been
steeply increased. At 2000, Litch group tried RuO2 anode, Pt cathode combined
with four material connected solar cell to achieve highest STH efficiency, 18.3%
(Fig. 1.4b).59 This PV-EC system is the more general type in current PV-EC
system, due to the separated PV and EC system. Moreover, the Turner group
utilized tandem solar cell at the outside of electrolyte and connected with both
platinum electrode. As a result, about 16% of STH efficiency could be
achieved.25
Recently, Nocera group utilized cheap series connected silicon solar cell with
cobalt phosphate and NiZnMo and anode and cathode electrocatalyst
material(Fig. 1.4c).60 By combining 4 series connected Silicon solar cell, about
9.8% of STH efficiency could be achieved. This study brings significant impact
due to the relatively high efficiency compared to cheap materials selection.
Furthermore, this study shows the importance of number of series connected
solar cell for high STH efficiency. They also utilized monolithic solar cell
instead of expensive tandem solar cell, which could reduce the cost. The Gratzel
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group also published paper related to monolithic solar cell based water
electrolysis system (Fig. 1.4d).23 Most important aspect is the application of
methylammonium lead iodide (MPI) solar cell and NiFeLDH catalyst for both
cathode and anode. Due to the effectiveness of MPI solar cell with its high cost
performance nature, series connected MPI solar cell based NiFeLDH catalyst
could generated hydrogen 12.3% of STH efficiency. Moreover, the NiFeLDH
has bifunctional ability for both water oxidation and reduction property. The
significant aspect of this research is also related to the surface area ratio control
between electrode and solar cell to achieve highest STH efficiency. Since the
diode equation of solar cell displays relatively constant current density before
the curvature of current density at specific voltage started, this group increased
the electrode surface area to achieve highest current density at specific voltage
where the curvature of current density to voltage graph begins.
Lastly, Mcfarland group utilized GaAs solar cell connected with Rh and
PEDOT electrode for HBr splitting reaction under solar light. The initial
efficiency was 14.8% (Fig. 4e).61
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Figure 1.4 Examples of previous PV-EC system for hydrogen evolution
from aqueous solution. (a) First PV-EC cell suggested by John. A. Turner.
(b) The PV-EC system suggested by Litch group, Highest STH efficiency
could be achieved. (c) PV-EC system suggested by Nocera group. Cheap
PV, electrode materials are utilized. (d) PV-EC system desgined by Gratzel
group. Perovskite solar cell is applied. (e) PV-EC system for HBr splitting
reaction by Mcfarland group.
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Chapter 2. Methylammonium Lead Iodide
Photocatalysis
2.1 Conventional Characteristics of MPI
Methylammonium lead iodide(MPI) is one of the class of materials so-called
organic-inorganic hybrid perovskites material.62 Organic-inorganic hybrid
perovksites are consisted of corner sharing metal halide octahedral framework
and organic cations located in the cubo-octahedral sites. For this
uncommonatomic scale hybrid structure, organic-inorganic perovskites present
various uniqueproperties: solution deposition under low temperature,high
carrier mobility, and strong photoluminescence.63 Especially, due to the
superior performance of MPI among the other organic-inorganic perovskite, it
has been utilized for solar cell materials. Another advantage of MPI used for
solar cell is its easiness to construct solar cell device without expansive vacuum
based deposition process.64 After the report of Nam Gyu Park’s group with solid
based MPI solar cell at 2012, the efficiency of MPI based solar cell is
recently(based on 2015) exceeded the 20% of solar to electrical conversion
efficiency.65 The rapid growth of solar to electrical conversion also drives the
development of other device such as memory and photodetector.66, 67
However, due to its weakness toward water, especially on humidity in air,
the reinforcement is indispensable. The weakness is caused by its inorganic
compartment, lead iodide(PbI2). Since the methylammoniumiodide(MAI)
(organic compartment) is highly soluble in water but PbI2 is not, highly polar
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MPI can be easily degraded into aqueous methlammonium iodide (MAI)
solution form in water and PbI2 precipitate when it meets water.68 The further
study has been progressed to understand the hydrate form of MPI to enhance
the stability of MPI solar cell.
However, MPI can be existed as crystal form under strong acid, especially
under acidic condition. This is because the PbI2 can be existed as PbIxy- form
under hydroiodic acid condition.69 By saturating the HI solution with PbIxy- and
MAI, MPI crystal could be precipitated under room temperature.

2.2 Experiment Section
2.2.1 Synthesis of MPI/HI(aq) system with MPI precipitate
75 vol% of 57wt% HI(unstabilized, 99.99% trace metals basis, Aldrich)
and 25 vol% of H3PO2(50wt%, Junsei) are utilized to make stabilized HI
solution. 0.35M of PbI2(99.999% trace metals basis, Aldrich) and synthesized
0.35M of MAI powder are dissolved in stabilized HI solution. After complete
dissolution of PbI2 and MAI, the solution is heated at 120°C for 3h for obtaining
black precipitate. The black powder, MPI, is precipitated under the solution.
After cooling the solution with black precipitate, the precipitate is stored under
MPI precursor saturated solution.

2.2.2 Characterization of MPI Precipitate
Powder XRD patterns were measure using a Bruker D-8 Advance X-ray
diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation(λ=1.54056 Å) from 10˚ to 70° with a
step size of 0.01˚. The FESEM micrographs were obtained using a Zeiss,
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MERLIN Compact operating at 2 kV. The FESEM samples were prepared by
putting the sample on stub with carbon tape. The absorption spectrum of MPI
precipitate is analyzed with a UV/Vis/NIR spectrophotometer (Cary 5000,
Agilent Technology) using diffuse reflectance mode and specular reflectance
mode.

2.2.3 Solubility Measurement of MPI/HI(aq)
Solubility of MPI, PbI2, MAI is measured under saturated solution with
concomitant precipitate is existed. The temperature controlled solubility is
measured after stabilizing MPI precursor saturated solution for 30min at
specific temperature. After that, dropping 90μl of MPI solution is on plasma
treated silicate glass and annealing for 30min at 100°C to evaporate all solution.
The change of weight before and after the MPI precursor solution annealing
can be calculated into solubility of MPI precursor. Therefore, solubility
dependency of different HI concentration could be conducted with similar
method. After dilution of stabilized HI solution with certain amount of water,
dissolving MAI, PbI2, and MPI powder until precipitate is formed and stabilized
for more than 30min under sonication. 90ul of each material saturation solution
is dropped on the plasma treated silicate glass and annealing for 30min at 100°C.
The change of silicate weight can be directly calculated into solubility.

2.2.4 Gas Chromatography(GC) Measurement
The quantitative detection of hydrogen was performed by gas chromatography
(GC, DS Science, iGC7200). Typically, 40 mg of the MPI precipitate in 50 mL
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of saturated solution was placed in a quartz vessel and stirred vigorously during
the photoreaction. The solar simulator (Ashai Spectra, HAL-302) was used as
light source. Irradiation of spectrum is controlled by 475nm filter, pass light
wavelength longer than 475nm.Before photocatalytic reaction purging the
vessel with Ar for 20min is proceeded. Gas was ejected automatically into the
gas chromatograph. The GC measured the molar proportion of the hydrogen
gas relative to the total ejected gas, and the exact amount of gas was calculated
by multiplying by the empty space in the quartz vessel.

2.2.5 Solution Absorbance Measurement
The absorption spectrum of solution is analyzed with a UV/Vis/NIR
spectrophotometer (Cary 5000, Agilent Technology) using solution absorbance
mode. The analysis range of wavelength is from 300nm to 900nm. The intensity
of data was normalized and display.

2.3 Material Characterization of MPI Precipitate
2.3.1 MPI Phase and Morphology
To characterize synthesized black precipitates, Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM), X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) were performed (Fig. 2.1). Fig.
2.1a shows optical image of black precipitates in MPI/HI(aq). After the black
precipitate is formed under solution, the black precipitate can be existed without
further degradation more than 6 month. It indicates the stability of the
precipitate under hydriodic acid. The powder was collected through filtration
process (Fig. 2.1b). This powder, however, cannot sustain its color and property
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on air atmosphere for long time. This may be driven by its weakness toward
humidity on air.
Through SEM analysis, size and morphology of black powder was observed
(Fig. 2.1c,d). The powder had round shape like a pebble with a few tens of
micrometer size. Compared to other recent designed photocatalytic material,
the size of MPI precipitate is far bulky. The surface area of MPI precipitate to
react with substrate will be minimal since the low surface area of MPI powder.
Closed look of MPI powder displays details of MPI powder morphology. There
are some clear surfaces exposed and rough surfaces are decorated with small
powder. It is assumed that the clear surfaces are due to the as-prepared MPI
powder after evaporation of hydriodic acid solution to obtain MPI precipitate.
On the other hand, the rough surface can be formed under dynamic equilibrium
state between precipitate solution interface. The dissolution of MPI precipitate
is occurred concomitantly with heterogeneous growth of MPI precipitate on the
existed MPI surface. However, we could not find clear facet. It refers that
synthesized powder is not a single crystalline material but a polycrystalline bulk
material. Since the micro scale powder as well as its low crystalline state
compared to single crystal material, there would be some large barrier for
charge carrier to be diffused through surface of MPI for photocatalysis reaction.
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Figure 2.1 Image of MPI precipitate (a) MPI precipitate under MPI/HI(aq)
solution. The yellow solution indicates that PbI2 can be dissolved into PbIx
form under hydriodic condition. b) Filtered powder optical image. The
powder can be existed under air for short time without further degradation.
(c) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of MPI powder. The size of
MPI powder is various range from sub 10μm to over 50μm. (d) Magnified
SEM image of MPI powder. There is no clear facet due to the dynamic
equilibrium state between MPI powder and MPI/HI(aq). The roughness
could not be controlled under MPI/HI(aq) condition.

To determine a phase of black powder, XRD analysis was performed. There
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is significant peak at 14.13 and 28.57° respectively (Fig.2.2a). These peaks are
assigned as (110), (220) peak of MPI precipitate. Other sub peaks are also
matched with other peak position of known MPI precipitate.70 In other words
black powder from the MPI/HI(aq) was pure MPI without any other phases
such as MAI or PbI2. It can be also inferred the stability of MPI precipitate even
though the PbI2 or MAI can be precipitated. There was no significant peak
broadening at MPI powder. This shows that the MPI precipitate is almost bulk
size, not the nano sized structure. The stability of MPI under MPI/HI(aq) will
be far more discussed. The structure of MPI precipitate is shown in Fig. 2.2b.
The crystal structure has corner sharing lead iodide complex containing methyl
ammonium ion inside the cube. Again, the highly symmetrical structure of MPI
is the reason for displaying the superior optoelectric property such as long
charge diffusion length. The bonding between PbI3 octahedral and methyl
ammonium ion is ionic bond. Even though the MPI is easily degraded into PbI2
and MAI in pure water, the MPI precursor saturated hydriodic acid solution can
sustain the MPI due to the existence of PbIx ion in hydriodic acid. The detailed
evidence will be shown later.
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Figure. 2.2 Phase identification of black precipitate in MPI/HI(aq) solution.
(a) X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) pattern of black power in MPI/HI(aq)
solution. (b) Structure of tetragonal MPI based on information of XRD
analysis shown in Fig. 6a.

2.3.2Band Position of MPI
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Absorbance of precipitated MPI powder was measured to find out optical
band gap of powder MPI (Fig. 2.3a). Powder MPI shows large light absorbance
at the visible light range with sharp onset. Light absorption coefficient (F(α))
of powder MPI was calculated using absorbance data with Kubelka-Munk
equation (Fig. 2.3b). From the relationship between incident photon energy (hν)
and F(α) hν, optical band gap energy was determined as 1.53eV (supporting).
To determine valence band maximum position of powder MPI, UPS
measurement was carried out. Fig. 2.3c shows UPS spectrum of powder MPI
sample with He Ι photon energy (21.2eV) calibration. Valence band maximum
position was determined as -5.43eV respected to vacuum level. From the
determined optical band gap and valence band maximum position, conduction
band minimum position was determined as -3.9eV respected to vacuum level.
These results are well consistent with the previous results from the film MPI
fabricated by spin coating method via organic precursor solution. All above
results confirm that the black powder is pure polycrystalline bulk MPI and
demonstrate consistent optoelectronic properties. It indicates the possibility of
MPI powder in MPI/HI(aq) working as photocatalyst for HI splitting.
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Figure. 2.3 Band Position Characteristics of MPI powder (a) Absorbance
spectrum of MPI precipitate. (b) Kubelka-Monk transformation of
absorbance spectrum of MPI precipitate based on direct excitation of
charge carrier. (c) Normalized UPS spectrum of MPI powder. The inset
displays the linear regression for obtaining zero intensity position for
calculating valence band position
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2.3.3 Dynamic Equilibrium State of MPI
In order to display the dynamic equilibrium state of MPI, the doping effect
under HBr solution is shown in Fig 2.4. The excess amount of MPI powder was
filtered and located under HBr solution in order to precipitate MPI powder. The
MPI precipitate was stirred for 2h to produce Br doped MPI powder. The stirred
powder was filtered and analyzed by XRD analysis. The Fig. 2.4a shows overall
spectrum of pure MPI and Br doped MPI. The full range of XRD analysis does
not show enough information of doping effect. Instead, when it comes to
magnified XRD spectrum, significant peak shift is shown.
From range 28 to 29°, there is about °shift after HBr doping is occurred.
The reason for doping effect would be driven from the dissolved MAI and PbI2
when the precursor MPI was added in the pure HBr. The dissolved MAI will be
divided into methylammonium ion and iodide ion. PbI2 also form PbIxBry ion
form inside the HBr. The remaining MPI powder will have kinetic dissolution
and precipitation between PbIxBry and methylammonium ion and Br- ion. This
kind of complicated equilibrium can finally change the composition of pure
MPI into Br doped MPI form. The doping effect can be easily analyzed by XRD
spectrum. Even though there is no direct evidence of dynamic equilibrium of
MPI, this kind of doping effect can infer the dynamic equilibrium state among
solution and MPI precipitate interface.
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Figure. 2.4 MPI powder XRD pattern under MPI/HI(aq) and
MPBr/HBr(aq). (a) Full spectrum of MPI under different solution. (b)
Magnified peak at 28 to 29˚. (220) peak under MPBr/HBr condition shows
about 0.2˚ of peak shift due to the Br inclusion to MPI crystal and d space
value decreases
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2.4Schematic Illustration of MPI/HI(aq) System
Fig. 2.5a shows schematic illustrations of our MPI photocatalysis system and
energy band diagram for hydriodic acid splitting reaction. MPI was synthesized
through precipitation method from MAI/PbI2 based MPI precursor solution.
First, equimolar amounts of methylammonium iodide (MAI) and lead iodide
(PbI2) was dissolved in aqueous hydriodic acid, forming transparent yellow
solution. Then the solution was evaporated at 120˚C for supersaturation. As
solution evaporated, black MPI precipitates were formed and then the solution
was left at room temperature about one hour for cooling. Black precipitates
were still maintained in the MPI/HI(aq) at room temperature. It means that the
black precipitates are under the dynamic equilibrium state with its MPI/HI(aq)
at room temperature. In other words, black precipitates were dissolved into its
precursor solution and new precipitates were formed from MPI/HI(aq) at the
same time as shown.
Despite of its equilibrium state, the charge carrier generated by solar light is
possible to be transferred through the MPI. The reached carrier can react with
substrate (HI) to produce hydrogen and I3-. This dynamic equilibrium can also
heal the degraded material by facilitating regrowth on other side to keep
equilibrium state among solution and precipitate. The detailed stability
behavior of MPI precipitate will be treated later chapter by Gas
Chromatography analysis.
From the previous band position analysis, MPI powder has valence band
position at the -5.43V (vs. vacuum level) and conduction band position at the 3.93eV (vs. vacuum level), which corresponds to 0.93V and -0.57V versus
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Normal Hydrogen Electrode, respectively. These are suitable position for
iodine oxidation (0.46Vvs. NHE) and hydrogen reduction (0.05V vs. NHE) in
our designed system as illustrated in Fig. 2.5b. The position of hydrogen
evolution and I3- generation can be calculated from concentration of HI(6M)
and standard redox potential of H2, I3- generation reaction from H+ and I- ion.
The light energy of visible light is also sufficient to produce hydrogen and I3from aqueous hydroiodic acid solution. This indicates that HI splitting reaction
is already thermodynamically favorable reaction by visible light. However,
there is no report to split aqueous hydroiodic acid with visible light without
catalyst. Therefore, MPI can be useful photocatalyst material to assist aqueous
hydriodic acid under visible light condition. In addition, MPI has great optical
and electrical properties such as high visible light absorption coefficient with
sharp onset and long-range charge carrier diffusion length.As a result, we
believe that MPI is an appropriate photocatalyst material for aqueous hydriodic
acid splitting.
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Figure.2.5 Schematic illustration of MPI powder under MPI/HI(aq)
system. (a) The diagram demonstrates the dynamic equilibrium state
between MPI precipitate interface and MPI precursor state. (b) Band
position of MPI prcipitate diagram based on Fig 7. The reduction potential
of proton and oxidation potential of monoiodide ion is also shown. The
excited electron hole pair can split HI into hydrogen and I3- ion
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2.5Characteristics of MPI/HI(aq)
2.5.1 Solubility of MPI in Hydriodic Acid
Solubility was measured to determine the optimum condition of the
MPI/HI(aq). As shown in Fig. 2.6a, solubility of MPI in the aqueous hydriodic
acid (7.6M concentration) was measured at various temperatures. MPI
solubility is slightly increasing as temperature increased. It means that the value
of Gibbs’ free energy of mixing of our MPI/HI(aq) goes more negative when
we increase the temperature. This is general phenomenon at solid dissolving in
aqueous solution due to the entropy term.
We also measure the solubility of MAI, PbI2, and MPI in the aqueous
hydriodic acid with different HI concentration (Fig. 2.6b). Various aqueous
hydriodic acid were prepared by diluting 7.6M aqueous hydriodic acid with
deionized water. MAI solubility is barely changed with all HI concentration
range we controlled. PbI2solubility is dropped to almost zero when the HI
concentration is below 3.2M. 3.2M of aqueous hydriodic acid concentration is
the turning point of our system. Moreover, the MPI/HI(aq) made at lower
concentration than 3.2M hydriodic acid displays only white precipitate instead
of black MPI powder after evaporating the solution by annealing. The white
powder is revealed as MAI. This is because PbIx form cannot be stabilized at
lower hydriodic acid concentration as shown in our previous PbI2 solubility
result. Above 3.2M of aqueous hydriodic acid concentration, PbI2 solubility is
higher than MPI. It means that the precipitates of MPI/HI(aq) were changed
from MPI at concentration range from 3.2M to 7.6M of hydriodic acid. So
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above 3.2M concentration of hydriodic acid is needed for stable MPI
precipitated in MPI/HI(aq) system.
The phase of MPI precipitate under [HI]=7.6, 4, 1M was also shown in Fig.
2.6c. At [HI]=7.6M and 4M, there is no need to demonstrate the impurity or
other phase in XRD analysis. This is because there is only tetragonal MPI phase
peak. Instead, when it comes to [HI]=0.1M, there are large amount of PbI2
peaks and small tetragonal MPI peaks. In addition, as shown in Fig. 2.6c, the
MPI/HI(aq) solution at [HI]=0.1M contains only MAI. It means that the in this
HI concentration, MAI and PbI2 are totally separated instead of forming
complex such as tetragonal MPI. Moreover, the MPI peaks are driven by poor
washing procedure before precipitate filtering process in order to prevent phase
transformation with washing solvent. From this result, the MPI precipitate
phase after [HI]=3.2M would be PbI2 instead of MPI due to its low proton and
iodide concentration.
In order to split aqueous hydriodic acid from MPI precipitate, the high
concentration of HI is indispensable. The formation of MPI is most important
procedure to split HI into hydrogen and I3- with visible light. Instead of MPI,
PbI2 precipitate is no activity for split HI.
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Figure. 2.6 Solubility of MPI at various condtion. (a) Temeprature
dependent solubility of MPI in MPI/HI(aq). (b) HI concentration
dependent MAI,PbI2, MPI solubility. (c) XRD spectrum of MPI precipitate
at -log[HI]=1, MAI peaks are shown. (d) XRD spectrum of MPI precipitate
under different HI concentration
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2.5.2 Absorbance of MPI/HI(aq) Solution
UV-vis spectroscopy of hydriodic acid and MPI/HI(aq) were performed to
confirm the transmittable wavelength range (Fig. 2.7a). Because MPI/HI(aq) is
tinged with yellow, absorbance peak appear below the 480nm. It means that
MPI precipitates inside the MPI/HI(aq) could not absorb the light below 480nm.
Furthermore, the the reason of strong yellow color of MPI/HI(aq) solution can
be supported with the stabilization of PbIx complex in aqueous hydriodic acid
solution. This can be shown by Fig. 2.7b, due to the similar absorbance
spectrum of PbI2 solution and MPI/HI(aq) solution. This can be further
convinced by the absorbance spectrum of MAI solution, which is almost similar
to the pure aqueous hydriodic acid solution. As a result, the stabilization of MPI
under aqueous hydriodic acid can be largely attributed to the stabilization of
PbIx complex in hydriodic acid. Furthermore, we chose the 475nm filter with
solar simulator for HI splitting.
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Figure. 2.7 UV-vis spectrum of MPI and its component in aqueous
hydriodic acid. (a) UV-vis spectrum of pure HI and 0.35M MPI/HI(aq). (b)
UV-vis spectrum of 0.35M MAI and 0.35M PbI2 solution.
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2.6 HI Splitting Activity of MPI Precipitate
2.6.1 Hydrogen Evolution by MPI Precipitate
The HI splitting driven by MPI powder under light irradiation is shown in
Fig. 12. The H2 evolution efficiency of MPI powder with HI splitting was
measured by Gas Chromatography(GC)(Fig.2.8a). Pure 40mg of MPI
precipitate generated hydrogen about 1.6μmol/h with luminescence of solar
light with wavelength over 475nm.One of the interesting feature is that MPI
precipitate produced hydrogen efficiently without conventional cocatalyst such
as platinum or gold.
In contrast, the MPI/HI(aq) and aqueous hydriodic acid did not show
photocatalytic hydrogen evolution under same light source and wavelength (Fig.
2.8b). Furthermore, the MPI precipitate in MPI/HI(aq) itself could not produce
hydrogen without assistant of light energy. The slope of hydrogen evolution for
five hour was relatively stable, which means that hydrogen evolution reaction
was proceeded without further degradation of MPI precipitate for 5h.Even
though the rate of hydrogen evolution is minimal compared to nano-sized stateof-art photocatalytic material, it can produce substantial amount of hydrogen
despite of its micro size powder without complicated treatment.
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Figure. 2.8 Gas Chromatography(GC) result of MPI photocatalytic
hydrogen evolution reaction under light wavelength over 475nm (a)
Hydrogen evolution activity of photocatalytic HI splitting with or without
MPI precipitate

(b) Hydrogen evolution activity of MPI precipitate with

or without light
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The cycling test of photocatalytic HI splitting reaction was conducted for five
times to display the activity variation by MPI powder (Fig. 2.9a). For four times
of evacuation process per each five hours, the hydrogen evolution slope is
slightly increasing per each step. The first cycle of MPI photocatalysis shows
about 1.6μmol/h but the last cycle of photocatalysis has about 3μmol/h of
hydrogen evolution photocatalytic reaction. This increase is exceptional
compared to conventional photocatalyst which has decrease of activity. This
would be mainly attributed to the increase of the MPI amount after evacuation
process per each time. More specifically, the aqueous hydriodic acid could be
evaporated during purging with Ar due to the partial pressure of H2O and HI
becoming almost zero. Even though the evaporated HI solution would be
minimal for short evacuation process, the high solubility of MPI powder in
aqueous hydriodic acid (Fig. 2.6a) causes newly precipitated MPI not to be
disregarded.
In addition, the MPI precipitate can generate hydrogen from HI for more
than 160h (Fig. 2.9b). However, the hydrogen evolution slope constant more
than 150h of photocatalysis. This indicates that the photocatalysis reaction
driven by MPI crystal is relatively stable. Moreover, the amount of hydrogen is
far overwhelmed the internal hydrogen amount of MPI, so it indicates that
photocatalyst reaction is proceeded not by MPI degradation but by HI splitting
reaction.
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Figure 2.9 Gas Chromatography(GC) result of MPI photocatalytic
hydrogen evolution reaction under light wavelength over 475nm for
stability characterization (a) Cycling test of MPI precipitate photocatalysis
(b) Long term MPI hydrogen evolution photocatalysis
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In order to control the catalytic activity of MPI powder, crystallinity of MPI
was controlled. The hydrogen evolution activity of controlled MPI powder was
measured by GC (Fig. 2.10). Filtered MPI powder and few amount of DMF
was located on hot plate at 110˚C covered by perti dish. Through this procedure,
we expected that the recombination of charge carrier will be reduced due to the
increased MPI crystallinity. The hydrogen evolution activity of DMF annealed
MPI powder is about 4 times higher than as prepared MPI powder. MAI
annealing is carried out under similar procedure of DMF treatment except for
DMF dropping. Instead, 10mg of MAI was spread near the MPI precipitate.
The performance of MAI treated MPI shows little bit higher hydrogen
evolution activity. Finally, MAI solution dipping procedure was conducted
under MAI dissolved IPA(MAI/IPA) solution. Filtered MPI powder was located
under MAI/IPA solution for 160h. The recrystallized powder was utilized for
hydrogen evolution. The hydrogen evolution activity of MAI dipping MPI
shows about 3 times higher than the as-prepared MPI powder. However, the
activity is far lower than annealed powder. This indicates that the annealing
procedure is significantly effective than dipping method on bulk powder. This
kind of treatment is targeted for augment of crystallinity. Since the high
crystalline state can further increase the charge carrier diffusion length as well
as its life time, this treatment is necessary for better HI splitting activity.
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Figure 2.10 GC analysis of hydrogen evolution activity of various
treatment of MPI powder. The annealing procedure is carried out under
DMF, MAI atmosphere and dipping procedure is under IPA with MAI
dissovled solution.
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2.6.1 I3- Generation by MPI Precipitate
There is no in situ I3-generation data to show the product ratio. This is
because the necessity of dilution to detect I3- from MPI/HI(aq) solution. During
the dilution process, there is possibility to be broken of I-/I3- ratio triggered by
photocatalysis. Instead, we shows relative amount of I3- before and after of
photocatalysis by UV-vis spectrum.
Fig. 2.11 shows the triiodide(I3-) formation as an oxidation reaction of MPI
precipitate photocatalytic reaction under light irradiation. The 1/40 dilution of
solution with water and supernatant separation was necessary to present clear
UV-vis spectrum since the strong absorption of bare solution and precipitate
formation during dilution process, as shown in Fig. 2.11a. Diluted MPI/HI(aq)

displays the steep increase of peak intensity after photocatalytic reaction
at specific wavelength (287nm and 353nm). This position and its peak
intensity ratio are well matched with known peak ratio of I3-.The UV-vis
spectrum clearly demonstrates I- oxidation to I3-by MPI precipitate
photocatalytic reaction. The photograph shown in inset also supports the I3formation in solution after photocatalytic reaction. The yellow MPI/HI(aq)
converts into I3- rich brownish solution (Fig. 2.11b). The deep brown color
clearly represents the generation of I3- from MPI precipitate photocatalysis.
From this result, concomitant I3- generation as well as hydrogen from
MPI/HI(aq) can show evidence of full HI splitting reaction by solar light with
MPI precipitate.
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Figure 2.11 I3- detection of MPI/HI(aq) solution before and after
photocatalysis. (a) UV-vis spectrum of diluted MPI/HI(aq) solution before
and after potocatalysis. (b) Photograph of MPI/HI(aq) solution before
photocatalysis and after photocatalysis.
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Chapter 3. Efficient PV-EC System with Solar Cell

3.1 Water Splitting Electrolysis System
In order to achieve the efficient water electrolysis with product separation,
efficient cell design is required. At water electrolysis cell, the low resistance,
high real surface area compared to geometrical surface area and pure hydrogen
without oxygen inclusion is required. The conventional cell for efficient water
electrolysis is membrane electrode assembly (MEA) cell. Especially, proton
exchange membrane (PEM) based MEA cell is well known electrolysis system
for water electrolysis (Fig. 3.1a).71
The basic MEA cell is composed of endplate, bipolar plate, porous electrode,
catalyst layer and membrane. The endplate is working as support for
electrolysis cell and enduring the pressure inside and outside of electrolysis cell.
Bipolar plate is the energy demanding compartment for water electrolysis.
Usually, bipolar plate has serpentine flow channel for electrolyte flow or gas
flow inside the electrolyzer.71 The serpentine channel also transfer electric
energy consistently to the catalyst layer without energy centralization. Porous
electrode layer is utilized for catalyst support or product emission produced by
electrolysis. The catalyst layer is usually deposit on the membrane
compartment for efficient ion migration. Moreover, this type of water
electrolysis cell could reduce resistance efficiently by minimizing the length
between cathode and anode. However, this type of cell cannot maximize the
surface area of porous electrode. As an alternative, catalyst layer could be
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formed on the porous electrode. Hot pressing is another technique for efficient
water electrolysis with catalyst layer. In order to improve the adsorption of
catalyst layer and membrane, pressure is applied on the catalyst decorated
membrane for several minutes near the glass transition temperature (in case of
Nafion® , 130°C). However, it could severely injure the membrane due to the
heat and pressure.72
The conventional catalyst for water splitting reaction at acid is usually rare
metal based materials. In case of anode, IrO2 or RuO2 was utilized for PEM
electrolysis due to the highly acidic nature of electrolyte.73 The acidic nature is
indispensable for PEM electrolysis due to the high proton concentration of
electrolyte for efficient proton exchange through membrane. Due to the acidic
nature, most of the transition metal oxide based water oxidation catalyst cannot
endure the electrolyte and finally dissolved into ion form. In cathode, platinum
is the well-known catalyst for water reduction material. Even though many
efficient cathode catalyst has been developed under acid condition, the
performance cannot overwhelm Pt nowadays.74 As a result, there is still
expensive catalyst utilized for PEM water electrolysis condition.
Nowadays, anion exchange membrane (AAEM) based water electrolysis cell
was recently developed with low cost material such as CuCoOx anode and
Ni/CeO2-La2O3/C cathode compared to current PEM electrolysis catalyst (Fig.
3.1b).75 However, there is still lack of performance and stability issue compared
to the PEM electrolysis cell.75
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Figure 3.1 Schematic illustration of water electrolysis system based on
MEA technique. (a) Compartment of PEM electrolysis under acidic
condition. The nafion® membrane is utilized for constructing PEM
electrolsysis cell.71 (b) AAEM electrolysis cell for water splitting reaction.
CuCoOx anode and Ni/CeO2-La2O3/C are utilized.75
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3.2Experiment Section
3.2.1 Electrode Preparation
Synthesis of 10nm MnO Nanoparticle
MnO Nanoparticle is synthesized by common hot injection. Briefly speaking,
1mmol of Mn(CH3COO)2 and 2mmol of myristic acid were into 20ml of
octodececane and heated to 110˚C under vacuum conidition for 1.5h with
stirring. 1ml of 3mmol of decanol solution in octadecane was also heated to
110˚C under continuous vacuum condition for 2h to degas air inside. After the
injection of decanol solution into manganese precursor solution, the solution is
heated up to 295˚C under Ar atmosphere and keep it 1h and cool down.
Synthesis of MnO Nanoparticle Electrode
2mg of MnO containing ODE solution is washed with toluene and acetone
mixture solution for 3 time. After washing of MnO, disperse MnO in hexane
solution. The dispersed MnO solution is drop casted on 10cm2 of carbon fiber
paper electrode (Fuel Cell Tech). The MnO electrode is annealed at 60°C for
1min. Electrode is dipping in NH3 solution(Junsei) for 1h. The dipped solution
is washed in water for several minutes and annealed at 150°C for 1hour.
Synthesis of MnO-IrO2 Nanoparticle Electrode
Synthesis of MnO electrode for IrO2 growth support is synthesis with similar
procedure as previous MnO electrode. The support MnO electrode is dipped in
the solution with 1mg/ml of K2IrCl6 aqueous solution and heated with 60°C for
6 hours with stirring. If the reaction is finished, the solution color changes from
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yellow to pale yellow. Then the electrode is washed with water for several times.
The washed electrode is annealed in 250°C for 1 hour.
Synthesis of IrO2 Nanoparticle Electrode
Carbon fiber paper is dipped in the solution with 1mg/ml of K2IrCl6 aqueous
solution and heated with 60°C for 6 hours with stirring. The electrode is washed
several times with water and annealed in 250° for 1 hour.
Synthesis of Platinum/Carbon Electrode
Pt/C powder (Alfa,20wt% Pt) is utilized with commercial product. 6mg of Pt/C
is dispersed in 500ul of ethanol solution containing 13.5ul of Nafion 117®
solution (Sigma-Aldrich). The 400ul of Pt/C solution is drop casted on 10cm2
of carbon fiber paper and dried for 30min.

3.2.2 Electrode Preparation
Assembly of Proton Exchange Membrane(PEM) Cell
Before the assembly of PEM Cell, nafion is cleaned under 3wt% of H2O2
solution at 100˚C for 1h, 1M HClO4 solution at 100˚C for 1h, and distilled water
at 100˚C for 1h.
The cell compartment is assembled by following order
Endplate-graphite bipolar plate-anode material on carbon fiber paper-silicon
gasket(0.2mm)-nafion-silicon gasket(0.2mm)-cathode material on carbon fiber
paper-graphite bipolar plate-Endplate
After the cell is assembled, the endplate is tighten with torque wrench with
4.5kgf/cm. Before taking the electrochemical analysis, the leakage test is
proceeded with snoop solution under Ar purging.
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Before the electrochemical test is proceeded, 1M HClO4 solution is pumped
inside the cell for electrochemical activation.

3.2.3 Material Characterization
Assembly of Proton Exchange Membrane(PEM) Cell
Before the assembly of PEM Cell, nafion is cleaned under 3wt% of H2O2
solution at 100˚C for 1h, 1M HClO4 solution at 100˚C for 1h, and distilled water
at 100˚C for 1h.

3.2.4 Electrochemical Measurement
Cyclic Voltammetry
Electrochemical analysis was performed under a three electrode system for
catalyst analysis (CHI 760e, CHInstrument) with Pt foil(Alfa) counter electrode
and Ag/AgCl reference electrode (BASi). Analyzed potential can be
transformed into RHE as following equation:
E(RHE)=E(Ag/AgCl)+0.197+0.0592×pH
The solution resistance is also measured by iR test is analyzed by automatic
iR compensation test. Therefore, the measurement of catalyst activity is also
compensated by following equation
E(RHE,True)=E(RHE)-iR
The overpotential for water oxidation and reduction at desired current density
is calculated by extracting thermodynamic potential for water oxidation and
reduction. The potential sweep scan rate was 10mV/s.
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Finally polarization curve for analysis is obtained by averaging forward and
backward scan data in order to subtract charging effect.
Two electrode measurement is also conducted for cell performance test. The
electrochemical test is also conducted by same instrument. Before electrolysis
test, 1M HClO4 is pumped into PEM cell with 10ml/min by peristalic
pump(EMP-600A,EMS tech). The cyclic voltammetry is conducted under
similar condition with two electrode measurement condition. The scan rate was
10mV/s. The data was averaged by positive and negative sweep without manual
iR compensation.
Bulk Electrolysis & Chronopotentiometry Test
Bulk electrolysis was conducted by same instrument at desired potential for
sufficient time. The chronopotentiometry test was also done by same instrument
at desired current for sufficient time.
Impedance Test
Impedance measurement was conducted with same instrument. At desired
potential, the frequency of impedance measurement was from 1000Hz to
0.01Hz. The A.C. impedance was conducted at 1000Hz, where the ZImagine~0 to
measure the certain resistance during electrolysis.

3.2.5 Gas Chromatography test
Gas chromatography analysis is conducted for calculation of faradaic
efficiency. Bulk electrolysis of electrolyzer cell for gathering specific charge,
the space of glass vessel connected with cathode part of electrolyzer was
stabilized for 10min to equate the gas concentration of vessel. After
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stabilization, 1ml of gas of glass vessel was ejected by gas-tight syringe and
injected to gas chromatography (Arnel 4003, Perkin-Elmer Instrument). The
TCD-FIB detector can measure the hydrogen amount in 1ml of gas inside the
vessel.

3.2.6 Solar Cell –Electrolyzer Matching Test
Solar Cell Efficiency Test
The GaAs solar cell is provided by LG Electronics® . The IV curve of GaAs
solar cell is measure by solar simulator (K3000, MsScience) by power of
100mW/cm2 (AM 1.5G). The light irradiation area of solar cell is controlled by
3D-printed masking block.
Solar Cell Connection to Electrolyzer
Electrolyzer assembled with similar method as PEM electrolyzer (containing
Nafion 115® ) is directly connected to series connected solar cell by clamp. The
light produced by solar simulator is irradiated to solar cell as 100mW/cm2 with
controlled area. For measuring the current transferred from solar cell to
electrolyzer,

electrochemical

bulk

analysis

technology

(CHI

760E,

CHInstrument) is performed as ammeter. The solar simulator is turn on and off
for every 10s for observing stability of solar to current ratio as well as dark
current.

3.2.7 Solar Cell-Converter-Electrolyzer Matching Test
Solar Cell Efficiency Test
The GaAs solar cell is provided by LG Electronics® . The IV curve of GaAs
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solar cell is measure by solar simulator with proper masking printed by 3D
printer.
Solar Cell Connection to DC Converter
The converter connected solar cell is directly linked with electrolyzer system
as same as previous solar cell connection to electrolyzer part. Moreover, the
converter is controlled by duty cycle with optimum coding by DSP chip
controller and current density is measured by potentiostat as ammeter.

3.3 Theoratical Factor Related with PV-EC System
The PV-EC system is combined with photovoltaic part and electrolyzer part.
Electrochemical performance of each compartment can be expressed by its
specific constant as below
Photovoltaic : j = jsc– j0(exp((qV+jRs)/nkT)-1)-(V+jRs)/Rshunt
Electrolyzer : V=V0+ τcatlog(j/j0,cat) +τanolog(j/j0,ano)+ jRele

(5)
(6)

At photovoltaic j is current density(mA/cm2) of photovoltaic, jsc stands for short
circuit current density(mA/cm2), j0 stands for dark current density(mA/cm2) of
photovoltaic, q is charge of one electron(1.6×10-19C), V

is voltage(V) of

photovoltaic, Rs means series resistance(Ω) of photovoltaic, n stands for diode
ideality factor, k is Boltzman constant(1.38 × 10-23J K-1), T stands for
temeperature(K), and Rshunt stands for shunt resistance of photovoltaic. In case
of electrolyzer, V stands for voltage(V) of electrolyzer, V 0 is thermodynamic
potential of electrolysis(1.23V at 298K at water electrolysis), τcat and τano stands
for tafel slope(mV/dec) of cathode, anode materials, j 0,catandj0,ano stands for
exchange current density(mA/cm2) of cathode, anode materials. j equals to the
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current density(mA/cm2) of electrolyzer and Rele means resistance of
electrolyzer.
If the electrolyzer system is connected with photovoltaic, the current density
and voltage of electrolyzer and photovoltaic should be formed at intersection
point of j-V curve of each compartment. Which indicates that as shown in
Fig.3.2a, the intersection between photovoltaic-electrolyzer curve is necessary
to split water by photovoltaic power. This is because the photovoltaic has only
limited coupled I-V relationship due to its Shokley-Queissier Limit. In order to
achieve highest current density by electrolyzer with specific photovoltaic,
efficient catalyst is necessary. As shown in Fig. 3.2a, catalysts with superior
performance can achieve almost similar current density of short circuit current
density.
The PV coupled electrolyzer can be schematically illustrated like Fig. 3.2b.
The PV absorb light energy from sun and generate carrier. The produced carrier
can be directly delivered to the electrode for chemical reaction. Since many
solar cell materials such as Si (Eg=1.1eV), GaAs (Eg=1.4eV) and MPI
(Eg=1.5eV) has similar band gap energy compared to thermodynamic potential
of water splitting at 298K (1.23V), it is hard to proceed water splitting reaction
with monolithic solar cell. Furthermore, due to the recombination of solar cell
material, the real open circuit voltage (Voc) is always lower than the band gap
of solar cell materials (Si~0.7V, GaAs~1.1V, MPI~1.1V). As a result, at least
duel series connected solar cell is indispensable for water splitting reaction.
Furthermore, the overpotential is also applied for water electrolysis. Each
cathode and anode has different value of overpotential for achieving specific
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current density. As shown in equation in (6), cathode and anode overpotential
can be descried as τlog(j/j0) at current density j(mA/cm2). If superior catalyst is
applied on anode or cathode, the τ and j0 becomes larger. For example, Pt/C is
known as best cathode material for water splitting. At acid condition, Pt/C has
about 30mV/dec of tafel slope and 10-3mA/cm2 of exchange current density.
Compared to well-known Ni catalyst performance (tafel slope = 45mV/dec,
exchange current density = 7×10-4mA/cm2), Pt/C required xx less overpotential
for achieving 10mA/cm2 of water electrolysis current density.
If we change the surface area of electrolyzer to solar cell, we could obtain
different water electrolysis current density. As shown in equation (5) and (6),
current density of PV-EC system does not consistent with the current density of
electrolyzer. It could be achieved current density of solar cell at onset potential
of water electrolyzer regardless of its electrolysis I-V curve by augmenting
electrolyzer to solar cell ratio. However, in order to produce high surface area
of water electrolysis, it takes large cost of catalyst material as well as its high
housing fee (cost of electrolysis cell such as membrane, support electrode and
etc).
Finally, the resistance of water electrolysis can be varied from the cell
structure. Conventional lab scale water electrolysis does not have compact
structure. However, by designing compact cell structure such as membrane
electrode assembly (MEA) cell, the total resistance can be further lowered. In
case of MEA cell, the resistance between cathode and anode is only attributed
to the thin membrane.
By applying power conversion technology, we could deliver maximum
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power of photovoltaic regardless of voltage and current density of electrolyzer.
The type of converter would be DC/DC buck type converter, which can produce
more current by sacrificing voltage of maximum power point of solar cell.
Moreover, the buck type converter can also allow electrolysis to follow the
maximum power point tracking. This is necessary performance of applying PVEC system to real industry since the power of solar light is always varying. It
is well known fact that the optical power of solar light has constant open circuit
voltage and proportionality relationship with short circuit current density. Due
to the impossible nature of predicting solar power on specific time, there would
be large loss of electrical energy transferred to electrolysis system generated by
solar cell. Therefore, the converting technology is also high necessary to
transfer highest power of solar cell regardless of its solar light power density
for minimizing the loss of solar cell energy. This technology is known as
maximum power point tracking (MPPT) technology. Finally, this methodology
could also break the diode equation. As shown in (5), it is impossible to produce
higher current density than short circuit current density of solar cell. This is
because the diode equation is based on the limit of internal property of solar
cell material. However, the converting technology can break the limit since the
circuit inside the converter only acknowledge the power of input and produce
proper voltage and current according to the I-V relationship of output.
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Figure 3.2 Characteristics of PV-EC system. (a) Photovoltaic Electrolyzer I-V matching graph when better HER(Hydrogen Evolution
Reaction), OER(Oxygen Evolution Reaction)
Schematic diagram of PV-EC system.
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catalysts are existed. (b)

3.3.1 Effect of Catalytic Performance
Catalytic performance is one of the important factor for determining
electrolysis performance. Due to the main factor for reducing the overpotential
of water splitting reaction, the superior catalyst can help converting solar power
to hydrogen energy without large amount of energy loss. As shown in (6), each
cathode and anode catalytic performance can be expressed as τlog(j/j0). This
indicates that catalytic performance is main influenced by tafel slope(τ) and
exchange current density(j0). The meaning of tafel slope is the required
potential to generate ten-fold of current density compared to previous current
density. Exchange current density is the equilibrium current density of water
splitting reaction at thermodynamic potential. Therefore, we can estimate the
required voltage for specific current density of electrolysis.
Although there is no standard criterion for evaluating the performance of
catalyst by required voltage obtaining specific current density, many
researchers utilized voltage required to obtain 1mA/cm2 and 10mA/cm2.76If we
deciding series connected solar cell, which has 15mA/cm2 of short circuit
current density, 2.2V as open circuit voltage, 10-36mA/cm2 of dark current
density and 1 as diode ideality factor, the solar to hydrogen conversion
efficiency can be easily calculated. There are many ways to evaluate catalytic
performance, the axis sets for displaying catalytic performance are η1mA/cm2
(overpotential for obtaining 1mA/cm2) to τcat+τano and η1mA/cm2 to η10mA/cm2
(overpotential for obtaining 10mA/cm2).We also fixed the electrolyzer surface
area to solar cell area ratio as 1 and assuming the resistance of cell as 3Ω cm2.
As shown in Fig. 3.3a, as the catalytic performance is increased (tafel slope
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and overpotential decreased), the STH efficiency could be increased.
Furthermore, if the catalytic property is overwhelming the specific performance
(such as overpotential lower than 500mV and tafel slope lower than 200mV/dec)
the STH efficiency is saturated as 18.5%. If we utilizing the converting
technology, there is no saturated region of catalytic performance. To be specific,
as the catalytic performance becomes higher, the STH efficiency is also
becomes higher. Furthermore, there is no 0% of STH regardless of
overpotential and tafel slope. This indicates that regardless of matching point
of electrolyzer I-V curve and solar cell I-V curve, there must be specific
hydrogen evolution reaction if we utilize converting technology.
If we change the axis as η1mA/cm2toη10mA/cm2, there is only half field is filling
with STH efficiency mapping (Fig. 3.3b). It is because η1mA/cm2cannot
overwhelm the η10mA/cm2. Furthermore, at similar η1mA/cm2the STH efficiency
without converting is almost proportion to η10mA/cm2value. It is because the short
circuit current density of solar cell is almost close to 10mA/cm2. Even though
more voltage is necessary to reach almost j sc of solar cell, the extra voltage
required to produce 15mA/cm2 from 10mA/cm2 is small, according to ButlerVolmer relationship. However, the application of converting technology
overwhelm this limit. There is no saturated or zero STH point at this range.
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Figure 3.3 Catalyst property to Solar to hydrogen conversion
efficiency(STH Efficiency) mapping. (a) Relationship of η1mA/cm2 and Tafel
slope to STH Efficiency without or with converter (b) Relationship of
η1mA/cm2 and η10mA/cm2 to STH Efficiency without or with converter
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3.3.2 Effect of Catalyst Surface Area and Resistance
In PV-EC system, there is no need to fix the electrolyzer surface area to solar
cell surface area as 1 as PEC electrode. Due to this application, we can achieve
higher STH efficiency with same catalyst by increasing the surface area of
electrode at fixed solar cell area. In contrast, the increase amount of electrode
can directly proportion to the increase of electrode preparation fee as well as its
housing fee. The housing fee is always fixed constant proportion to the
electrode surface area regardless of the cost of catalyst material. Therefore,
rational surface area ratio is necessary to obtain hydrogen with low cost of
system designing.
We assumes the exchange current density of electrolysis system is 103

mA/cm2 and resistance as 3Ω cm2. As shown Fig. 3.4a, even though the

catalyst performance is higher (low tafel slope), the electrode area to solar cell
ratio (Aele/Asol) lower than 0.07 shows minimal STH efficiency. In contrast,
Aele/Asol higher than 10 shows maximum STH efficiency when we do not apply
converting technology. If we applying converting technology, there is no STH
efficiency zero region. Furthermore, at specific Aele/Asol, the importance of
catalyst becomes significant. This can be proven at all Aele/Asolrange. Through
this process, the efficient catalyst is necessary to obtain at high STH efficiency
without excess amount of electrolyzer design fee. For example, at Aele/Asol ~ 1
the STH efficiency when tafel slope is 100mV/dec is about 6% higher than at
Tafel slope is 300mV/dec. Furthermore, the considering the x axis is log scale
of Aelec/Asol, the reasonable amount of catalyst surface area as well as its
catalytic performance. In the past, cheap transition metal based electrocatalyst
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performance is far lower than rare metal based catalyst such as iridium,
ruthenium or platinum. However, nowadays, there are many efficient
nanostructure based transition metal catalyst or noble metal – transition metal
mixed catalyst. This procedure will enhance the catalytic performance and
finally generate more hydrogen with less cost of electrolysis designing.
The resistance of electrolyzer is also one of the key feature for reducing the
amount of current by iR drop. Since the resistance drop is proportion to the
current, higher current density may generate more power loss. In order to
reduce resistance, short distance between cathode and anode is necessary.
However, decreasing resistance at MEA cell can also generate crossover
between hydrogen and oxygen from each cathode and anode. Therefore,
optimum distance between cathode and anode is essential for producing
hydrogen efficiently.
As shown in Fig. 3.4b, if the catalyst is efficient (tafel slope=100mV/dec),
obtaining highest STH efficiency without converter is possible regardless of
resistance. This is because the resistance loss at resistance 2 to 20Ω is 30 to
300mV at 15mA/cm2 (short circuit current density of solar cell). Since
achieving 15mA/cm2 without resistance is already done before the current drop
is started, it should not be considered with efficient catalyst. However, with
conversion technology, cell with low resistance may produce more hydrogen
efficiently. The decoupling of current and voltage of photovoltaic by converter
can also make electrolysis to be more low resistance to obtain high STH
efficiency.
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Figure 3.4Surface area / Resistance to Solar to hydrogen conversion
efficiency (STH Efficiency) mapping. (a) Relationship of surface area ratio
and Tafel slope to STH Efficiency without or with converter (b)
Relationship of resistance to tafel slope to STH Efficiency without or with
converter
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3.4 Characteristics of Anode and Cathode
3.4.1 Effect Characterization of Anode and Cathode Material
We utilize iridium-manganse based catalyst for water oxidation catalyst and
platinum as water reduction catalyst. This is because utilizing this kind of
catalyst can achieve highest electrolysis property with low loading of catalyst.
Moreover, the iridium manganese catalyst is unreported catalyst for water
oxidation with highly efficient performance at all pH range. Especially, we
apply this catalyst at acid condition without degradation of manganese.
As shown in experiment section, we utilize 10nm manganese oxide
nanoparticle as a support. Since the partially oxidized manganese nanoparticle
shows efficient water oxidation reaction at neutral pH condition with ultra-low
loading of catalyst, we believe manganese oxide nanoparticle will work as
efficient support. Furthermore, at iridium solution, the iridium solution can
produce iridium oxide on the manganese nanoparticle. The size of iridium
nanoparticle is about 1-2nm. Since the catalyst surface area is relatively high
compared to bulk material, it will be working as good water oxidation catalyst
(Fig. 3.5a).
One of more interesting feature is that manganse oxide nanoparticle
supported iridium oxide catalyst can be stabilized under acidic condition. This
is rare situation since the weak nature of transition metal oxide at acidic
condition. According to the thermodynamics, the manganese oxide cannot be
existed and only available as ion condition at pH 0. However, under electrolysis
condition, it seems that manganese oxide supported iridium oxide (IrO2-MnO)
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catalyst shows stable water oxidation property without degradation. The
electrocatalytic performance of catalyst will be described later. Moreover, the
size of iridium oxide can also make catalyst to be working as efficient catalyst
since the high surface area. The catalyst dropped on carbon fiber electrode is
porous electrode so the catalyst working area will be higher than the
geometrical surface area of electrode.
Platinum-Carbon (Pt/C) catalyst is one of the well-known efficient catalyst
for water reduction. According to the volcano plot, the proper amount of proton
– catalyst adsorption makes platinum as the best hydrogen evolution catalyst.
Due to this catalytic performance, producing nano-sized platinum catalyst
mixed with carbon shows highest hydrogen evolution property, especially
under acidic condition. As shown in Fig. 3.5b, 2nm of platinum nanoparticle is
loaded on the 20nm of Vulcan carbon.
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Figure 3.5 Cathode and anode nanoparticle image. (a) TEM analysis of
IrO2-MnO anode catalyst. Sub 2nm of IrO2 nanoparticle is detected on the
10nm MnO surface. (b) SEM analysis of Pt/C cathode materials. Sub 5nm
Pt nanoparticle is adsorbed on the Vulcan carbon.
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3.4.2 Electrochemical Performance of Anode Materials
Electrochemical property of each cathode and anode material is necessary to
design efficient water splitting electrolyzer. Each cathode and anode material is
evaluated by the 3 electrode system under 1M HClO4 for excluding the counter
electrode property.
For anode catalyst, we utilized manganese oxide, different loading of iridium
oxide and IrO2-MnO to support the superiority of IrO2-MnO. As shown in Fig
3.6a, pure partially oxidized manganese oxide catalyst does not show water
oxidation property. Furthermore, the color of solution becomes pink, which
indicates the manganese oxide is dissolved under acidic condition. However, if
we utilize iridium oxide catalyst, the stability problems can be solved. By
varying the loading of iridium oxide catalyst, we could achieve the different
catalytic property. As we expected, high loading (0.4mg/cm2) of iridium oxide
on carbon fiber paper shows better water oxidation property compared to low
loading (0.1mg/cm2 of iridium oxide) .
The IrO2-MnO based catalyst shows higher electrochemical water oxidation
property compared to conventional iridium oxide despite the low loading of
catalyst (Fig. 3.6b). This would be due to the couple effect between iridium
oxide and manganese oxide. Even though the tafel slope is similar with iridium
oxide catalyst, the difference of onset potential will be reasoned due to the
coupling effect between iridium oxide and manganese. The all catalytic
performance are shown with iR compensation. The detailed analysis will be
necessary. The catalyst stability can be also confirmed by bulk electrolysis,
chronopotentiometry analysis. (Fig. 3.7c, d)
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Figure 3.6 Electrochemical property of water oxidation catalyst. (a) Polarization
curve of water oxidation at different catalyst with different loading weight. (b)Tafel
slope

of

0.2mg

of

IrO2-MnO

catalyst

and

0.4mg

of
2

IrO2

catalyst.

(c)Chronopotentiometry data IrO2-MnO catalyst at 10mA/cm . (d)Bulk electrolysis
property of IrO2-MnO at 1.55V(vs.RHE).
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3.4.3 Electrochemical Performance of Cathode Materials and Total
Cell
Cathode material (Pt/C) shows superior hydrogen evolution activity as
shown in Fig. 3.7a. By controlling the loading amount of catalyst, we could
obtain reported property of Pt/C electrode by 0.4mg/cm2 of Pt loading. The iR
compensation is proceeded to show the pure catalytic characteristics of Pt/C.
We combine IrO2-MnO catalyst as anode and Pt/C as cathode material for
water splitting. Before we design the efficient MEA water electrolysis cell, the
two electrode analysis of each catalyst combination under lab scale solution
system is necessary to present the full water splitting property. The Fig. 3.8b
represents the two electrode water electrolysis system under 1M HClO4. In case
of real two electrode system, the consideration of resistance is also necessary.
However, the catalytic characteristics analysis of two electrode system should
be accompanied with iR compensation. After iR compensation, the polarization
curve is similar with the IrO2-MnO three electrode polarization curve. This
shows that the main overpotential on water electrolysis is driven by the water
oxidation reaction. There has been many research related to the kinetics of
water splitting reaction, which insists the four electron required to oxidize water
into oxygen is the bottleneck of water splitting reaction due to its kinetic
procedure.
The tafel slope of each cathode and anode comparison with full water
splitting shows combination of system does not disturb the total total tafel slope
of water splitting. The tafel slope of anode catalyst displays about 60mV/dec
and 1.6×10-3mA/cm2 of exchange current density, as shown in Fig.3.7b and Fig.
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3.7c. The cathode catalyst shows 36mV/dec of tafel slope as well as 10 3

mA/cm2 of exchange current density. The total water splitting tafel slope has

about 91mV/dec and exchange current density is about 2×10-2 mA/cm2. The
tafel slope value of total water splitting is similar to the sum of anode and
cathode tafel slope (94mV/dec). This is theoretically well matched with
previous eq. X. However, the exchange current density is not matched with the
sum or consistency of anode or cathode. This is because at total water splitting
procedure, it is hard to define the exchange current density as shown in (5). If
we disassemble the (5) as V=1.23 +(τcat+τano)logj + (τcatlogj0,cat+τanologj0,ano), the
exchange current density term cannot be combined. Instead, summation of
specific current density of overpotential of each catalyst (j=6.3mA/cm2) is
pretty well matched (280mV) with overpotential(290mV) required to carry out
total water splitting reaction at j=6.3mA/cm2.
Through the electrochemical performance analysis of catalyst, the IrO2-MnO
catalyst is optimum catalyst for water splitting reaction as well as Pt/C. By
utilizing the carbon fiber supported catalyst, we could design the efficient water
electrolysis system for achieving high STH efficiency.
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Figure 3.7 Electrochemical property of cathode material and two electrode
system. (a) Polarization curve of Pt/C with different loading weight. (b)
Two electrode analysis consist of IrO2-MnO and Pt/C with iR
compensation and without iR compensation. (c) Tafel slope of each IrO 2MnO, Pt/C catalyst and total water splitting reaction
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3.5 Electrochemical Characteristics of Flow Electrolyzer
3.5.1 Electrolyzer Assembly Technique
By utilizing IrO2-MnO catalyst and Pt/C as electrocatalyst for water splitting,
we design water electrolysis cell based on MEA technique. The cell
compartment is shown in Fig. 3.8a. The stack should be consisting of endplate
for each side (not shown in Fig. 3.8a), graphite bipolar plate, carbon fiber paper
based catalyst layer, and Nafion® membrane. Endplate is stainless steel based
scaffold plate. Graphite bipolar plates have holes to inject electrolyte and eject
produced gas for electrolysis cell. There is serpentine shape of flow channel is
existing to distribute consistent electrical energy to catalyst layer for stability
of catalyst as well as its property. Moreover, the anode graphite bipolar plate
receives electrolyte by peristaltic pump to evolve oxygen as well as proton. The
generated proton cross the Nafion® membrane and directly reacted with the
Pt/C on carbon fiber paper. The electrolyte injection to cathode compartment is
unnecessary due to the proton source is directly reacted with membrane
attached Pt/C. The catalyst layer contains dropped IrO2-MnO or Pt/C on porous
carbon fiber paper. The wettability of carbon paper is important factor for water
electrolysis. It is due to the wetting of carbon fiber allow catalyst to efficiently
react with electrolyte.
As mentioned before, electrolysis cell should have compact structure without
leakage of gas or electrolyte. In order to prevent solution leakage, as well as
low resistance, the cell should be assembled with optimum pressure. In contrast,
so high pressure should be avoided to break the cell compartment. This is
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because the high and unbalanced pressure applied to bipolar plate could break
the graphite bipolar plate as well as its membrane or catalytic layer. The torque
applied on cell preventing leakage was 4.5kgf cm. At this torque, there was no
leakage detected. Furthermore, preventing leakage of gas product and
electrolyte from cell, there is silicon based gasket is existed between each layer
(Fig. 3.8b).
The flow of electrolyte is also indispensable compartment for obtaining high
hydrogen evolution efficiency without gas saturation. In the water electrolysis
chamber at graphite bipolar plate, there would be tremendous amount of gas is
saturated if the electrolysis is carried out. The equation of real electrolysis could
be also described as below equation.
V=V0+Vkinetic(τcatlog(j/j0,cat)+τanolog(j/j0,ano))+Vresistance( jRele) + Vsaturation (7)
The V0, Vkinetic, and Vresistance term is already described. Vsaturation term indicates
the mass transfer limit occurred during the electrolysis procedure. Since the
electrolyte and product have different phase (liquid and gas), the evolved gas
from electrolyte can block the surface area of electrode. This can trigger the
mass transfer limit of electrolyte to the electrode. To avoid this situation,
optimum flow rate is required. On the other hand, too high flow rate can
consume tremendous amount of electricity for operation of peristaltic pump.
Due to this reason, the lowest flow rate should be considered without gas
saturation. Our electrolysis cell shows about 10ml/min of flow rate, which does
not consume much amount of energy and no gas saturation is occurred at
desired water electrolysis current density.
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Figure 3.8 Images of water electrolysis cell before PV is connected. (a) Schematic diagram of
electrolysis compartment. (b) Photograph of flow electrolysis cell.

3.5.2 Cell Compartment Variation
Through the membrane assembly technique, we change each compartment
of cell for optimizing the best water electrolysis cell property. The first
optimization of cell compartment was anode catalyst at water electrolysis cell.
As shown in Fig. 3.9a, 0.2mg/cm2 ofIrO2-MnO anode catalyst, 0.4mg/cm2 of
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IrO2 anode catalyst and 0.2mg/cm2 of partially oxidized MnO nanoparticle
catalyst was loaded on the 10cm2 of carbon fiber paper. The cathode
compartment is Pt/C catalyst. As mentioned before, the manganese oxide anode
based water electrolysis cell does not show high efficient water splitting
reaction property. More than 1.6V of potential is necessary to show current at
water electrolysis consisting of MnO based anode. Moreover, this catalytic
reaction also decreased after few cycles of cyclic voltammetry analysis. It
indicates that pure manganese oxide cannot stabilize under acidic condition.
The electrolyte also changes into pink color, one of the color based on
manganese ion. The pure form of manganese oxide is not suitable catalyst for
water oxidation at acidic condition.
In contrast, IrO2-MnO catalyst and IrO2 catalyst show superior water splitting
reaction property at acid. The polarization curve shown in Fig 3.10.a indicates
the superior water spitting property of two catalysts. IrO2-MnO, Pt/C based
water splitting electrolysis cell has about 1.42V of onset potential. To reach the
10mA/cm2, it requires 1.57V. The overpotential from thermodynamic energy
340mV. Considering the resistance of cell is 0.3Ω it only required 310mV to
reach 10mA/cm2 at 298K. This property indicates that one of the efficient
catalyst set for obtaining hydrogen with less overpotential compared to other
state of art catalyst.76 However, the pure IrO2, Pt/C water electrolysis requires
1.5V of onset potential for starting water splitting reaction. To reach 10mA/cm2,
it requires 1.65V. This shows that more potential is necessary to achieve
specific current density by IrO2, Pt/C electrolysis cell. The tafel slope analysis
also indicates the efficiency of water electrolysis of both anode materials. As
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shown in Fig.3.9b, IrO2-MnO and IrO2catalyst has similar tafel slope. However,
since the IrO2-MnO, Pt/C has higher exchange current density compared to IrO2,
Pt/C electrolyzer, more efficient water splitting reaction is available.
By impedance analysis at 1.6V, the property of IrO2-MnO, Pt/C and IrO2,
Pt/C electrolyzer can be easily compared. The series resistance is almost similar
regardless of catalyst combination (0.3Ω) (Fig. 3.9c). However, there is
tremendous difference between two electrolysis set. The polarization resistance
of IrO2, Pt/C is far higher (0.2Ω) than IrO2-MnO, Pt/C catalyst set. This result
support the polarization of IrO2-MnO is by far easier than pure IrO2.
Considering the cathode is same Pt/C with same loading amount, the
polarization resistance is driven by anode catalyst. The efficiency of IrO2-MnO
catalysts water oxidation catalyst is better than pure IrO2 at 1.6V and this result
finally let IrO2-MnO as anode catalyst for this research. The stability of this
catalyst also supports the efficient water splitting reaction catalyst with low
loading weight.
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Figure 3.9 Electrocatalytic performance of different anode catalyst based water electrolysis cell.
(a) Polarization curve of different anode catalyst for water splitting reaction. IrO 2-MnO catalyst
shows best water splitting performance compared to pure IrO 2 or partially oxidized MnO. (b)
Tafel slope of IrO2-MnO and IrO2 catalyst based water electrolysis cell. IrO2-MnO cell shows
about 91mV/dec of tafel slope and IrO2 cell shows 121mV/dec. (c) Impedance analysis of IrO2MnO and IrO2 catalyst based water splitting cell. IrO2-MnO catalyst based cell shows lower
polarization resistance compared to IrO2 catalyst based cell
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The Nafion® membrane thickness is detrimental factor for achieving water
electrolysis with low resistance between cathode and anode. However, the too
low thickness of Nafion® membrane can bring about gas crossover between
hydrogen and oxygen. Since hydrogen with impurity such as oxygen is
hazardous gas for industry due to its easiness to be combustion. The proper
amount of distance of Nafion® membrane is required to achieve reasonable
water splitting activity as well as its hydrogen purity. Three kinds of Nafion®
membrane is utilized for analyzing the water splitting reaction. The thickness
of Nafion® 117, 324, and 115 are 0.18mm, 0.15mm and 0.125mm. The
thickness of membrane will directly bring about the value of resistance during
water electrolysis. As shown in Fig. 3.10a, the AC impedance at 1.6V with
1000Hz result shows resistance difference because of its Nafion® species. AC
resistance of Nafion® 117 is 0.7Ω. In contrast, Nafion® 324 has 0.4Ω at 1.6V,
1000Hz of AC impedance analysis. Nafion® 115, one of the slightest Nafion in
these dataset shows lowest resistance of electrolyzer. This indicates that
electrolysis with thin Nafion membrane can drop the resistance loss.
As shown in Fig.3.10b, polarization curve of water electrolysis system
consisting of IrO2-MnO, Pt/C catalyst and different Nafion membrane shows
significant polarization diagram difference. As expected, the electrolyzer
consisting of slightest Nafion shows the best water splitting property compared
to other Nafion. Especially, due to the voltage and current density is relationship
under logarithm scale, slight increase of voltage by reducing the resistance can
bring about large current density. As a result, at 1.6V, Nafion 115 catalyst shows
17mA/cm2, which is the highest current density compared to other Nafion based
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electrolyzer. By iR compensation of electrolysis data with different Nafion,
there is no big difference of polarization curve regardless of Nafion species.
This indicates that the resistance driven by thickness of Nafion membrane is
the only reason affecting the water electrolysis property when the Nafion
compartment is changed. Through this data, it is easy to conclude that
membrane should be as thick as possible to generate hydrogen from water
efficiently.
However, it is well known fact that membrane thickness is important factor
for preventing gas cross over (Table. 3.1). Gas chromatography (GC) analysis
was conducted to show the solar to hydrogen as well as its gas cross over. The
electrolysis cell consisting of different Nafion species was connected with gas
tight vessel and purged with Ar for 15min. We conduct bulk electrolysis as each
nafion compartment at 1.6V to achieve 30C of water splitting reaction charge.
After bulk electrolysis, 5min of electrolyte flow without bulk electrolysis to
distribute hydrogen inside and outside of electrolysis. 1ml of gas inside the
glass vessel was measured by GC.As shown in Table 1, faradaic efficiency of
hydrogen are high regardless of membrane. However, Nafion 117 electrolysis
shows highest faradaic efficiency (99.6%). The purity of hydrogen is highest at
Nafion 117. In contrast, the Nafion 115 has lowest hydrogen purity. It would be
due to the slight thickness of Nafion 115 compared to Nafion 117 or 324.
However, we believe that oxygen percentage at hydrogen by Nafion 115 is not
crucial factor for preventing Nafion 115 for water electrolysis cell. Therefore,
we use Nafion 115 membrane for PV connected water electrolysis system.
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Figure 3.10 Electrochemical performance of IrO2-MnO anode – Pt/C cathode
catalyst for water splitting cell with different Nafion species. (a) AC impedance
time curve of Nafion® with different species. Nafion 115® shows lowest resistance
compared to other species. This indicates that the cell comprised of Nafion 115®
membrane shows highest water splitting reaction performance. (b) Polarization
curve of water splitting cell with different Nafion® Species. The inset displays the
iR compensation results of polarization curve.

Nafion 115

Nafion 324

Nafion 117

Faradaic efficiency of H2

99.5%

98.3%

99.6%

O2 percentage at H2 part

0.2689%

0.217%

0.0238%

Table 3.1 Faradaic efficiency tables for different Nafion® based water
electrolysis cell. Faradaic efficiency of H2 was highest at Nafion® 117.
Moreover, O2 inclusion percentage at H2compartment. This indicates that
the purity of H2
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The electrolyte acidity is important factor to design the electrolysis cell. It is
because the acidity is detrimental factor for proton concentration, which affect
the proton transfer through the Nafion® membrane. Since the produced amount
of proton ion from anode catalyst at about 15mA/cm2 (jsc) is minimal compared
to the proton concentration in 1M HClO4. Due to this reason, efficient water
splitting reaction by Nafion® membrane should be accompanied with 1M
HClO4 electrolyte.
As shown in Fig. 3.11a, the water electrolysis with different electrolyte
shows tremendous amount of water splitting property regardless of efficient
catalyst and Nafion membrane. Since the cathode compartment only utilize the
proton transferred through the Nafion membrane, mass transfer of proton
through Nafion membrane can be bottleneck of MEA at weak acid. At pH 0,
the electrolyte provides sufficient amount of proton to the Nafion membrane
for water reduction. However, as the pH decreases the current density at specific
voltage becomes lower than high pH. As the pH increases, the current density
at specific voltage over onset potential becomes decreasing. This indicates that
the proton concentration is detrimental factor for efficient water splitting
reaction. Furthermore, at pH 3, there is almost no water splitting reaction is
occurred at measured range. This result is similar by changing the 0.001M of
HClO4 (pH=3) to 1M of H3PO4/KH2PO4 buffer (pH=3). The higher ionic
strength solution is not a factor to enhance the water splitting activity at low
acidic condition. From this result, the pH 0 electrolyte is optimum solvent for
water splitting via MEA cell.
As shown in Fig. 3.11b, the catalyst loading methodology is important factor
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to determine the cell structure. Many researchers load catalyst on the Nafion
membrane directly and put bare support carbon fiber paper catalyst on the
membrane.72 This method can bring about problems. First, the powder should
be directly produced, not by electrode supported technique such as
electrodeposition. The second problem is hardness to control the dropping on
the membrane directly. If the catalyst is dropped or brushed on the membrane,
the membrane is usually shrinking. Due to this problem, it is hard to deposit
catalyst on the membrane with consistent concentration. There is some
advantage for direct catalyst deposition on Nafion membrane such as hot
pressing method or easiness of proton transfer but that is not applicable to our
system. The advantage of catalyst deposition on carbon fiber was the surface
area of water oxidation due to the porosity of carbon fiber paper. Moreover, the
relatively consistent catalyst deposition is available such as spraying or dipping
methodology.
The polarization curve of IrO2-MnO catalyst on membrane and carbon fiber
paper also supports this claim. Even though the onset potential is under similar
position, water splitting property is better at carbon supported catalyst. This
would be due to the large surface area of carbon fiber paper compared to the
membrane itself. Moreover, the resistance of the two cell is similar. This
indicates that the loading of IrO2-MnO on carbon fiber paper does not generate
resistance. The catalyst loading is small, so the voltage drop is not occurred
through the catalyst supported carbon fiber paper.
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Figure 3.11 Polarization curve of IrO2-MnO, Pt/C based catalyst with
Nafion 115 membrane (a) Electrolyte variation with different pH. (b)
Anode catalyst loading method difference.
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3.6 Solar to Hydrogen Conversion with Solar Cell
3.6.1 Solar Cell
The solar cell utilized for hydrogen evolution was provided by LG
Electronics® . As shown in Fig. 3.12a, the monolithic GaAs solar cell has
efficiency about 24.6%. The Voc, Jsc and fill factor (FF) is 1.078V, 29.05mA/cm2
and 0.786. The surface area of GaAs solar cell is 10cm2. However, when the
solar cell is series connected, the efficiency becomes lower than expected. After
the two monolithic cell is series connected, the efficiency becomes lower as
22.6% as shown in Fig. 3.12b. Furthermore, the Voc, Jsc and FF becomes 2.1V,
14.94mA/cm2 and 0.72. The reduction of efficiency is driven by the series
connection of solar cell. Since the real solar cell equation can be displayed as
below.
j=jsc-j0(exp[(qV+qjRseries)/nkT-1]-1)-((V+jRseries)/Rshunt)

(8)

Comparing the series connected solar cell with monolithic solar cell, the
Rshunt is almost similar regardless of connection. In contrast, the series resistance
(0.84Ω) becomes higher than monolithic solar cell (0.3Ω). If the solar cell is in
ideal state, the series resistance of series connected cell should be 0.6Ω.
However, the connection between two solar cells through the wiring can also
bring about 0.24Ω of resistance. This resistance would be detrimental factor to
lower the power of series connected solar cell compared to the monolithic solar
cell.
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Figure 3.12IV Curve of monolithic GaAs solar cell. (a) One monolithic
solar cell IV curve. (b) Series connected solar cell under light and dark
condition
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3.6.2 Solar Cell to Electrolyzer Matching
Electrolyzer connection with solar cell can also drive the water splitting
reaction for hydrogen evolution by solar light. Since the series connected solar
cell has enough voltage for water splitting reaction with our cell, the water
splitting is efficiently proceeded. Through the bulk electrolysis current density
at 0V, the solar to hydrogen efficiency can be evaluated.
As shown in Fig. 3.13a, electrolysis-current matching graph could predict the
solar to hydrogen efficiency of PV-EC system. In order to adjust the solar cell
current density to solar to hydrogen by multiplying 1.23 and 0.996(faradaic
efficiency), the eletrolyzer current density slopes are shown with various
surface area ratio. Note that the current density of the electrolysis cell seems
different due to the surface area change, not by the efficiency variation. In order
to show the real solar to hydrogen efficiency, we use potentiostat as ammeter.
The real current driven by PV to EC can be analyzed as Fig. 3.13b. The current
density estimated by IV curve matching between solar cell and electrolyzer is
shown. This indicates that the matching point tracking is indeed the value which
the PV-EC device can produce how efficient the hydrogen produced.
Furthermore, for long term of photoelectrolysis, there was no further
degradation of PV-EC system. This indicates that our system is stable hydrogen
production system under solar light more than 2h. However, as shown in Fig
3.14.b, the maximum STH can be fixed due to the breaking of jsc of solar cell.
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Figure 3.13 Solar Cell and Electrolysis matching at different surface area
ratio. (a) Electrolysis polarization curve at different surface area ratio
control and solar cell IV curve matching. The matched current density
indicates the STH efficiency. (b) Bulk electrolysis at 0V at different surface
area ratio to display predicted STH efficiency could be generated.
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3.7 Converting Technology on Solar Energy Conversion
3.7.1 Total System Description
By utilizing the power converting technology provided by professor Ha’s
group, we could further increase the STH efficiency by maximum power point
tracking methodology. Converter technology can transfer maximum power
point of solar cell energy by turning on and off the switch of the circuit at
constant cycle (duty) to transfer the desired voltage and current to the
electrolyzer. It indicates that converting technology could break the jsc of the
solar cell and transfer higher current density by sacrificing the voltage to
electrolysis to achieve highest STH efficiency.
As shown in Fig. 3.14a, the total system could be illustrated as scheme. The
solar cell is working as power generator for the electrolysis and the maximum
power could be tracked through the converter. The converter can transfer the
highest power to match with electrolysis condition and if the voltage at
maximum power point is higher than the solar cell IV, electrolysis polarization
curve voltage, higher current density could be generated by buck type converter.
The picture displays the real system as bench scale test for water electrolysis
by solar light (Fig. 3.14b). Fig. 3.14c displays the circuit of our system. As
shown in converter position, the inductor can save maximum power of solar
cell for a while and when the switch is on, the power could be delivered. The
proper frequency of switching can finally transfer maximum power efficiently
to the electrolysis cell.
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Figure 3.14 Total system decription of PV-Buck converter-EC system for highest STH
efficiency. (a) Schematic illustration of PV-Buck converter-EC system. The PV energy
could be tracking by Converter and finally highest power is transferred to the
electrolysis cell. (b) Photograph of PV-Buck converter-EC system. (c) Resistance
circuit of our system. The power of PV is stored transiently at inducer periodically to
deliver highest energy to electrolyzer.
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3.7.2 Maximum Power Deliver to Electrolyzer
We could choose the power point of solar cell to be delivered to the
electrolysis by converter. The converter efficiency was about 95% at our system,
so 5% of power driven by solar light is consumed by converter for switching.
When the surface area ratio between electrolyzer and sola r cell is about 4.5,
the STH could be achieved about 17.9% without converting technology at 1.5V.
This is almost closed to the short circuit current density of solar cell, so it is
appropriate to say that it is nearly closed to jsc of STH efficiency. However, the
maximum power point is formed about 1.7V and 14.2mA/cm2. Moreover, the
higher voltage point could be delivered to the electrolyzer by controlling the
duty of converter. Therefore, 24.2mW/cm2 of power is delivered to the
electrolysis (MPPT, point 1) and 22.5mW/cm2 of power is transferred to the
electrolysis (point 2) (Fig. 3.15b). In contrast, without converter, 21.5mW/cm2
seems transferred to the electrolyzer. According to the calculation 19.6% of
STH and 17.8% of STH should be achieved without energy loss of converter
However, there is still available to achieve 18.9% and 18.3% of STH efficiency
with converting technology (Fig. 3.15c). This indicates that even though the
converter consumes little amount of energy to be utilized to generate hydrogen
efficiently. Furthermore, as the surface area ratio between electrolyzer and solar
cell becomes larger, highest STH efficiency could be achieved, according to the
modeling result shown in Fig. 3.15c. However, total power would be severely
decreased if the ratio becomes smaller. Therefore, appropriate surface area
should be utilized to produce hydrogen efficiently with high power.
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Figure 3.15 Solar to Hydrogen efficiency calculation on PV-Buck converter-EC
system. (a) Electrolyzer polarization curve and solar cell IV curve we utilized.
When converting technology is carried out, the point on IV curve can be delivered
through the electrolyzer with 95% of efficiency. (b) Power density curve of water
electrolyzer and solar cell. The point 1 (MPPT point) could be also transferred to
the electrolyzer, which has highest current density at this system. (c) Time-current
density curve for displaying STH efficiency. With MPPT transfer by converter,
we could achieve 18.9% of STH efficiency, which is far higher than without
converter (17.8%).
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Chapter 4. Conclusion
By the need of alternative energy instead of fossil fuel, the hydrogen energy
obtained from solar light could be good candidate for future energy source.
Through the study, the efficient aqueous solution splitting systems for achieving
hydrogen with solar light are developed and analyzed for its industrial
efficiency.
MPI driven photocatalyst is under dynamic equilibrium state by stabilizing
the PbI2 in hydriodic acid condition. Moreover, the MPI itself has appropriate
band position for photocatalysis reaction without further degradation due to the
dynamic equilibrium state between solution. The material characterization also
displays the precipitate as pure tetragonal MPI phase without further impurity.
The pure MPI powder can split hydriodic acid into hydrogen and I3- with
1.8μmol/h. The absorbance also displays the steep increase of I3- under visible
light condition. More important thing is that MPI powder does not have further
degradation under visible light splitting reaction. By treating with MPI powder
with DMF annealing procedure, MPI powder could split hydriodic acid more
efficiently. Even though the STH efficiency of our system is lower than 0.05%,
this study paves the way to design new way to split HX complex without further
degradation efficiently under visible light condition.
Moreover, the efficient water splitting system combining photovoltaic, buck
type converter and electrolysis system shows about 19% of STH efficiency. The
series connected GaAs solar cell has about 24% of solar to electricity
conversion efficiency. The converter can decouple the voltage and current
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density of maximum power point into electrolyzer requisite voltage and current
density with 95% of efficiency. The electrolyzer is comprised of newly
developed IrO2-MnO anode catalyst and Pt/C cathode material. Moreover, IrO2MnO catalyst is efficient water oxidation under acidic condition. The
electrolysis cell is designed as MEA technique, and 10ml/min of flow is
consistently applied for deterring mass transfer limit. The electrolysis, solar cell
matching curve displays the highest STH efficiency could be achieved s 17.9%.
In contrast, by applying conversion technology, 18.9% of STH efficiency could
be achieved at 4.5 of surface area ratio. Our system could efficiently
demonstrate the way to produce hydrogen with solar light efficiently with high
efficiency. This system could be good research model as semi pilot system
before the real industrial application is proceeded.
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초

록

현재 석유 에너지 고갈에 따른 대체 에너지 개발은 인류에게 닥
친 가장 큰 문제 중 하나이다. 이에 대한 대안으로 태양 에너지를
수소 에너지로써 저장하는 방법은 최선의 대체 에너지 재원이라고
할 수 있다. 현재 세 가지 방법으로 태양 에너지를 이용해 수용액
상에서 수소를 만드는 방법이 개발이 되어 왔으며 이는 각각 광촉
매, 광전기화학전극, 태양전지–전기분해장치 (PV-EC)혼합시스템이다.
메틸 암모늄 납 아이오다이드 (MPI)는 산성 환경에서 안정적으로
결정상으로 존재할 수 있다는 특성을 이용해 태양빛을 이용해 아이
오다이드 산 조건에서 수소로 바꿀 수 있는 물질 후보이다. 또한 포
화용액에서 생성된 MPI가 매우 순수한 상이며 에너지 준위 역시 아
이오다이드산을 광분해 시키기에 적합한 값을 가지고 있다. 475nm
이상의 파장의 빛을 쏴주었을 경우 수소와 I3-가 생성됨을 기체 크로
마토그래피 및 흡광도 분석을 통해 알 수 있었다. 또한 MPI 분말에
DMF 상에서 열 처리를 할 경우 그 광촉매 성질이 향상됨을 확인할
수 있었다.
PV-EC 시스템은 미래에 태양 에너지를 통한 수소 에너지 생성 시
스템 중 가장 산업 친화적인 시스템이다. 또한 이를 위해 뛰어난태
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양 전지와 물 전기 분해장치, 특히 좋은 촉매가 필요하다. 또한이때
일률 순변환 시스템을 이용한다면 태양전지의 다이오드식 한계를
넘어서는 전류밀도를 발생시켜 더욱 효율적으로 물 분해를 통한 수
소 발생을 이루어 낼 수 있다. 태양 전지의 경우 GaAs 기반의 태양
전지를 직렬 연결하여 사용한다. 물 전기분해 장치의 경우 IrO2-MnO
산화극 촉매와 Pt/C 촉매를 이용하여 산성 환경에서 셀을 구성하게
된다. 또한 Nafion® 막과 촉매가 올라가 있는 다공성 전극을 이용하
여 장치를 조립하게 되며 펌프를 이용해 전해질을 지속적으로 공급
해줌으로써 물질 전달의 저해가 없는 물 전기분해장치를 만들게 된
다. 이러한 장치를 태양전지와 일률 변환 장치와의 연결을 통해 태
양전지의 최대 효율 지점을 물 전기분해 장치에 전달할 수 있었다.
또한 태양 에너지를 수소로 변환하는 효율이 약 18.9% 정도를 달성
할 수 있었다. 본 시스템을 통해 현재 태양에너지를 수소로 변환하
는 시스템 중 매우 높은 효율에 달성하는 것에 성공하였다.

주요어:

수소발생,

메틸암모늄

납

아이오다이드,

물

태양에너지수소전달효율, 광촉매, 아이오다이드 산 분해
학번 : 2014-20592
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